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KENYA: Economic Programme Updated On:Friday, June 28, 1991

June 27, 1991

EVENT: Earlier this month, Kenya announced a tough budget
designed to stabilise its economy.

SIGNIFICANCE: This provides the firmest evidence to date of
Kenya's determination, under pressure from official donors, to
accelerate economic reform.

ANALYSIS: Eleven years after receiving its first structural
adjustment loan, Kenya has announced far-reaching measures aimed
at reversing the country's economic slowdown. Economic
performance has deteriorated since the late 1970s, with the
growth rate of GDP slowing from 10% between 1970-75 to 3.5%
during the 1980-86 period. With population increasing at 3.7%
annually, this has meant falling living standards. Although
there was a partial recovery in the late 1980s, with annual GDP
growth rising to 5%, this has not been sustained.

Growth slowed to 4.5% last year -- the lowest since 1985 -- and
in his budget speech on June 13 Finance Minister George Saitoti
predicted a further deterioration in 1991 with expansion
slipping to 4%, well below the development plan target of 5.4%.

More worrying than this slowdown is the sharp deterioration in
the balance of payments, which swung from a surplus of 125
million dollars in 1989 to a deficit of 60 million dollars last
year. This was largely due to a falling off of capital inflows,
and especially foreign investment. But it was also due to the
Gulf crisis, which cost Kenya 90 million dollars in the final
five months of 1990. Oil is the country's chief import -- about
one fifth of the total -- and while Kenya has benefitted
significantly from the sharp fall in oil prices since January
1991, its tourist industry is suffering from the negative effects
of the Gulf crisis on travel and, more recently, the recession in
the West. The country's debt-service ratio is still
uncomfortably high at 28% last year -- down from 32% in 1989 --
and Kenya is hoping for more debt cancellation by western
lenders.

Saitoti expects tea exports -- the country's second largest
currency earner after tourism -- together with lower fuel prices
and improving tourist receipts to stabilise the balance of
payments in 1991. But he also has warned of little prospect of a
revival in the crucial farming sector.

Three elements are central to economic strategy for the next two
years:

-- curbing inflation;
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-- restructuring the public sector; and

-- securing faster export growth.

Inflation. Inflation last year increased to 12.6% from 10.6% in
1989, which was way above the target rate of 7%. Saitoti blamed
this on excessive credit creation, especially by a government
whose borrowing from the banks rose no less than 59% during 1990
fuelling money supply growth of 20%. The budget deficit was
responsible for the surge in credit growth.

Privatisation. The boldest long-term move foreshadowed in the
budget was the decision to press ahead with the much-delayed
privatisation programme which is central to solving the budget
deficit problem. Saitoti says that almost a third of the deficit
reduction target could be met if state-owned enterprises could
service their own debts and pay taxes. Last year, the Treasury
bailed the parastatals out to the tune of 70 million dollars.
According to the finance minister, the return on investments
worth almost 2 billion dollars was only 0.20%. The government's
solution to this is to sell off -- or liquidate -- the bulk of
the 250 firms in which the state owns shares while retaining so-
called 'strategic' firms, but restructuring them to improve their
efficiency and productivity.

Most privatisation sales will be by open, competitive tender to
buyers both from within Kenya and abroad. Criteria for
determining the buyer will depend not just on the price offered
but on the quality of management, technology transfer and access
to export markets. The long-term aim will be 100% divestiture
from non-strategic parastatals. Management will be given
autonomy in the strategic enterprises remaining under government
control.

While these moves to restructure the public sector will be
welcomed by donors and businessmen alike, there will be continued
scepticism over the pace of reform.

Export promotion. Saitoti claims that the country's export drive
is going well with volumes rising 6% annually over the last five
years while exports of manufactured goods have been increasing at
17% a year, albeit from a very small base. The key to the export
strategy has been a depreciating currency, with the value of the
Kenya shilling falling more than 75% from 16 to the dollar five
years ago to 28.4 today. Nairobi has high hopes that export
expansion will be accelerated as its Export Processing Zones
comes on stream. Two zones are being set up -- at Athi river and
Mombasa -- with applications approved for the first three EPZ
factories to be established.
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Other incentive schemes include Manufacturing Under Bond (MUB),
with eleven firms already participating. The regulations for
this were further eased in the budget. Exports are also being
fostered by tariff reform; the budget lowered last year's top
rates from 100% to 70%.

CONCLUSION: Business and donor scepticism will only be allayed
if decisive moves are made soon to implement the 1991 budget
proposals and especially the privatisation programme.

Keywords: AF, Kenya, economy, policy, prices, aid, investment,
debt, private sector, trade
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SUBJECT: KENYA: Parastatal Reform Paper

1. This paper is a dramatic, indeed almost miraculous improvement over
the sketchy and timid policy document that we received from the Kenyans just
several weeks ago. It states clearly that large segments of the parastatal
sector either have never met or are no longer meeting the strategic objectives
for which they were created; that the way forward is to (i) divide the sector
into strategic and non-strategic sub-sectors, (ii) divest the non-strategic sub-
sector through privatization and liquidation, and (iii) apply stiff market
proxies to the remaining strategic enterprises so as to make their behavior
mimic, as much as possible, that of privately-owned firms operating in
competitive markets. This is more than an advance; it is a remarkable
conversion.

2. Many of the concepts and tactics presented in the paper are
completely in line with Bank thinking; a first impression is that we could have
written much of it. Later on one realizes that we did write parts of it; for
example, the section on past performance of the sector as a whole, and parts of
the sections on how to categorize firms, on how to go about the sales process,
and how to improve performance in firms remaining in the state portfolio -- these
come directly and in detail from Bank reviews and papers. 1 This has advantages
and disadvantages: On the one hand, imitation is the sincerest form of flattery,
and their use of our ideas and materials suggests they have accepted our
diagnosis of their problems and our suggestions for reform. But one must admit
that a less positive interpretation is conceivable; that the continuing financial
crisis and donor pressure have pushed them to seize on readily available ideas
in an effort to placate us. Which is it?

3. Assuming (as we must) sincerity on the part of the government, what
specific comments and suggestions can be offered?

o The concept of strategic/non-strategic: this is an advance over past
thinking, and it is a notion often supported by the Bank; thus, we
can hardly fault it. But: the boldest African leaders (for example,
the new Prime Minister of the Ivory Coast) have rejected the entire
concept as "misguided," stating that there is no sector or firm which
will forever be sheltered from market forces. In the Kenyan context,

'In some cases the borrowing was done without sufficient editing or
updating; thus, para. 3.02 refers to "the last two fiscal years" as 1984 and
1985, for a document supposedly written in 1991. Here, they have taken the
text from a Bank report written in 1986.
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we should recommend a more specific and limited definition of
strategic. The document says all firms "deemed vital to national
security/contingency (what does the last mean?) and those enterprises
or parts of enterprises providing essential goods and services" are
strategic. This is too broad and too loose; on this basis one could
construct an argument on the importance or essential nature of almost
any product. This definition should be sharpened to limit strategic
status to (i) natural monopoly social service providers, and (ii)
a few firms working in areas where private activity cannot or will
not presently act.

o The concept of viable/non-viable: basically sound, but the idea of
"potential viability" contains a possible pitfall -- this is the
tendency for analysts to construct and governments to approve workout
scenarios whereby even the poorest performer could be transformed
into a productive, profitable firm, if one more injection of capital
is made, if the market for its product turns up (or better yet, is
made to turn up by a "slight and temporary" government intervention),
if the enterprise's debt is forgiven so that its balance sheet is
not paralyzed by interest charges, etc. It is easy and tempting to
think up conditions that will make a firm viable; and while this
particular paper is extraordinarily clear-headed about this issue,
we must define tightly the notion of potential viability. The
worrisome statement is in para. 5.04 which says that "potentially
viable enterprises will be restructured by gradually increasing
participation of the private sector." We should argue; if you've
made the decision to let them go, then let them go, fully and
quickly.

o A major shortcoming of the paper is that it does not spell out at
least the principles by which bankruptcy and liquidation will be
applied; it should do this.

o With regard to the specific classification of firms, the paper does
not present the definitive list of which enterprises are strategic
and which are not, but some hints are given. Seemingly, all firms
now in receivership are classed as non-strategic; they will proceed
to divestiture in the near future -- well and good. But: Kenya
Airways is classed as strategic. Why? All over the world, airlines
have been a prime area for enlarging the role of the private sector;
i.e., in Argentina, Brazil, Panama, Mali, Pakistan, Turkey and
Thailand, not to mention Britain, Canada and many other OECD
countries. The point is that we should see the list before it is
cast in concrete, so that we can debate the criteria used and the
decisions suggested.

o The Kenyans should be commended on the soundness and realism of many
of the tactics adopted in the paper; for example, the repeated
injunction against spending state funds to restructure physically
enterprises being put up for sale (this should be left to the new
private owner); the notion that parts of even strategic firms could
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be hived off or contracted out to the private sector; and the
willingness to use a range of methods to privatize.

o With regard to the social safety net for affected employees, para.
6.14 puts forward the usual package of "retraining, advanced
retirement benefits, relocation assistance, etc." Severance pay is
needed; Bank experience is that this element often makes or breaks
the implementation of a public enterprise reform program. Standard
Bank practice is to participate in such programs, in terms of
conceptualization and financing. We might consider advising the
Kenyans to rely on straight severance pay rather than elaborate
retraining/relocation programs which laid-off employees like less,
and which are more expensive, and provide opportunities for rent-
seeking.

o Finally, para. 6.03 on the autonomy and accountability of enterprises
needs much more specificity; i.e., precisely what decisions will be
placed in managerial hands, and what principles will guide the
autonomy measures.

Distribution:

Messrs: Hindle, Bhattasali (AF2IE), Lethem, Miovic, Madavo (AF2DR)
Carter, Byam (AF2CO), Drum, Dia (AFTIM), O'Brien (AFRCE)
Eigen (Kenya Resident Mission), Saghir, Elwan,
Nankani (CFSPS), Landell-Mills (AFTDR), Shirley,
Galal, Lee, Kikeri, Rueda-Sabater (CECPS)
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KENYA

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR ADJUSTMENT CREDIT

CREDIT SUMMARY

Borrower: Government of Kenya

Executing Agency: Ministry of Finance

Credit Amount: IDA: SDR 73.6 million (US$102 m)
African Facility: SDR 7.2 million (US$10 m)

Terms: Standard IDA and African Facility terms. IDA Credit

has a 35 year maturity.

Description and The proposed Credits would support the first phase
Allocation of (1988-90) of the Government's medium-term adjustment

Credit: program for the industrial sector. These reforms are
intended to stimulate investment, promote export pro-

duction and improve the efficiency of the sector. The

program includes reforms in the areas of trade liberal-
ization, tariffs, price controls, export promotion,
corporate taxation, financial sector policies and

industrial public enterprises. The key elements of the
reform program include: (i) rationalization of the

import licensing system and liberalizing imports of raw

materials, intermediate and capital goods and some
consumer goods; (ii) reduced dispersion in tariff
rates; (iii) decontrolling prices of about 20 products
and streamlining approval procedures for goods remain-
ing under price control; (iv) improved incentives for
export promotion, including manufacturing-in-bond,
export finance, and a new import duty compensation
scheme; (v) streamlining of investment procedures; (vi)

improved tax incentives for investment; (vii) the
development of an action program for restructuring the
industrial development finance institutions and their
portfolios; and (viii) limited financial sector
reforms to activate the capital and money markets. The
proceeds of the Credits would finance general imports
based on a negative list.

Benefits and Risks: The Credits will support the Government's efforts to
make the industrial sector more outward-oriented and
competitive. Because Kenya's industrial sector is
already relatively efficient, the primary benefits will



come from increased investment and a greater export

orientation, rather than from a reallocation of

resources. The Credits will also help strengthen

several institutions supporting the industrial sector

(the development finance institutions, capital markets)

and provide the foundation for more flexible management

of the money supply in the wake of Kenya's periodic

"boom and bust" cycles. The main risks to the Credits

are possible internal resistance to the policy reforms

and the Government's institutional capability to imple-

ment and monitor the reform program. These risks are

mitigated by the Government's strong commitment to the

program, the choice of the Ministry of Finance as the

primary implementing agency and close supervision of

the Credit by IDA staff.

Estimated The proceeds of the IDA Credit would be disbursed in

Disbursements: two tranches: SDR 37.5 million (US$52 million equiv-

equivalent), including US$1 million equivalent for

technical assistance, after effectiveness; and SDR 36.1

million (US$50 million) after implementation of

specific reforms as described in the Government's

Letter of Industrial Policy and an overall review of

the implementation of the macroeconomic and sectoral

reform programs. The African Facility Credit will be

disbursed with the first tranche. Disbursements of the

two credits are expected to be completed in about 18

months, with second tranche release anticipated about

12 months after effectiveness.

Appraisal
Report: N/A

Map: IBRD-12438R2



REPORT AND RECOMMENDATION OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE
INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION

TO THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTORS
ON PROPOSED IDA AND AFRICAN FACILITY CREDITS

TO THE REPUBLIC OF KENYA
FOR AN INDUSTRIAL SECTOR ADJUSTMENT PROGRAM

1.01 I submit the following report and recommendation for proposed
credits to the Republic of Kenya to help finance an Industrial Sector
Adjustment Program: a development credit for SDR 73.6 million (US$102
million equivalent) on standard IDA terms with a maturity of 35 years and a
African Facility Credit for SDR 7.2 million (US$10 million equivalent) on
standard terms.

1.02 An economic report entitled "Kenya: Policies and Prospects for
Restoring Sustained Growth of Per Capita Income" was distributed to the
Executive Directors on March 24, 1986.' In addition, an industrial sector
report "Kenya: Industrial Sector Policies for Investment and Export
Growth" was distributed in June 1987.2 Part I of this report presents a
summary of Kenya's economic situation. Part II discusses the Bank Group's
strategy and operations in Kenya. Part III describes the proposed
industrial sector adjustment program while Part IV provides details on the
proposed credits. Basic economic data and selected social indicators are
summarized in ANNEXES I through VI.

PART I - THE ECONOMY

Basic Structural Characteristics

1.03 In 1986 Kenya had a per capita income of US$300, which places it
towards the upper end of the range of low-income countries. Social
indicators are better than for most African countries in the same income
category. However, Kenya's rapidly growing population (about 4 percent per
annum) has constrained growth in per capita incomes, and intensified
pressure on all sectors of the economy to provide more employment
opportunities. Consequently, in its 1986 Sessional Paper No. 1, the
Government singled out the acceleration of economic growth, a task mainly
for the private sector, as its priority for the period 1985-2000.

1.04 Agriculture is the leading productive sector of the economy, gen-
erating 26 percent of GDP and employing about 80 percent of the labor
force. Only 18 percent of the land area receives enough rainfall to be
considered as having at least medium potential for cultivation and the
density of population on this land is two-and-a-half times greater than the
Sub-Saharan average. The sector is well-diversified due to variations in
climate. It produces coffee, tea and horticultural crops for export

1/ Report No. 6021-KE.

2/ Report No. 6711-KE.
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(accounting for over half of merchandise exports) and maize, pulses, sugar

and livestock products for the domestic market. Under normal conditions

Kenya is largely self-sufficient in food. Increases in agricultural

production in the medium term will depend on improved yields on land

already under cultivation.

1.05 Kenya's manufacturing sector accounts for about 11 percent of GDP

and 7 percent of employment. It is among the largest industrial sectors in

Sub-Saharan Africa with 560 medium- and large-scale, 720 small-scale and

1,600 microenterprises. It has been the fastest growing sector of the

economy and has played an important role in Kenya's development since

Independence. Ownership of industry is a blend of public, foreign private

and domestic private investors. While the sector is substantially

efficient and is functioning at a high level of capacity utilization, its

growth has slowed in recent years. Investment has fallen and manufactured

exports, which account for 8 percent of output and 15 percent of

merchandise exports, have been declining. Future performance of this

sector depends on reviving investment, especially for export markets.

Finally, the service sector accounts for about 45 percent of GDP and

includes tourism, the largest single foreign exchange earner for Kenya in

recent years.

Past Performance

1.06 Kenya's economic performance since Independence falls into three

distinct periods: a decade of rapid growth (1963-73) fueled by favorable

weather, rising agricultural incomes and the establishment of industries

for import substitution and the East African Community; a period of

decelerating growth (1974-79) punctuated by the two oil crises and the

coffee boom; and finally, a period (1980-1985) of macroeconomic imbalance

and stabilization, followed by renewed growth in 1986. Nonetheless, the

Kenyan economy remains vulnerable to shifts in the external 
terms of trade,

especially prices for coffee and tea exports and petroleum imports.

1.07 During the first decade after Independence, GDP grew rapidly at an

annual average rate of 6.6 percent in real terms and the average rate of

inflation was kept below 4 percent. Agriculture and manufacturing grew at

impressive rates, 4.7 percent and 11 percent respectively, in real terms.

The agricultural sector was stimulated by the conversion of land use to

small holder cultivation, the adoption of high-yield maize varieties and

the introduction of high-value production activities. Simultaneously,

rising agricultural incomes and the consequent expansion in domestic 
demand

induced growth in the manufacturing sector. It also benefitted from an

import substitution policy, based on tariffs and quantitative 
restrictions,

liberal foreign investment policy, active Government participation in manu-

facturing ventures and continued access to East African Community markets.

1.08 Following the first oil crisis, economic growth decelerated to

about 4.8 percent per annum during 1973-80, resulting in little growth in

per capita incomes, while inflation rose to an average of about 14 percent

per annum. This slowdown in growth arose because of (i) a deterioration in

the terms of trade; (ii) poor weather conditions; and (iii) emerging

structural problems in the agricultural and industrial sectors. In

agriculture, inappropriate pricing policies and inefficient marketing
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arrangements began to take their toll and land yields stagnated. In
industry, the incentives favored the domestic market more than exports,
resulting in an increasingly inward-looking sector with declining
opportunities for efficient import substitution, while the collapse of the
East African Community exacerbated the decline in exports. Taken together,
these developments resulted in an economy-wide decline in the efficiency of
investment as measured by the incremental capital-output ratio, which
deteriorated by more than 50 percent between the early 1970s and the early
1980s.

1.09 In the early 1980s, severe internal and external imbalances
developed and stabilization became necessary. The budget deficit reached
9.5 percent of GDP in FY81, the external current account deficit amounted
to 12.5 percent of GDP in 1980 and inflation peaked at about 20 percent in
1981. These imbalances arose because of (i) erosion in fiscal discipline;
(ii) failure to sterilize the increase in the money supply, creating a
liquidity overhang for several years; and (iii) a sharper than expected
deterioration in the terms of trade after the 1979 oil crisis. In res-
ponse, Government tightened fiscal policy, devalued the real effective
exchange rate, allowed interest rates to become positive in real terms and
real wages to fall and temporarily intensified import restrictions in 1982.
Consequently, by FY84, the budget deficit was brought down to 2.9 percent
of GDP, the current account deficit to 2 percent of GDP and inflation to 11
percent. GDP growth decelerated further to 2.4 percent p.a. during the
stabilization period. At the same time, the Government also began to
implement structural reforms. In agriculture, selected key producer prices
were increased and extension services improved. In industry, the Govern-
ment eliminated import bans and no-objection certificates as instruments of
protection and implemented a clear system of classifying imports for licen-
sing purposes. Finally, the Government gradually increased the number of
items and value of imports that came under the least restrictive import
schedule and reduced and rationalized tariff rates in three budgets.

1.10 In 1986 Kenya's external terms of trade improved by 13 percent
because of higher coffee and lower oil prices. The external current
account deficit was reduced to 1 percent of GDP and the overall balance of
payments recorded a surplus. Real GDP growth was 6.5 percent, the highest
rate in many years, but other macroeconomic indicators showed mixed
results. While the exchange rate was prudently devalued by 4 percent in
real terms during the year and inflation kept at a low 4.3 percent, the
money supply and domestic credit grew rapidly. By FY87, the budget deficit
had increased to 8 percent of GDP, because of a sharp increase in expendit-
ures. The 1986 coffee boom was short lived and Kenya's external terms of
trade deteriorated by about 19 percent in 1987. The liquidity overhang
from 1986, however, buoyed demand for imports, leading the Government to
intensify import restrictions in 1987 despite a gradual and continuing
depreciation of the exchange rate.

1.11 In sum, Kenya's macroeconomic management has generally been
prudent. It has not experienced any prolonged periods of external or
internal imbalance, although performance has sometimes deteriorated in the
wake of sharp fluctuations in the terms of trade. In the past decade the
short episodes of instability have followed good export years because of
fiscal laxity and the adoption of trade liberalization measures without
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adequate financial policy instruments. Kenya's economic growth performance

compares favorably with most countries and is much better than most Sub-

Saharan African countries. Its growth rate has declined in recent years,

however, because of external circumstances and the increasing structural

difficulties in its productive sectors. Given its high population growth

rate, Kenya can no longer accept the status quo. In light of the recent

deterioration in fiscal discipline and external balance, the Government

must now restore macroeconomic stability while pursuing structural

adjustment with greater vigor to restore rapid and consistent economic

growth.

External Debt

1.12 Kenya remains high on the priority list of many donors. Most of

Kenya's debt is from official sources, although in recent years the

Government has expanded its commercial borrowings. Total external public

debt amounted to US$3,438 million at the end of 1986, equivalent to 50

percent of GDP; multilateral and donor Government sources accounted for 42

and 39 percent, respectively, of total external public debt. Kenya's debt-

service ratio increased to 39 percent in 1987, largely because of the

decline in coffee export receipts.

Development Strategy: The Sessional Paper

1.13 The Sessional Paper provides policy guidelines for Kenyan develop-

ment for the remainder of this century and formed the basis for the Govern-

ment's Policy Framework Paper for the period 1988-90. The Sessional Paper

emphasizes the need to accelerate output growth in order to provide produc-

tive employment for a labor force which is expected to increase by 86 per-

cent between 1985 and 2000, and targets a GDP growth of 5.6 percent annual-

ly. The Paper assigns the private sector the dominant role in revitalizing

Kenya's economy, and asserts that the Government will establish market-

based incentives for private sector investment, while relying less on ins-

truments of direct control. The strategy highlights increased productivity

in agriculture and in rural non-farm activity, a dynamic informal sector,
and the restructuring of industry to improve its export competitiveness.

In trade policy, more uniform import tariffs and more liberal import licen-

sing are expected to promote greater efficiency in the manufacturing sector

and to encourage exports. The paper also indicates that exchange rate

management will maintain Kenya's competitiveness in world markets while

taking into account the process of import liberalization.

Stabilization

1.14 As a result of the significant swings in the terms of trade during

1986 and 1987, and laxity in the management of fiscal and financial sector

policies (para. 1.09), Kenya has recognized the need to implement a

stabilization program. In FY87, Government expenditure rose to 33 percent

of GDP (from 30.6 percent in FY86) and the budget deficit increased to 8

percent of GDP, up from 5.6 percent the previous year. This increase in

expenditure arose because of transfers to the National Cereals and Produce

Board to purchase and store the bumper grain harvest; increased

expenditures on education; preparation for the Pan African games; and wage
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increases for Government employees. Domestic credit and broad money also

expanded rapidly, creating a liquidity overhang. Furthermore, the external

current account deficit widened to about 5 percent of GDP.

1.15 The Government has agreed with the IMF, in the context of a

standby arrangement and Structural Adjustment Facility (SAF), on steps to

stabilize the economy. The Government intends to reduce the budget deficit

to 4.2 percent of GDP during FY88 and 3.8 percent in FY89. In addition,

the Government will slow the growth of domestic credit and money, causing

the rate of growth of money and quasi-money to decline from 21 percent in

1987 to 7 percent in 1988. Inflation would be held to 7 percent in 1988

and 5 percent in 1989. The accompanying planned depreciation of the real

exchange rate, together with a limit on borrowing from non-concessional

sources, will curb import demand and ease pressures on the balance of

payments. Consequently, the current account deficit, including grants,

would be reduced to 3.5 percent of GDP in 1988 and 2.4 percent in 1989 and

the external debt-service ratio for publicly guaranteed debt is expected to

decline from 39 percent in 1987 to 33 percent in 1989.

Medium-term Macroeconomic Framework, 1988-90

1.16 Over the period 1988-90, the Government intends to maintain macro-

economic stability and sustain the recent improvement in the economy's

growth performance. It aims at a GDP growth of at least 5 percent per

annum while maintaining a low inflation rate by cutting the budget deficit

to 3.4 percent of GDP by FY90 and reducing the external current account

deficit to 1.4 percent of GDP by 1990 (3.9 percent excluding grants), To

achieve these objectives, the Government will (i) further improve farmer

incentives, agricultural input supply and agricultural services,

particularly for smallholders; (ii) re-orient trade and other industrial

incentives to boost efficiency, promote the growth of manufactured exports

and revive industrial investment; (iii) activate the use of monetary policy

instruments to place greater reliance on market forces in allocating

financial resources and to achieve external balance; (iv) maintain a

flexible and realistic exchange rate policy in tandem with changes in the

trade regime, in order to encourage exports and discourage imports without

the inefficiencies arising from administrative import allocation; and (v)

reduce the budget deficit to correspond with available concessional foreign

financing and ensure that domestic financing of the deficit will neither be

inflationary nor crowd out the private sector. While the reduction in the

budget deficit would be accomplished primarily through expenditure

restraint, the Government will also (i) implement budget rationalization to

maintain, and in some cases, expand delivery of essential Government

services; (ii) limit the use of nonconcessional sources of external

finance; and (iii) increase mobilization of concessional finance from

official sources.

1.17 Because past policies have been more favorable to economic growth

in Kenya than in most low-income African countries, the planned measures

will have a gradual rather than dramatic impact on economic structure and

performance during the period 1988-90. Nonetheless, these measures will

lay the foundation for more rapid growth during the 1990s. Manufacturing

output, which increased by 4.5 percent during 1985 and then 5.9 percent in

1986, is expected to increase by 5.0 percent per annum over 1987-90,
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reflecting the gradual recovery in manufactured exports and a revival of

manufacturing investment. Overall, GDP is expected to increase by 4.8

percent in 1988 and 5.1 percent in 1989. The gradual acceleration of

growth is expected to come primarily from improved efficiency of invest-

ment. Coffee exports, which are expected to be subject to quotas once

again, will strongly influence export performance. Total export volume is

expected to increase by about 4 percent annually, with manufactured exports

increasing by 5 percent annually in real terms. If this improvement in

policies does not take place, GDP growth in the long term would be about 3

percent per annum compared to the rate of growth of population at 3.8

percent per annum. This implies an extended period of sustained decline in

per capita incomes without the program, with inevitable consequences for

social and political stability.

1.18 Kenya will need to limit new external debt during the next three

years because of the slow increases expected in export earnings. Although

most of its debt is in the form of bilateral and multilateral loans on

highly concessional terms, the Government has increasingly resorted to

commercial borrowings during the last three years. Consequently, debt-

service payments have risen, with the debt-service ratio increasing from 29

percent in 1982 to 39 percent in 1987. By limiting new borrowings mainly

to official and concessional sources (under the IMF program the Government

has established an annual ceiling of US$75 million on commercial borrowing
during 1988-90) and gradually increasing exports, the Government

anticipates that Kenya's debt-service ratio will decline to 30 percent by

1990 and 21 percent by 1995.

PART II - BANK GROUP STRATEGY AND OPERATIONS IN KENYA

Bank Strategy

2.01 Since the early 1980s, the Bank's assistance strategy has focused

on three main objectives: (i) encouraging the Government to implement

structural changes to facilitate more efficient resource use in the private

and public sectors; (ii) supporting investments that directly enhance

growth as well as employment; and (iii) reducing the rate of population

growth and expanding the country's institutional capacity. In the short-

term, IDA intends to work closely with Government and the IMF to ensure the

effective implementation and maintenance of the macroeconomic stabilization

measures described above (paras. 1.14 and 1.15). In the medium term, IDA

will continue to support structural adjustment and policy reform in a

number of key sectors, including agriculture, industry, finance, education

and health. Increased attention will be given to the private sector in

industry, finance and other services and to smallholder producers in

agriculture. In addition, medium-term efforts will focus on more efficient

resource utilization, both in the productive sectors as well as in selected

social sectors. Finally, in the longer term, IDA will contribute to

maintaining and enhancing the human and physical inputs available for

growth and development. These efforts, largely through discrete projects,

will focus on improving infrastructure, providing better health services,

education and training as well as helping Kenya contain its rapid

population growth rate. In addition, IDA intends to give increasing

attention to preserving Kenya's physical environment, including wildlife

conservation.
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2.02 The Bank group has at present eight loans and 17 
IDA credits under

implementation in Kenya, totalling US$305.8 million and US$348 million

respectively. Seventy-three loans and credits have been fully disbursed.

ANNEX VII contains a summary statement 
of Bank loans, IDA credits and IFC

investments in Kenya as of March 31, 1988.

2.03 The Bank's previous industrial operations in Kenya 
have been limi-

ted to lines of credit to two Government-owned 
development finance institu-

tions: the Industrial Development Bank (IDB), which has received four

lines of credit totalling US$65 million, and Kenya Industrial Estates

(KIE), which has received two lines of credit amounting to US$16 million

equivalent. These lines of credit have supported the creation and expan-

sion of medium- and large-scale industrial enterprises in the case of IDB

and small-scale industries in the case of KIE. Implementation under these

operations has been mixed, although the 
second credit to KIE (FY87) encom-

passed significant reforms of its lending policies and procedures as well

as a financial restructuring. Lending decisions in both institutions have

been subject at times to extraneous considerations, leading to an erosion

of the quality of their portfolios. In addition, IDB's performance has

deteriorated because (i) IDB faces Increased competition from other banks

and near-bank financial institutions (NBFA) in its traditional markets;

(ii) many of IDB's clients are illiquid or insolvent, in part because of

the impact of exchange rate devaluations on their foreign-exchange

denominated loans from IDB; and (iii) IDB is unable to generate local

sources of funding, largely as a result of its own poor financial

condition. IDB is one of the institutions to be restructured under the

proposed Credits (para. 3.23).

2.04 Prior to 1980, the Bank's operations in Kenya consisted strictly

of individual project loans and credits. In 1980, however, the Bank made

the first of two Structural Adjustment Loans (SALs) to Kenya (the second

was made in 1982). A Project Completion Report (1984) and a Project

Performance Audit Report (1985) reviewed the implementation of the two

SALs, which were complex multisectoral operations covering policy reforms

related to agriculture, industry, trade and Government expenditures.

Experience with the SALs was disappointing. In retrospect, inadequate

attention was given to developing a broad consensus within the Government

in determining the parameters and details of policy actions. Instead, the

dialogue was primarily confined to a narrow group of officials (largely in

the Ministry of Finance). Other ministries, with responsibility for

implementing the program, often were not committed to or did not fully

understand the program. The Government also did not have the institutional

capability to implement such a complex operation. Other factors which

contributed to the disappointing performance under the SALs included: (i)

external shocks that made it difficult to sustain the pace of reform,

especially in the wake of a stabilization program (1982-83) and drought

(1984); and (ii) the Government did not consult sufficiently with the

private sector on the proposed reforms.

2.05 Because of the difficulties experienced with the SALs, the Bank

has decided to disaggregate future structural adjustment lending into a

series of sector operations based on solid economic work and project prepa-

ration. While such operations include many of the basic reform measures

identified in the SALs, they are more sharply focussed on key sectoral

issues, making it easier to achieve intra-governmental coordination and
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commitment. This approach requires detailed and intensive preparation and

"front-loading" of implementation. Recent experience with the Agricultural

Sector Operation, the first of these sector adjustment credits, indicates

that this approach is enjoying some success. The ISAC program, based on

detailed sector work, was prepared over a six-month period with a Govern-

ment committee, including representatives from all the implementing

ministries and other agencies, and regular consultations with the private

sector. In addition, Government's Policy Framework Paper (PFP), agreed

with the IMF and the Bank, provides the overall macroeconomic framework and

a mechanism for ensuring consistency between the individual sector

adjustment programs and the macro reforms envisaged under the structural

adjustment program.

2.06 The implementation of project investments also faced problems

associated with the country's limited administrative and absorptive

capacity. In the past few years, the Bank has rationalized and scaled back

a number of investment projects to conform better to Government's needs and

capabilities. Recent country implementation reviews have focussed on this

issue, with greater emphasis given to better donor coordination, more

effective use of technical assistance and using pilot projects for design-

ing investment projects.

2.07 These implementation problems of the SALs and projects contributed

to a drop in net resource transfers from the Bank and IDA to Kenya in the

1980s. Net disbursements declined from US$125 million in 1982 to a nega-

tive US$36 million in 1986 and then rose to a positive US$12 million in

FY87. This downward trend is also partially due to rising interest

payments on IBRD loans, many of which have been fully disbursed. At the

end of 1986, IBRD and IDA respectively held 21 percent and 13 percent of

Kenya's stock of long-term public and publicly-guaranteed external debt

outstanding and disbursed. IBRD's share in public debt-service payments is

expected to range between 25 and 29 percent between 1988 and 1991. Because

of the relatively high IBRD exposure and Kenya's already high debt-service

ratio (para. 1.12), Bank Group lending to Kenya in the next few years is

expected to be entirely IDA.

IFC Operations

2.08 IFC has made investments in 15 enterprises in Kenya, spanning the

industrial, financial and tourism sectors. Total net commitments (after

cancellations, terminations, repayments and sales) amounted to US$84

million as of March 31, 1988, of which US$5 million represented equity

investments, and the remaining US$79 million loans. In industry, IFC has

been active in the pulp and paper, textiles, tanning and agroprocessing

sectors. Pulp and paper projects represent 56 percent of total gross

commitments. Although generally IFC's investments have performed well,

several projects encountered difficulties during implementation. IFC has

also been quite active in investments in capital market and financial

institutions.

Coordination with the IMF

2.09 The proposed Credits are a critical element not only in Government

and IDA's strategy for Kenya, but in the overall program of structural

change supported by the IMF. Success of the program described below is

contingent on appropriate exchange rate and monetary policies. The IMF
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Board approved in February, 1988 a standby arrangement for SDR 85 million,

and a Structural Adjustment Facility (SAF) for SDR 90 million. IDA staff

have discussed the proposed industrial sector adjustment program in detail

with IMF staff and these reforms constitute a major component of the PFP

underpinning the SAF. Bank staff intend to continue close coordination

with the IMF to ensure consistency between different policy instruments

during the implementation of the program. The funds made available from

IDA, the IMF and related cofinancing should go a long way in filling

Kenya's financing gap over the next two years 
(see para. 4.05).

Coordination with other Donors

2.10 The ISAC represents an important focal point for donor

coordination and cofinancing for Kenya at a time when the country is

experiencing serious balance of payments constraints coupled with a

relatively high debt-service burden. Subject to final decisions by the

individual donors, cofinancing for the ISAC is likely to total about US$90

million from the Overseas Economic Cooperation Fund (Japan), African

Development Bank, European Investment Bank and others.

PART III - SECTORAL ADJUSTMENT PROGRAM

Sector Background

3.01 Manufacturing. Kenya's manufacturing sector is well diversified

and among the largest in Sub-Saharan Africa, contributing about 11 percent

to GDP. It has grown continuously since Independence, at a rate exceeding

10 percent p.a. from the mid-1960s to the mid-1970s, and at a lower but

still impressive rate, averaging 6 percent per annum during the second

decade after Independence. During the last six years, industrial growth

has occurred concurrent with a macroeconomic adjustment process (discussed

in para. 1.09), including large reductions in the fiscal and current

account deficits, a considerable devaluation of the Kenya Shilling in real

terms, a slow-down in inflation to less than 5 percent in 1986, the emer-

gence of positive interest rates, some import liberalization and a lowering

of tariffs. In the Bank's Industrial Sector Report (1987) (para. 1.02), a

survey of 45 industrial enterprises, representing about 40 percent of the

sector's value added, showed that although effective protection was

relatively high, averaging 90 percent, about 78 percent of the sector was

efficient for import-substitution activities and average capacity

utilization approached 80 percent. The efficient subsectors included the

traditional consumer goods industries (food processing, beverages, tobacco,

textiles, leather and wood products), with strong domestic resource links,

simpler technology and long production experience. These efficient

activities were considerably less protected (average effective protection

rate (EPR), 43 percent) than inefficient activities (average EPR, 255

percent) such as metal and steel industries and automobile 
assembly.

3.02 Despite relatively high average levels of efficiency, industry

faces several problems. In particular, export performance has been poor,

net investment appears to have been negative for several years and the

sector is creating a meager 3,000 to 5,000 jobs a year, against 150,000 new
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entrants into the labor force annually. The strategy of industrialization

through protected import substitution has created a strong anti-export bias

and led to an increasingly inward-looking sector. Imports as a percentage

of the domestic supply of manufactured goods decreased from 36 percent in

1980 to 19 percent in 1985, and exports as a percentage of gross output

declined from 19 percent to 8 percent in the same period. By 1983, the

ratio of imports in domestic supply was less than 20 percent in 13

subsectors (out of 19) which accounted for most of manufacturing value

added. Annual gross investment in industry has been falling since 1978--in

1985 it was 41 percent of the 1978 level in real terms--and it is estimated

that the capital stock in 1985 may have declined to 85 percent of its peak

value in 1979. Thus, the relatively high growth rate of manufacturing

output has come largely through increased capacity utilization. The low

level of new investment has occurred because Kenya's industrial sector is

running out of steam. Following the collapse of the East African

Community, exports have declined as a proportion of output and the

prospects for efficient import substitution are nearly exhausted at

present. In the absence of a substantial increase in exports, the main

sources of demand growth are reasonable agricultural growth (4.5 percent in

1986) and high population growth. These two alone, however, will not

generate the per capita income growth and employment targeted in the

Sessional Paper. On the supply side, an aging capital stock with high

capacity utilization and investors with little interest in new projects or

expansion are constraining increases in sectoral output.

3.03 Financial Sector. Kenya's well diversified financial sector

includes nearly 25 commercial banks, more than 50 NBFIs, several

specialized development finance institutions (DFIs), a Post Office Savings

Bank, as well as an array of insurance companies, building societies,

cooperatives and other financial institutions. Although the number of

institutions has increased rapidly in recent years, particularly amongst

the NBFIs and indigenous Kenyan banks, the banking sector remains dominated

by the three major commercial banks and their affiliated companies.

3.04 Historically, Kenya has periodically experienced rapid surges in

the money supply, especially in coffee boom years. Without open market

operations, the Government has had few options for reducing excess liqui-

dity, and has often tapped these surplus funds for its own expenditures.

The high liquidity also leads to increased private sector demand for

imports, even when foreign exchange reserves decline, as they did in 1987.

In order to attain its macroeconomic objectives, particularly for exchange

rate management and inflation, the Government needs to develop additional

instruments for managing credit and the money supply. Until now, it has

relied on administered interest rates, liquidity ratios, credit ceilings

and limited sectoral credit guidelines. Kenya's capital markets at present

are also generally inactive. Only two institutions have made public offer-

ings since 1980. Trading is sporadic, with a far larger number of prospec-

tive purchasers than sellers. The large oversubscription of the two most

recent public offerings indicates that sufficient demand exists to support

a more dynamic capital market.

Government Program and IDA Strategy for the Industrial Sector

3.05 Kenya's industrial sector faces an uncertain future. While it has

enjoyed good past performance and Is currently largely efficient, it

urgently needs to search for new markets, modernize and expand existing
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firms as well as create new enterprises. Reforming Kenya's trade regime-
-liberalizing imports and reducing and evening out the levels of industrial
protection--is important for changing the balance of incentives towards

exports and away from the domestic market in the medium term. In this way,
Kenya is different from other countries which need to modify, in the very
short run, the allocation of recurrent resources among existing enter-
prises. Moreover, the policy package will need to offer potential
investors net positive financial (not only economic) gains to revitalize

investment. Thus, a careful balancing of "carrot and stick" is required,
with the main "carrot" for industrialists comprising price decontrol,
investment and export incentives, to compensate for the "stick" of trade

reform. Once again, Kenya differs from many other countries in the region
where large amounts of unutilized capacity allow major gains in the short
term from a reallocation of recurrent resources. Since average capacity
utilization is fairly high in Kenya, the balancing and sequencing of policy
reforms should be structured to generate an early and strong supply
response from new investment, prior to measures which will result in the
closure of inefficient firms, and thus not curtail overall growth of the
sector.

Policy Reforms

3.06 As indicated in para. 1.16, the proposed industrial sector
adjustment program is set in the context of Kenya's structural adjustment
and stabilization program. This has been spelt out in the Policy Framework
Paper of January 7, 1988 (SecM88-27), covering a three-year period ending
June 1990, which was considered by the Executive Directors meeting as a
Committee of the Whole on January 26, 1988 and later approved by the IMF's
Executive Board. Under the Fund's SAF and the accompanying standby
arrangement, the agreed fiscal, monetary and external reserve targets for
1987/88 would represent a substantial adjustment effort. Bank staff have
participated in the discussions with the Government of Kenya on the Policy
Framework Paper and will participate in the development of the second one-
year action program. Fund staff reviews of the program are to be completed
by June 30, 1988 and December 31, 1988. They will assess balance of
payments financing, exchange rate, import liberalization and fiscal and
monetary policies (including interest rates), and evaluate progress under
the agreed benchmarks. The June review will also set the performance
criteria for the remaining two years of the SAF.

3.07 The proposed Credit is the first in a series of industrial and
financial sector operations, and will provide the foundation for Kenya's
medium-term adjustment program outlined in the Government's Letter of
Industrial Policy (ANNEX IX) and summarized in its Reform Program policy
matrix (ANNEX X). The program directly addresses the most troublesome
issues facing Kenya's industrial sector--stagnant investment and exports.
Their revival is essential to revitalizing the sector and enabling it to
fulfill its otherwise high potential. The reform package has two parts:
the first, which includes trade liberalization and tariff reform, is
intended to improve the efficiency of the sector and reduce its anti-export
bias. Imported inputs for production will be more freely available and
greater competition encouraged. The second, which includes price
decontrol, tax reform, divestiture of industrial public enterprises,
capital and financial market reforms, and easier access to duty free inputs
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and manufacturing-in-bond (MIB) facilities for exporters, would improve the

incentives and environment for investment and exports. The reforms related

to investment and export promotion are expected to boost new investment

while trade reform will be slower, but surefooted and meaningful. Taken

together, they represent a substantial move towards structural adjustment.

Trade Regime

3.08 Import Licensing. The present system of import licensing was
developed during the SALs. The Government uses the import licensing system
to close the gap between the demand for imports and availability of foreign

exchange and to protect domestic production. Imports are currently cate-

gorized into four schedules (Table 1). Schedules IA and IB contain mainly

raw materials, intermediate capital and non-competing final goods, with
Schedule IA imports intended to be without restrictions and Schedule IB

licenses issued on an individual item basis. Schedule IIA includes bulk

imports such as grains, fertilizer, petroleum and other items that require

ministerial approval by law for importation. Schedule IIB contains items

that compete with domestic goods, luxury goods and other products

controlled for health or safety reasons. This schedule is the most

restricted, with licenses issued on an item-by-item basis.

Table 1: PRESENT IMPORT SCHEDULES

FY84 FY87
Items Imports Items Imports

Schedule No. Z KSh Bil. Z No. 2 KSh Bil. X

IA 803 29.5 5.9 30.8 1121 40.6 15.3 51.0

IB 961 35.3 3.2 17.0 667 24.2 3.3 11.0

IIA 92 3.4 8.7 45.7 109 3.9 9.3 31.0

IIB 864 31.8 1.2 6.5 863 31.3 2.1 7.0

Totals 2720 100.0 19.0 100.0 2760 100.0 30.0 100.0

3.09 Under SAL II, the Government agreed to a four-year plan for pro-

gressively shifting items to the unrestricted list; however, the Govern-

ment's policy letter noted that the actual pace of implementation would

depend on the availability of foreign exchange. Indeed, the import libera-

lization timetable was disrupted by inadequate availability of foreign

exchange in 1982/83, following which the Government re-restricted some

items that had been liberalized. The Government then agreed on revised

import management arrangements (but not including a medium-term timetable)

with the Bank and Fund. Progress was renewed in June 1985, when about 320
items were shifted to Schedule IA, making the system slightly more liberal

than that prevailing immediately prior to the SAL II program. In 1986, the

Government did not make any further shifts, but instead administered
Schedule IB in a liberal manner. In 1987, foreign exchange reserves

dwindled but excess liquidity kept the demand for imports high. Since the

Government neither moved more aggressively on the exchange rate, nor used

monetary policies to absorb liquidity and curb the demand for imports, it
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resorted to restricting imports of items on Schedules IA and IB. This

back-tracking on import liberalization also created uncertainty in the

business community because of delays and rejections in obtaining licenses

that were readily available before. Applicants then began to submit multi-

ple licenses to increase the probability of success.

3.10 The Government decided recently to rationalize the current import
licensing schedules to avoid similar problems in the future (Table 2).
Schedule I will consist solely of raw materials, intermediates and capital
goods similar to the present Schedule IA; Schedule II will be similar to
the current Schedule IIA, consisting of bulk import items requiring
ministerial approval; and Schedule III will have all the remaining items.

Schedule III will be subdivided into 3 categories: IIIA, with high
priority items insufficiently available in the domestic market; IIIB, with
items competing with domestic production that have lower tariff protection
than category IIIC; and IIIC, containing other competitive goods, luxury
goods and items restricted for reasons of public health and safety. The
reorganized schedules are intended to keep Schedules I and II inviolate and
thus reduce uncertainty in the business community. The Government will
issue licenses for items in Schedules I, II and category A of Schedule III
expeditiously and without restriction from June 1988. A comparison of

Tables 1 and 2 shows that the rationalization will result in a slightly
larger percentage of items and imports licensed without restrictions: the
percentage of items will rise from 45 to 60 percent and the value of
imports will increase from 82 to 88 percent.

Table 2: PROPOSED IMPORT SCHEDULES /a

Items Imports Tariffs
Schedule No. Z KSh Bil. 2 Unweighted Weighted

I 901 32.6 11.7 43.2 26.9 25.9
II 199 7.2 9.8 36.2 14.9 13.9
IIIA 548 19.9 2.3 8.6 37.2 33.8
IIIB 462 16.7 1.9 7.1 45.1 40.5
IIIC 651 23.6 1.3 4.9 59.5 47.8
Total 2761 100.0 27.0 100.0 38.8 24.3

a/ Import data used are for FY87. 1987 data for Tables 1 and 2 differ
because of unclassified items.

3.11 In the current macroeconomic situation, the Government is
concerned about moving too far and too fast on liberalization. Under the
SAF it has agreed to a significant devaluation of the real exchange rate,
decreasing the budget deficit by about half in one year and limiting
monetary growth. Nonetheless, there may be continued excess demand for
imports that could endanger its prudent management of external reserves and
debt. However, the Government is committed to achieving full
liberalization, except for a few items restricted for reasons of security
and health, by June 1991. Items in category B of Schedule III will be
licensed unrestrictively by June 1989 and those in category C of Schedule
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III completely liberalized during the ISAC II period. In order to

facilitate this process the Government will undertake a study to (i) design
an implementation program which will provide domestic industry with

equivalent protection by tariffs only; and (ii) draft appropriate anti-

dumping legislation. The second phase of the study will prepare action

programs for restructuring companies severely affected by liberalization.

It is anticipated that these companies will face import competition during
ISAC II when Schedule IIIC is unrestrictively licensed.

3.12 By June 1989, when the second tranche of this credit is due to be

released, 76 percent of items and 95 percent of imports (1987) will be

licensed without restriction. At that point the import system will be

somewhat more liberal than under SAL II, had that program been completed.
About 26 percent of all items produced in Kenya will be exposed to unres-

tricted import competition although, because of data limitations, it is not
possible to estimate the proportion of domestic value added they consti-

tute. Liberalization of all items in Schedules I and II and categories A

and B of Schedule III by June 1989 will have a significant impact on the
balance of payments and tariff revenue. It is estimated that imports will
increase by about 3 percent in 1988 (16 percent of the current account
deficit) and about 8 percent in 1989 (68 percent of the current account
deficit). Because of the increase in imports, it is estimated there will
be an increase in tariff revenue during 1988-89.

3.13 Tariffs. The unweighted average tariff in Kenya is 39 percent
and the weighted average 24 percent. These rates are not excessive but,
because of the cascading structure of tariffs and the variability of
tariffs on final goods, the average effective protection was a high 90

percent for the sector in 1985. Although the range for individual activi-
ties is wide (-167 to 1019 percent), effective protection ranged between 0

and 80 percent for over 60 percent of the value added covered by the Bank's
industrial sector survey. While these high and uneven levels of protection
shield inefficient activities, they also allow efficient activities, which
constitute most of the sector, to be highly profitable at the expense of
the consumer. Thus, the objective of lowering and evening protection is
important not only for improving efficiency, but perhaps more importantly,
for shifting the balance of incentives between production for the domestic
market and exports. The Government is committed to lowering and evening
out effective protection for the sector. In three budgets in the past four
years, it rationalized some tariffs and lowered the average rate by about 8
percent. While lowering protection is the ultimate objective, the major
reforms will be implemented in the second and third phases of the
adjustment program (1990-1993) to accommodate lifting quantitative
restrictions on imports first. However, in the June 1988 and June 1989
budgets, the Government will (i) further rationalize tariffs such that
similar goods bear similar tariffs; (ii) reduce the number of tariff levels
from 25 to 12, mainly by eliminating tariffs at the high end; and (iii)
review specific duties with a view to converting them into ad valorem
rates.

3.14 Exports. As noted in para. 1.05 above, Kenya's export performance
has been disappointing. The high protection given to industry by tariffs
and quantitative restrictions have made production for the domestic market
more profitable than for exports, while tariffs paid on inputs for export
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production make Kenya's exports expensive in world markets. In addition,

the past overvaluation of Kenya's currency- further eroded the competitive-

ness of Kenyan exports. The Government implemented its primary policy

initiative to counterbalance the anti-export bias in 1974 with the passage

of the Export Compensation Act. The Export Compensation Scheme (ECS) is

supposed to compensate for duties paid on imported inputs and any unrefun-

ded indirect taxes, but does not counterbalance either domestic protection

or exchange rate overvaluation. The scheme has been in place for over 10

years but its effectiveness has been marred by frequent changes and

administrative delays. The current compensation rate is 20 percent of

export value and applies to a list of 600 eligible products. The ECS has

failed to encourage exports. Indeed, only about 40 companies have

regularly taken advantage of it and the lion's share of compensation has

gone to two firms. Thus, a reform of the ECS is necessary to ensure that

exporters have, at minimum, access to duty and tax free inputs. The

Government will announce by June 1989 a simple Import Duty Compensation

Scheme to replace ECS with three rates reflecting duties actually paid and

a wider coverage. The new scheme will be implemented with improved

administration guaranteeing reimbursement within one month of exporting.

The Government will issue by June 1988, guidelines and procedures for MIB

that assure access to foreign exchange within one week of application.

The Government will also undertake a study to review the adequacy of

incentives for exporters. Based on this study and a review of the

performance of MIB, additional incentives may be introduced in June 1989.

The Government will also design and start implementing by June 1989 a

comprehensive medium-term export promotion program that includes financing

and information support to potential exporters. Furthermore, the

Government is committed to establishing an export processing zone (EPZ)

with bilateral assistance. Donor response to the Government's request for

funds has been positive and construction of the EPZ is expected to begin no

later than June 1989.

3.15 Price Controls. Prices for a wide range of manufactured products

are controlled under the Price Control Act (1956) and its subsequent

revisions. The Special Order of the Act applies to about 11 individual

consumer items, mainly basic foods and beverages, with the objective of

protecting the purchasing power of low income groups. The General Order was

originally intended to prevent monopolistic exploitation but now applies to

ex-factory prices of 40 manufactured products spread across the sector.

Producers submit cost functions when they begin production of new products,
and can apply for subsequent revisions only for input price changes, not

for improvements in efficiency or changes in the cost structure. In

addition, many firms encounter considerable delays (as much as 10 months)

in securing price revisions, thus wreaking havoc with corporate planning,
profitability, and eventually, investment and employment. In practice the

Government enforces these regulations primarily for large manufacturers.

Price controls usually do not benefit the consumer; instead they

discriminate in favor of traders and against producers, thereby

discouraging new investment. The Government is aware of the shortcomings

inherent in its attempts to control prices and has taken important steps in

decontrolling some prices, including some basic consumer items such as

meat. It has also drafted new legislation to monitor monopoly producers

and unfair trade practices in restraint of trade as a means of controlling

market concentration rather than using price controls. The new
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legislation, however, defines monopoly too broadly and still provides
rather sweeping powers to the Price Controller. Moreover, many of the
items covered at present under the General Order are included in the import
schedules to be liberalized. Thus, under unrestricted licensing, they
would meet sufficient competition from imported goods to ensure fair
pricing. Many other items also encounter substantial domestic competition
making their price controls redundant.

3.16 The pace of price decontrol will be enhanced under the industrial
sector program. As a first step, the Government will decontrol 10 products
from the General Price Order by June 1988, and a further 10 by December
1988. Furthermore, the Government proposes to move an amendment to the
Restrictive Trade Practices, Monopolies and Price Control Bill which is now
before Parliament, and will be enacted by December 1988, to (i) redefine
monopoly such that it reflects market power; and (ii) limit the powers of
the Price Controller to only items produced under monopoly conditions or
traded restrictively as defined in the Bill. All controlled items which
will not fall under the new Act will be gradually decontrolled during the
second phase of the industrial adjustment program (1990-1991). The
Government has agreed to process applications for price revisions of items
that will continue to be price controlled, and conform with the
Determination of Costs Order, within 90 days.

Investment Incentives

3.17 In addition to the dearth of incentives for manufactured exports,
Kenya offers little in the way of incentives for investment in general.
Significant disincentives to new investment include: (i) administrative
bottlenecks in establishing a business in Kenya; (ii) relatively high
effective rates of corporate taxation; and (iii) certain provisions of the
Foreign Investment Protection Act (FIPA) and other restrictions on the
activities of non-resident companies.

3.18 In the past, the long list of approvals and clearances required to
set up a business in Kenya has deterred many investors. The approval and
renewal of work permits for expatriate staff has been a particularly sensi-
tive issue. Long delays are common and the grounds for rejecting
applications are unclear. The Government will by June 1988 streamline the
approval procedures by (i) issuing investment guidelines that detail all
the policies and procedures affecting investors; (ii) establishing an
interministerial one-stop office in the Investment Promotion Center (IPC),
which will be adequately staffed to minimize delays in processing
investment applications; and (iii) issuing guidelines that clarify the
criteria for issuance and renewal of work permits.

3.19 Marginal effective rates of corporate taxation appear to be higher
in Kenya than in several other African and Asian countries. This difference
arises because of higher statutory rates (particularly for non-resident
branch operations), slower depreciation rates, lower initial allowances for
new investment and the double taxation of dividends. In addition, firms
borrowing long term in foreign currency for imported capital goods cannot
deduct exchange losses for tax purposes. Recent changes in the tax code
have generally increased effective rates of corporate taxation. The
Government will by June 1988 complete a study of comparative marginal
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effective company tax rates and will make appropriate 
changes to reduce the

rate in Kenya. It will also allow, by the same date, companies to treat

realized exchange losses on foreign currency loans used to purchase fixed

assets as deductible expenses for tax purposes.

3.20 Foreign firms operating in Kenya face constraints in repatriating

the sales proceeds of their investments and borrowing 
locally. The present

version of FIPA denominates a company's equity investment in Kenyan

shillings, and reinvested profits or capital gains are not recognized as

part of the equity to be remitted on sale. Moreover, while companies may

remit equity immediately, the capital gains must sit in a blocked account

earning 2-3 percent interest for five years, and then remain subject to

Central Bank approval for transfer out of Kenya. 
The Government will amend

FIPA by June 1988 to enable investors to remit the 
foreign exchange equiva-

lent of their investment and to provide commercial returns 
on funds left in

blocked accounts.

Public Enterprises

3.21 Kenyan public enterprises, which include manufacturing,

agricultural marketing and other public service enterprises, have played a

significant role in the Kenyan economy since Independence, accounting 
for 8

percent of GDP and 15 percent of "modern" employment in 1984. In the

industrial sector, where the private sector is the dominant and dynamic

force, the Government has investments in 86 enterprises, either through

direct ownership or indirectly through the development 
finance institutions

(DFIs). It has majority holdings in 25 of these 86 firms, representing 68

percent of its total investment of KSh 1.4 billion (US$82 million). The

performance of these enterprises has been disappointing because of poor

investment choices, inadequate management and a changing competitive and

economic environment. By 1986, 16 had negative net worth, another 16 had

accumulated net losses, and several others faced an uncertain future.

Several subsectors, such as textiles, fibers and food and beverages show

accumulated losses for the subsector as a whole. Neither the Government

nor the DFIs have the capability or the financial resources to resuscitate

the troubled enterprises. At the same time, the DFIs have been reluctant

to divest their more successful holdings as the dividend stream from these

companies is vital for paying salaries and keeping the failing companies

afloat. As a result, the financial condition of the DFIs is deteriorating

and their competitive position relative to other financial institutions is

declining. Unable to extricate themselves from past investment decisions

and hampered in their ability to attract new investments, the DFIs are

largely stagnant.

3.22 The Government's efforts to improve parastatal performance have

focussed on two areas: in the short run, improving supervision of public

enterprises, and in the longer term, devising a plan for restructuring and

divesting parastatals. The first area has seen more tangible progress

than the second. In the area of supervision, Government has (i) reduced

direct budgetary transfers to parastatals and established more stringent

budgeting and evaluation procedures; (ii) created the office of the Auditor

General, Corporations, subjecting all parastatals to an annual independent

audit; and (iii) enacted the State Corporations Act, which emphasizes

stricter supervision and greater accountability for parastatals.
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Nonetheless, supervision of industrial parastatals remains diffused across

several Ministries and agencies. In addition, institutional capabilities

are limited (particularly in the Ministry of Industry) and the tenor of the

State Corporations Act could induce less, rather than more autonomy in

decision making, because of its emphasis on ex-ante controls rather than

ex-post performance evaluation.

3.23 In the area of divestiture, The Sessional Paper No. 1 of 1986

indicated that Government would retain only those enterprises which offered

administrative, public and social services not provided by the private

sector. By and large, the industrial public enterprises (IPEs) do not fall

into any of these categories. In 1983, the Government established a Task

Force on Divestiture, which worked for more than two years and produced a

preliminary classification of public enterprises, into those to be retained

and those to be divested, analyses of specific subsectors, and a discussion

of various mechanisms for divestiture. As in many other countries, Kenya

has moved slowly on divestiture to date, handling enterprises on a case-by-
case basis. Some progress has been made recently, including the sale of a

major food processing firm and the sale of 6 equity holdings by one of the

DFIs. In addition, Government recently announced its intention to sell

shares in the two largest Government-owned commercial banks.

3.24 The IDA Credit will finance studies to support the restructuring

of the DFIs and their portfolios. The consultants will assist the

Government in redefining the appropriate roles and structures of the DFIs,

and make recommendations for their transformation and for dealing with
their portfolios. The Government has also agreed to make the Task Force

reports available to IDA and the consultants for this exercise. An action

program for DFI restructuring and divestiture of industrial public

enterprises will be prepared, agreed, and announced by December 1988. The

Government will agree with IDA and commence implementation of the action

programs before June 1989. For enterprises to be retained in the public

sector, the Government will prepare and implement a monitoring and

supervisory system by December 1988.

Financial Sector

3.25 Kenya's financial system, although well developed for a country of

Kenya's per capita income level, suffers from some inefficiencies, both in

institutional as well as policy aspects. In 1986, two small banks and four
NBFIs suspended operations because of inadequate capital and inappropriate

lending practices. Subsequently, the Government has amended the Banking

Act to strengthen banking supervision and the Central Bank is taking steps
to improve its capabilities in this area. The Government is also moving
towards greater reliance on market forces in allocating financial

resources, through tendering of government paper and introducing other
monetary policy instruments. Restrictions on interest rates still exist,
however, as do quantitative limits on credit. The Government intends to
allow increased market determination of interest rates and has reduced
controls on lending spreads. The stock market in Kenya remains relatively
inactive, although the success of two offerings in the last few years
demonstrated that significant demand exists for such securities. Further
development of capital markets is constrained by the controls of the
Capital Issues Committee (CIC). The CIC, established in 1971 to regulate,
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among other responsibilities, the size, timing and pricing of issues, has
been a major deterrent to firms tapping the equity market. At the same

time, however, no institution exists to act on policies related to the

development and regulation of capital markets. In addition, certain tax

provisions and regulations over holdings of institutional investors

(particularly insurance companies) and other legislation (disclosure,
restrictive admission to the Stock Exchange, etc.) are disincentives for

using the capital market.

3.26 The Government, as set out in its Policy Framework Paper, will
take several steps to strengthen its money and capital markets to provide
more flexibility in financial sector policies and support the divestiture
of industrial public enterprises. The Government has begun to issue longer
term Treasury Bonds and improve the system for their auctioning. It will
establish a discount facility at the Central Bank by June 1988 to
facilitate open market operations and the development of a secondary
market. These measures will also introduce greater flexibility in the
interest rate structure. As a first step, the Government will establish a
Capital Markets Development Authority (CMDA) by June 1989 and strip the CIC
of its power over timing and pricing of issues of domestically-owned firms,
with the ultimate objective of moving toward market-determined prices for
all equities. The proposed Financial Sector Operation will assist the
Government in carrying this process further.

Conclusions

3.27 The preceding policy package, based on thorough sector work,
covers many aspects of the industrial sector. It will immediately
establish a much-improved environment for investment and exports to elicit
a quick supply response. The program includes the decontrol of prices,
lower taxation, streamlining procedures and regulations for investment,
divestiture of industrial public enterprises, and easier access to duty
free inputs and manufacturing-in-bond facilities for exporters. At the
same time, the Government will liberalize the trade regime and reform the
tariff structure. These policy changes constitute important steps in
improving the sector's efficiency and will also reduce the anti-export bias
of the present incentive structure. This program will provide the crucial
first steps in this process. Bank staff consider the pace to be prudent,
enabling investors to respond to the new incentives and adjust to import
competition while allowing the Government to develop alternative policy
instruments for external balance. Thus, the total reform package
represents a serious and practical program for industrial structural
adjustment.

PART IV - THE PROPOSED CREDITS

Background and Rationale for IDA Involvement

4.01 In 1986, Government opened discussions with the Bank on the need
for adjustment in the industrial sector. The main elements of the adjust-
ment program, as summarized in Part III, emerged as part of extensive
sector work done in 1986. Detailed discussions of the Bank's sector report
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(Kenya: Industrial Sector Policies for Investment and Export Growth) began

in May 1987, and continued through August 1987 with an inter-ministerial

committee representing the Ministries of Finance, Commerce, Industry and

Planning and the Office of the President as well as the Central Bank. The

proposed Credit was preappraised in October 1987 and appraised in January

1988. Negotiations were held in Washington in April 1988. The Kenyan

delegation was led by Professor G. Saitoti, Minister of Finance.

Supplementary data on the Credit is presented in ANNEX VIII.

4.02 With the support of the Bank Group and the IMF, Kenya has started

to implement the macroeconomic reforms necessary to stabilize the economy

and prepare for resumed growth. At the same time, it has begun to imple-

ment significant sectoral adjustment programs in agriculture and industry.

The benefits of policy reform, however, will not appear overnight; conse-

quently, Kenya will continue to depend on larger net external inflows of

resources. Its already high debt-service ratio dictates that new external

finance be on concessional terms.

4.03 The policy package described in Part III and in Government's

Letter of Industrial Policy (ANNEX IX) directly addresses the most

troublesome issues facing Kenya's industrial sector: stagnant investment

and exports. Their revival is essential to revitalizing the sector and

enabling it to fulfill its otherwise high potential. The liberalization of

the trade regime and tariff reforms will help reduce the anti-export bias

of industry and improve efficiency. The proposed program, including the

decontrol of prices, lower taxation, streamlined procedures and regulations

for investment, divestiture of industrial public enterprises and easier

access to duty free inputs for exporters, represents a break from the

Government's past policies. The timing of implementation and a brief

description of proposed reforms in each of the main policy areas are

presented in the matrix in ANNEX X.

Credit Description

4.04 The Bank Group would support this adjustment program with an IDA

Credit of SDR 73.6 million (US$102 million equivalent) and an African

Facility Credit of SDR 7.2 million (US$10 million equivalent). The

borrower would be the Government of Kenya, with the Ministry of Finance as

the implementing agency. In addition, several bilateral and multilateral

donors (Japan, United Kingdom, European Investment Bank and African

Development Bank) will cofinance the program, with total cofinancing over

the two-year period amounting to about US$90 million equivalent.

Financing Plan

4.05 Kenya's gross external financial requirements during 1988-90,

consisting of the current account deficit, debt amortization and necessary

buildup in reserves, are expected to be US$2,807 million. Disbursements

from past grant and loan commitments are expected to be US$609 million.

Normal grant and loan disbursements from bilateral and non-World Bank

multilateral sources are projected to increase by 4 percent annually.

Adding the planned World Bank lending program, IMF stand-by and SAF

arrangements still leaves a financing gap of US$143 million for 1989-90.

The Government's medium-term adjustment program includes a substantial
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reduction in the budgetary and current account deficits by 1990 (para.
1.16). This adjustment effort, however, needs to be supported by increased

foreign assistance, to finance the additional imports implied by the trade
liberalization reforms (para. 3.12), the current account deficit,
rebuilding reserves, and the net transfer of resources to the IMF. Quick-

disbursing assistance is necessary for this operation because of the
limited capacity to absorb additional project aid and the need to ensure

that trade liberalization is not postponed due to a foreign exchange
shortage. The ISAC and its likely cofinancing, together with the second
tranche of the Agriculture Adjustment Operation, would eliminate the
financing gap in 1988 and leave small gaps in 1989 and 1990. The
Government will attempt to fill this gap by mobilizing additional
concessional, quick-disbursing finance from bilateral sources. Given

Kenya's high debt-service ratio, the Government has rightly decided to
limit its borrowing from commercial sources. To the extent that financing
gaps are not closed, the Government would have little option other than to
adopt tighter demand management policies and delay import liberalization
measures, thereby yielding slower growth, and possibly stagnation of per
capita income and consumption. The ISAC and its likely cofinancing will
thus play a key role in support of Kenya's adjustment efforts.

Table 3: EXTERNAL FINANCING
(US$ millions)

1988 1989 1990

Total Financing Requirements 976 968 863
Disbursements from Existing

Commitments 279 203 127
Disbursements from Expected

New Commitments 697 688 670
Of which: ISAC (62) (50) ---

Total Identified Financing 976 891 797
Financing Gap --- 77 66

Disbursement and Procurement

4.06 The proposed Credits would finance the foreign exchange cost of
imported goods, using a negative list. The items not to be financed
include goods financed by other sources and a specific list of excluded
items, such as military or para-military items and luxury goods such as
tobacco, precious stones, etc. Disbursements from the Credit account
would be made against 100 percent of the foreign cost of eligible imports.
The Credits would also refinance the Project Preparation Facility and
finance technical assistance for studies on the costs of adjustment,
taxation, export incentives and promotion, and the restructuring of
development banks (ANNEX XI). The IDA Credit will be disbursed in two
tranches: the first SDR 37.5 million (US$52 million equivalent, including
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US$1 million for technical assistance) would be available upon Credit

effectiveness and the remaining SDR 32.1 million (US$50 million equivalent)

would be made available about 9-12 months later. The African Facility

Credit will be disbursed with the first tranche. Disbursement of the

second tranche would be conditioned upon satisfactory implementation of the

actions described (ANNEX VIII) in the legal documents and general progress

under the program. The Credits are expected to be fully disbursed within

18 months of effectiveness. The Closing date will be March 31, 1990.

During this period, ISAC disbursements are projected to be equivalent to

3.7 percent of import payments, 39 percent of the current account deficit

and 2.9 percent of Central Government expenditures. Local currency funds

generated by the sale of foreign exchange provided by the credit would not

be earmarked for specific purposes, but rather, would be available without

restriction for use in the Government's budget. However, the Government

has given assurances that these funds will be used only for its development

budget.

4.07 Disbursements for contracts procured through international

competitive bidding (ICB) would be made against fully documented withdrawal

applications. Disbursements for other items would be made on the basis of

statements of expenditures (SOE) detailing individual transactions in a

given period, together with certification of payment of the amounts

involved and of their eligibility under the Credits. The Ministry of

Finance would retain supporting documentation for SOEs until at least 12

months after the closing of the Credit accounts and make it available for

review to IDA supervision missions. In order to accelerate disbursements,

a special account with an authorized allocation of US$20 million

(corresponding to about four months' payments expected to be made through

the special account) would be established in dollars at the Central Bank of

Kenya. Replenishments would be made monthly or when half of the initial

deposit has been utilized.

4.08 Procurement of imports would be made following regular commercial

practices using not less than three quotations from suppliers or manufactu-

rers whenever possible, except when any one contract, for either public or

private sector imports, exceeds US$3.5 million, in which case, ICB would be

used and subjected to prior review by the Bank in accordance with World

Bank guidelines.

Audits, Reporting and Monitoring

4.09 The Ministry of Finance and the Central Bank would maintain

records of all transactions under the Credits in accordance with sound

accounting practices. Not later than six months after the end of each

fiscal year of the Borrower, all accounts, including the Special Account,

would be audited by independent auditors acceptable to IDA, and submitted

to the Association. Audit reports would include a separate opinion with

regard to the claims submitted to IDA on the basis of SOEs and would state

whether such claims have been effected in accordance with the Credit

Agreements.

4.10 Monitoring will cover both the progress made in implementing the

specific reforms under the proposed Credits as well as regular assessments

of the adequacy of the macroeconomic policy framework. The Ministry of
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Finance, as the implementing agency, will provide semiannual reports focus-

ing on trends in import and export volume and composition, changes in

tariff levels, prices and exchange rate, balance of payments position,
trends in money supply and credit, and actions taken in reference to public

enterprises, investment incentives and export promotion. In addition to

regular review missions during Credit implementation, IDA staff will

coordinate with the IMF to ensure adequate monitoring of key economic poli-
cies and indicators.

Impact of the Program

4.11 - Benefits. Over the medium term, the reforms anticipated under the

proposed Credits will encourage a reorientation of the Kenyan economy
toward increased and more diversified exports of manufactured goods and

should help boost overall levels of investment in the industrial sector.

These reforms would also increase employment opportunities in the
industrial sector and would help soften the blows incurred from sharp
changes in the terms of trade. Moreover, the introduction of new financial
policy instruments and weaning Government from using import restrictions in
times of constrained foreign exchange resources will provide greater
flexibility and improve the effectiveness of overall macroeconomic
management. The trade liberalization measures will help improve efficiency
in the sector, while the restructuring of the DFIs and their portfolios
will facilitate better utilization of public resources. Lower corporate
tax and tariff rates will reduce Government revenues, but will largely be
offset by increased revenues from a larger volume of imports.

4.12 Social Costs. Nonetheless, it is anticipated that the reform
program will incur some real transitional costs, as a result of the removal
of price controls and as inefficient enterprises are closed or
restructured. These transitional costs, however, are expected to be small.
Although price controls will be removed during the first phase of the
adjustment program, the impact on prices is expected to be limited for
several reasons. First, recent experience with the decontrol of meat
prices in Kenya suggests that the supply response combined with consumer
resistance can effectively limit the extent of price increases. Second,
decontrol of prices for manufactured goods is not expected to adversely
affect consumers since competing imports will be more readily available.
Third, in a number of instances, controlled items encounter substantial
domestic competition which will help reduce the scope for raising prices.
Fourth, price decontrol can also be expected to encourage investment and
increased capacity utilization, which will both generate additional
employment and dampen price increases. Although the costs associated with
price decontrol are expected to be small and shortlived, the Bank will
regularly review the impact on prices and consumers as part of its ongoing
economic and sector work and the monitoring of the adjustment program.

4.13 The trade liberalization component of the program is also expected
to affect inefficient industries, especially in the second phase as
competition from imports increases. Much of Kenya's current industrial
sector, however, is sufficiently efficient to respond to gradual trade
liberalization through modest improvements in efficiency rather than
widespread plant closings and layoffs. The loss of jobs will be minimized
by introducing incentives for new investment prior to the lowering of
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protection. Although the additional jobs necessary to absorb Kenya's
rapidly expanding labor force will need to come mainly from agriculture,
rural non-farm activities, and the informal sector, a more efficient
industrial sector will make an important contribution through its strong
backward and forward linkages with these sectors. As part of planned work
on the social dimensions of adjustment, the Bank will review the impact of
adjustment measures in Kenya and, where appropriate, support Government
efforts to reduce transitional costs that may arise.

Risks

4.14 The risks associated with the proposed Credits relate to the
overall macroeconomic framework, the Government's commitment to the
program, and its capability to implement it. First, macroeconomic
stability may be elusive, particularly in the face of unforeseen external
events or internal pressures. Second, although the Government backs the
proposed program, some officials and politicians remain skeptical,
particularly in light of the failure of similar programs in other African
countries. Finally, weak administrative capabilities in Kenya could slow
the implementation of the program. Several steps have been taken in the
preparation and design of this program to mitigate these risks. IDA staff
have worked closely with officials in the Ministry of Finance and elsewhere
in Government to ensure solid commitment to and understanding of all
elements of the program. The studies supported by the IDA Credit will also
provide direct assistance to the Government in implementing key components
of the program. Finally, the intensive collaboration between the
Government, IDA and the IMF which has brought the proposed Credit to its
present status will be maintained in order to ensure its successful
implementation.

PART V - RECOMMENDATION

I am satisfied that the proposed IDA Credit and African Facility
Credit would comply with the Articles of Agreement of the Association and
with Resolution No. IDA 85-1 adopted on May 21, 1985 by the Executive
Directors of the Association. I therefore recommend that the Executive
Directors approve the proposed Development Credit and African Facility
Credit.

Barber B. Conable
President

Attachments
Washington, D. C.
May 24, 1988
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ANNEX I

KENYA - ECONOMIC INDICATORS

A C T U A L EST. PROJECTION
1984 1985 1988 197 1988 1989 1990 1991 1995

GDP (at n.p.) Growth Rate 2.3 3.7 6.5 5.1 4.8 5.1 5.4 5.1 5.1
GNP Growth Rat. 2.0 3.6 6.5 5.2 4.8 5.7 5.6 5.3 5.3
GNP/Capita Growth Rate -1.7 0.0 2.4 1.4 1.0 1.9 1.7 1.5 1.5
Consumption/Capita Growth Rate 2.5 3.8 1.3 6.8 -1.8 1.0 1.8 1.4 1.8

Total DOD (US$ millions) a/ 3444 3838 4114 4203 4505 4788 4942 5135 5967
DOD/XGSIa/ 206.3 240.4 217.9 243.1 247.9 239.4 233.5 226.2 201.7
DOD/GDP.J 58.8 65.6 59.4 54.6 52.9 50.5 49.8 48.7 44.0
Debt Service (USS millions) b/ 581 629 711 879 647 686 637 590 612
Debt Service/XGS b 34.8 39.4 37.7 39.3 35.6 33.4 30.1 26.0 20.7
Debt Service/GDP 9.9 10.7 10.3 8.8 7.6 7.1 6.4 5.6 4.5

Gross Investment/GDP 21.0 21.8 25.7 23.7 24.2 23.9 23.8 24.0 23.9
Domestic Savings/GDP 19.6 20.7 25.1 18.3 20.5 21.0 21.5 21.7 21.5
National Savings/GDP .f 16.8 17.9 22.2 15.6 17.9 18.9 19.7 19.9 20.3
Marginal National Saviggs Rate 5.1 28.6 54.1 -10.4 67.6 35.1 32.5 21.3 20.9
Public Investment/GDP J! 8.0 7.1 9.0 9.0 8.2 7.6 7.0 7.0 7.0
Government Savings/GDP -1.6 -0.8 -0.1 0.3 0.8 1.0 0.8 1.0 1.5
Private Investment/GDP d/ 9.5 11.8 12.6 13.2 13.3 13.1 12.7 12.8 13.5
Private Savings/GDP 0/ 18.4 18.7 23.1 15.3 17.1 17.9 18.9 18.9 18.8
Public/Private/Investmentd/ 84.2 60.7 71.2 68.2 81.7 58.0 55.1 54.7 51.9

Government Revenue/GDP j/ 23.0 22.7 23.3 23.7 24.2 24.8 25.0 25.0 24.5
Grants/GDP 0.7 1.7 1.1 2.4 2.9 2.7 2.6 2.5 2.0
Government Expenditures/GDP 27.8 30.6 30.6 33.4 31.3 31.3 30.9 30.0 27.5
Budget Deficit/GOP fj/ N 3.9 5.3 5.6 8.1 4.2 3.8 3.4 2.5 1.5

Exports arowth Rate 1.9 5.9 10.2 -2.7 0.9 3.5 2.9 3.6 4.0
Exports/GDP 27.7 28.5 28.7 22.0 21.1 20.8 21.0 21.2 21.4
Imports Growth Rate h. 17.9 -6.2 17.3 -3.5 0.8 4.8 2.6 5.0 4.7
Imports/GDP / 29.2 27.6 27.3 27.3 24.8 23.7 23.3 23.5 23.9
Current Account Balance, -120 -93 -88 -403 -302 -226 -143 -158 -152

including official transfers
(US$ millions) i/

As % of GDP -2.0 -1.6 -1.3 -5.2 -3.5 -2.4 -1.4 -1.5 -1.1

Current Account Balance, -236 -203 -237 -608 -525 -459 -384 -412 -460
excluding official transfers
(US$ millions) _/

As % of GDP -4.0 -3.5 -3.4 -7.9 -6.2 -4.9 -3.9 -3.9 -3.4

Terms of Trade Index (1988=100) 108.3 88.6 100.0 74.3 78.5 82.8 86.8 89.1 93.7

a/ Including public debt, IMF credit, financing gap and estimated non-guaranteed private debt.
/ Including public debt service, obligation and charge to IMF, debt service for financing gap and

estimated non-guaranteed private debt service.
c/ Excluding official transfers.

Gross fixed investment; excludes changes in stocks.
e Implicitly includes parastatal savings, for which separate data are not available.
/ Year ending June 30.
S/ Including cash adjustments.

Refers to goods and non-factor services. Special imports are excluded in 1987 and 1988.
/ Counting official transfers "above the line" as an item contributing to the determination

of the current account deficit.
/ Counting official transfers "below the line" as an item contributing to the financing

of the current account deficit.
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1986 Per Capita GP in US11: 300

Mid-1986 Population (Mill): 21.0 Page 1 of 2

A. National Accounts Indicators as Share. of WP (1):
.------------------------- Projected &here of GDP

Historical shares of GDP (in Current Prices) Prel im. (in Constant 1986 Prices)

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1965 1973 1980 1982 1984 1985 1988 1987 1986 1989 1990 1995

---- -- - ---- --- --- ---- - -- ---- ---- - - - - - -

Cross Domestic Product m.p. 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Neot Indirect Taxes 8.1 10.1 15.1 13.7 14.0 13.0 13.9 13.8 13.8 13.8 13.8 13.8

Agriculture 32.4 31.9 27.5 28.2 27.3 26.5 25.6 25.4 25.4 25.2 24.9 23.4

Industry 16.7 18.6 18.8 18.0 17.7 18.1 17.3 17.3 17.3 17.3 17.3 17.9

(of which Manufacturing) 10.5 10.8 11.2 10.9 10.9 10.8 10.3 10.2 10.2 10.2 10.2 10.7

Services 42.8 39.4 38.6 40.1 41.0 42.4 43.2 43.5 43.6 43.7 44.0 44.9

Resource Balance 0.7 -1.3 -11.4 -4.6 -1.5 -1.1 -0.5 -2.7 -1.1 -0.5 -0.4 -1.4

Exporte of GES 31.4 27.4 28.6 24.8 27.7 26.5 26.7 24.8 23.9 23.5 22.9 21.7

Importe of GWFS 30.7 28.7 40.0 29.5 29.2 27.6 27.3 27.5 24.9 24.0 23.4 23.0

Total Expenditures 99.3 101.3 111.4 104.6 101.5 101.1 100.5 102.7 101.1 100.5 100.4 101.4

Total Consumption 84.9 75.5 81.4 82.2 80.4 79.3 74.9 79.0 76.9 76.6 76.6 77.5

Private Consumption 70.1 59.0 61.1 63.2 62.0 60.9 55.5 59.7 60.1 60.7 61.7 66.3

General Government 14.8 16.5 20.3 19.0 18.4 18.4 19.4 19.3 16.7 15.9 15.0 11.2

Groes Domestic Investment 14.4 25.8 30.0 22.4 21.0 21.8 25.7 23.7 24.2 23.9 23.6 23.9

Fixed Investment 12.8 20.4 23.6 19.6 17.5 18.9 21.6 20.0 21.2 21.4 21.6 22.0

Changes in Stocks 1.6 5.4 6.3 2.8 3.6 2.9 4.1 3.7 3.0 2.5 2.2 1.9

Capacity to Import --- --- --- --- --- --- 26.7 22.1 21.2 21.1 21.1 20.6

Term. of Trade Adjustment --- --- --- --- --- --- 0.0 -2.7 -2.7 -2.4 -1.8 -1.1

Gross Domestic Income --- --- --- --- --- --- 100.0 97.3 97.3 97.6 98.2 98.9

Grose National Income --- --- --- --- --- --- 96.3 93.7 93.8 94.6 95.3 96.9

Cross National Product 96.3 96.4 96.5 97.0 97.2 98.0

Cross Domestic Saving 15.1 24.5 18.6 17.8 19.6 20.7 25.1 18.3 20.5 21.0 21.5 21.5

Net Factor Income -2.6 -5.0 -3.2 -4.1 -3.6 -3.8 -3.7 -3.6 -3.5 -3.0 -2.6 -2.0

Net Current Transfers a/ .. 1.2 2.0 2.1 3.0 3.3 3.1 3.7 3.7 3.5 3.7 3.9

Cross National Saving .. 20.7 17.4 15.8 19.0 20.2 24.5 18.4 20.7 21.8 22.4 23.3

a/ Including official transfers.

S. National Accounts Growth Rates (5) at Constant Prices:

Actual Prelim. Projections

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1965-73 1973-80 1980 1982 1984 1985 198 1987 1988 1989 1986-91 1990-95

Cross Domestic Product m.p. 8.5 4.8 5.6 0.6 2.3 3.7 6.5 5.1 4.8 5.1 5.1 5.1

Net Indirect Taxes .. .. 14.0 -12.0 12.2 -0.7 11.5 4.0 4.8 5.1 4.9 5.1

Agriculture 6.2 3.7 1.1 4.7 -3.3 3.6 4.8 4.5 4.5 4.5 4.3 3.8

Industry 12.4 5.7 5.1 -0.6 2.2 5.0 5.2 4.9 4.8 5.2 5.2 5.8

(of which Manufacturing) 12.4 6.9 5.2 2.2 4.3 4.5 5.9 4.7 4.7 5.0 5.1 6.0

Services 7.6 5.2 5.5 3.4 3.4 4.8 6.6 5.8 5.0 5.5 5.5 5.5

Exports of G4FS 4.3 0.3 5.4 -0.4 1.9 5.9 10.2 -2.7 0.9 3.5 1.9 3.9

Imports of GFS 5.7 2.5 10.0 -16.5 17.9 -6.2 17.3 5.8 b/ -4.9 b/ 1.3 1.3 4.8

Total Expenditureas 8.8 5.2 7.3 -4.6 6.2 0.6 8.2 7.3 3.2 4.6 4.9 5.3

Total Consumption 6.6 5.7 0.0 2.1 6.5 0.0 5.2 10.9 1.9 4.8 5.2 5.3

Private Consumption 5.3 4.7 -0.7 3.2 9.0 0.9 4.6 14.7 3.8 6.2 7.4 6.6

Oneral Covernment 13.1 9.1 2.2 -1.5 -1.0 -2.8 7.3 4.2 -9.0 0.0 -1.8 -0.9

Gross Domestic Investment 15.9 4.1 34.6 -23.2 -0.1 7.6 21.0 -3.2 7.2 3.8 4.1 5.1
Fixed Investment .. .. 2.5 -20.8 -5.3 13.5 13.3 -2.8 11.3 6.1 6.0 5.4

Changes in Stocks .. .. .. -36.3 40.4 -23.6 81.0 -4.9 -14.9 -12.4 -8.4 2.1

Capacity to Import .. .. -- -- -- -- -' -13.3 0.5 4.8 1.2 4.2

Terms of Trade Adjustment .. .. -- -- -- -- .- -- --

Gross Domestic Income 7.9 4.4 2.6 .. .. .. .. 2.2 4.8 5.5 5.0 5.2

Cross National Income 7.7 4.6 3.2 .. -. .- -- 2.3 4.9 6.1 5.2 5.4

Oross National Product 8.3 5.0 6.3 ., .. .. .. 5.2 4.8 5.7 5.3 5.3

ros Domestic Saving 12.0 0.1 17.3 .. .. -. . -23.7 17.3 7.9 4.5 4.9

Not Factor Income . . - .. -- - .. -0.2 -3.7 10.1 -2.2 -6.8

Not Current Transfers .. - - - - - - . 25.0 5.6 -0.5 7.2 6.3

ros National Saving .. 5.8 27.9 .. -- .. .. -26.2 19.8 11.2 5.7 5.7

b/ Includes special imports of gunboats and airbuesm.
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C. Price Indices (1980=100): Actual Prelim Growth Rates (1 p.a)

1980 1982 1984 1985 1986 1987 1965-73 1973-80 1980-85

Consumer Prices (IFS 64) 100.0 134.7 165.4 187.0 194.4 213.8 3.2 13.8 13.1

Wholesale Prices (IFS 63) .. .. .. . .. ..

Implicit GDP Deflator 100.0 124.1 147.8 162.5 178.1 195.9 2.4 11.9 10.2

Implicit Expend. Deflator 100.0 133.1 156.7 177.0 188.6 207.5 2.6 12.4 11.7

Deflators for Sector VA:

Agricultural Sector 100.0 119.7 142.1 151.8 163.2 179.5 6.2 11.7 10.3

Industrial Sector 100.0 119.7 139.6 155.1 164.4 180.9 12.4 10.8 10.5

Services Sector 100.0 121.9 145.0 163.3 182.1 200.3 7.6 10.8 12.7

D. Other Indicators: 1965-73 1973-80 1980-85 1985-95 1965 1973 1980 1986 1991

Growth Rates (S p.m.)

Population 3.8 4.0 4.1 3.7 Share of Total

Labor Force .. .. .. .. Labor Force in:

Gross Nat'l Income p.c. 3.7 0.5 -2.9 1.6 Agriculture 86.1 83.7 81.0

Private Consumption p.c. 1.5 0.5 -2.3 3.0 Industry 5.1 6.0 6.8

Services 8.8 10.4 12.1

Import Elasticity: Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Imports (ONFS)/CDP(mp) 0.7 0.5 -4.4 0.7

Marginal Savings Rates:

Gross National Savings .. -11.6 23.5 22.7

Gross Domestic Savings 33.4 -19.1 16.3 21.6

ICOR (period averages) 3.6 5.8 9.2 4.7

E. National Accounts (millions of LCUs at 1986 Prices):

Actual Prelim. Projections

1980 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1995

Gross Domestic Product m.p. 4688 4889 4958 5080 5270 5615 5899 6183 6501 6851 7198 8777

Net Indirect Taxes 842 690 630 707 702 782 814 853 897 945 993 1211

Agriculture 1181 1310 1369 1323 1370 1436 1501 1568 1639 1708 1773 2058

Industry 814 844 861 879 923 971 1019 1068 1123 1185 1254 1571

(of which Manufacturing) 451 478 499 521 544 576 603 632 663 700 742 937

Services 1851 2045 2099 2171 2275 2425 2566 2694 2842 3013 3179 3938

Resource Balance -883 -199 81 -106 57 -30 -159 -66 -34 -30 -54 -121

Exports of ONFS 1302 1242 1262 1286 1363 1502 1461 1475 1526 1571 1627 1901

Imports of ONFS 2185 1441 1181 1392 1306 1531 1620 1541 1561 1601 1682 2022

Total Expenditures 5571 5088 4877 5186 5213 5645 6058 6249 6536 6881 7252 8898

Total Consumption 3818 3779 3764 4078 4017 4203 4662 4753 4982 5251 5525 6800

Private Consumption 2721 2757 2707 3032 3000 3111 3524 3718 3947 4225 4499 5820

General Government 1097 1023 1057 1046 1017 1092 1138 1035 1035 1026 1026 980

Gross Domestic Investment 1752 1308 1113 1108 1197 1442 1396 1496 1554 1630 1727 2098

Fixed Investment 1395 1155 995 942 1070 1212 1178 1311 1391 1480 1569 1931

Changes in Stocks 358 154 118 166 127 229 218 185 163 151 158 167

Capacity to Import 1543 1198 1145 1305 1239 1502 1302 1309 1371 1447 1518 1807

Terms of Trade Adjustment 225 -59 -132 4 -140 0 -160 -166 -155 -125 -110 -94

Gross Domestic Income 4913 4830 4826 5084 5130 5615 5740 6017 6346 6726 7088 8683

Gross National Income 4786 4672 4664 4935 4950 5406 5530 5800 6151 6532 6897 8507

Gross National Product 4561 4731 4796 4932 5090 5406 5690 5966 6306 6656 7007 8601

Gross Domestic Saving 1094 1051 1062 1006 1114 1412 1078 1265 1364 1476 1563 1883

Net Factor Income -127 -158 -162 -149 -180 -209 -210 -218 -196 -195 -191 -176

Net Current Transfers 96 100 96 144 159 174 218 230 229 257 257 342

Gross National Saving 1063 993 996 1001 1093 1377 1086 1277 1397 1538 1629 1783
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ANNEX III

KENYA - EXTErAL TRADE

A. Volume. Value and Prices
ACTUAL P Proectieng

A982 1982 9C T A 1984 1965 1986 19w7 19IM 1989 .90 .991 9

Merchandise Exports 
Volume Index 1980=100

Commodity 1 Coffee 100.0 126.1 112.9 121.0 130.7 157.9 131.2 136.2 141.6 143.8 148.9 170.9

Commodity 2 Tea 100.0 107.5 133.6 121 9 168.9 155.7 178.6 168.9 168.9 166.9 166.9 169.3

Commodity 3 Petroleum 100.0 54.8 41.9 43.6 40.1 45.7 29.9 30.5 31.1 31.8 32.4 35.1

Manufactures 100.0 69.4 87.8 99.3 103.2 96.1 99.9 103.9 109.1 115.7 122.6 184.8

Other Exports 100.0 99.0 102.8 93.4 92.0 119.2 121.6 108.8 113.2 117.7 122.4 143.2

Total Merch. Export. FOS 100.0 91.7 88.1 87.2 90.6 104.6 97.6 96.7 99.8 102.0 105.4 123.0

Merchandise Exports Value-Current Prices (million US8U

Commodity 1 Coffee 291 265 241 283 281 479 254 269 293 313 332 428

Commodity 2 Tea 156 142 185 263 233 214 204 208 254 260 290 377

Commodity 3 Petroleum 445 277 206 198 146 126 97 104 106 114 123 166

Manufactures 282 194 166 162 169 192 211 232 256 271 291 387

Other Export 215 164 183 172 148 205 219 206 225 246 270 396

Total March. Export. FOB 1389 1042 981 1078 977 1217 985 1018 1115 1204 1306 1753

Merchandise Imports 
Volume Index 1980=100

Food 100.0 82.0 69.7 168.9 129.5 94.3 94.3 94.3 96.2 98.1 103.8 110.2

POL and Other Energy 100.0 76.9 70.8 69.2 70.0 72.3 73.7 75.2 76.7 79.0 81.4 91.6

Other Imports 100.0 60.8 50.1 60.8 58.9 70.2 72.0 72.2 76.8 78.2 82.1 99.6

Other Consumer Gooda 100.0 55.9 42.0 49.8 46.5 52.6 53.9 54.0 57.0 58.2 61.4 75.7

Intermediate Goods 100.0 59.8 59.3 65.2 70.8 68.3 70.0 70.1 74.2 75.9 79.8 97.5

Capital Goods 100.0 62.5 44.2 59.4 51.6 75.2 66.6 65.7 69.4 70.2 74.0 87.4

Total March. Import. CIF 100.0 65.4 47.1 61.4 54.2 67.3 65.2 65.3 68.4 69.9 73.5 88.4

Merchandise Imports Value-Currant Prices (million (US$)

Pood 199 126 130 185 141 154 163 172 185 188 205 294

POL and Other Energy 876 613 501 466 461 295 308 381 338 368 400 560

Other Import. 1509 909 731 871 853 1201 1395 1545 1422 1446 1546 1978

Other Consumer Goods 148 82 60 70 66 88 98 107 121 128 140 201

Intermediate Goods 614 364 352 380 417 475 516 546 609 620 660 850

Capital Goods 747 463 319 421 370 637 597 622 692 698 745 928

Total Merch. Import. CIF 2584 1648 1362 1522 1455 1649 1866 1848 1945 2002 2151 2832

Terms of Trade Price Indices 1980=100

Merch. Export. Price Indice 100.0 120.5 144.6 173.5 171.1 188.1 158.9 165.9 175.9 185.7 195.0 224.3

Merch. Import. Price Indice 100.0 147.1 188.2 192.6 227.9 216.2 2 5 2 4 2/ 249.6 250.7 252.5 258.2 282.6

March. Terms of Trade 100.0 81.9 76.8 90.1 75.1 84.7 62.9/ 66.4 70.2 73.5 75.5 79.4

a. Share of Total X or M (1) at Current Prices C. Growth Rates () at Constant Prices

16 1973 1980 1991 1995 1965-73 1973-80 1980-85 1986-91 1990-95

Merchandise Exports

Commodity 1 Coffee 25.1 29.2 21.0 39.3 25.4 24.2 6.4 2.0 4.2 0.1 3.5

Commodity 2 Tea 12.9 13.8 11.2 17.5 22.2 21.5 14.9 9.2 10.0 0.4 2.7

Commodity 3 Petroleum 0.1 7.7 32.0 10.5 9.4 9.5 6.8 -2.5 -16.8 -4.3 2.0

Manufactures 32.9 15.3 20.3 15.8 22.3 22.1 5 6
Other Export. 61.9 49.3 15.5 16.8 20.7 22.6 - - -1.6 0 4.0

Total Merch. Export. FOB 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 3.8 -1.5 -2.3 0.6 3.8

Merchandise Imports

Food 6.9 6.9 7.7 9.3 9.5 10.4 - - 8.9 1.8 6.0

POL A Other Energy 11.3 11.1 33.9 17.9 18.6 19.8 - - -7.1 2.4 3.0

Other Imports 80.7 82.0 58.4 72.8 71.9 69.8 - - -9.7 2.0 5.1

Other Consumer Goods 15.7 10.8 5.7 5.4 6.6 7.1 - - -14.1 6.0 7.9

Intermediate Goods 8.3 15.1 23.8 28.8 30.7 30.0 - - -6.2 3.1 5.1

Capital Goods 56.6 56.1 28.9 38.6 34.6 32.7 - - -12.1 0.4 4.5

Total March. Import. CIF 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 5.9 2.4 -11.4 2.0 4.8

Import price index is derived by dividing the import value index by the import volume index.

The import value for 1987 includes two naval vessels, which are not reflected in the import volume index.

The derived import price index is therefore exaggerated. Without the value of the naval vessels, the

import price index would be 227 in 1987, and the terms of trade index would be 70.
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Actual Prelim. Projections

1980 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1995

A. Exports of Goods A NFS 2030 1570 1497 1621 1553 1851 1690 1793 1964 2084 2695

1. Merchandise (FOB) 1261 936 927 1034 943 1217 985 1018 1115 1204 1753

2. Non-Factor Services 769 643 570 587 610 634 705 775 849 880 1143

B. Imports of Goods A NFS 2837 1749 1524 1709 1615 1888 2103 2111 2236 2307 3240

1. Merchandise (FOB) 2378 1468 1198 1348 1276 1440 1697 1646 1722 1775 2526

of which: special 0 0 0 0 0 0 167 63 0 0 0

2. Non-Factor Services A60 281 326 361 339 448 406 464 514 533 714

C. Resource Balance -807 -170 -27 -88 -62 -37 -413 -318 -272 -223 -344

D. Net Factor Income -226 -255 -191 -208 -223 -258 -263 -282 -268 -252 -203

1. Factor Receipts 54 65 37 48 43 37 39 24 28 33 64

2. Factor Payments 280 320 228 257 266 295 302 306 295 285 267

(interest payments) 180 212 198 211 219 248 237 241 229 217 199

E. Net Current Transfers 147 133 180 177 192 206 273 298 313 333 395

1. Official 120 50 116 117 110 149 205 224 233 242 308
2. Private 27 83 63 60 81 57 68 74 81 91 87

F. Current Account Balance -886 -292 -38 -120 -93 -88 -403 -302 -226 -143 -152

C. Long-Term Capital Inflow 547 84 118 133 -51 274 201 271 319 252 226

1. Direct Investment a/ 78 3 9 4 13 0 0 0 14 14 14

2. Official Capital Crants 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

3. Net LT Loans (DRS data) 420 215 124 289 36 327 203 288 212 169 160

a. Disbursements 538 398 307 309 288 582 485 539 488 443 433

b. Repayments 118 183 184 220 252 256 282 281 276 274 274

4. Other LT Inflows (net) b/ 49 -134 -15 -160 -100 -52 -2 13 93 69 53

H. Total Other Items (net) 144 11 6 31 30 -96 103 45 20 20 20

1. Net Short Term Capital 134 29 -14 41 25 -83 0 0 0 0 0

2. Capital Flows N.E.I. 0 0 0 0 0 2 103 25 0 0 0

3. Errors and Omissions 10 -19 20 -10 5 -15 0 20 20 20 20

OVERALL BALANCE (F+C+H) -195 -198 86 45 -115 90 -98 15 113 130 94

I. Financing 195 198 -86 -45 115 -90 98 -15 -113 -130 -94

1. Net Credit from IMF 69 149 94 -11 55 -105 -107 31 -41 -71 -36

2. Other Reserve changes 126 49 -180 -34 59 15 205 -46 -72 -59 -59

(- indicates increase)

Shares of CDP (Current USS):

1. Resource Balance -11.4 -2.7 -0.5 -1.5 -1.1 -0.5 -5.4 -3.7 -2.9 -2.3 -2.5

2. Total Interest Payments 2.5 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.7 3.6 3.1 2.8 2.4 2.2 1.5

3. Current Account Balance -12.5 -4.7 -0.7 -2.0 -1.6 -1.3 -5.2 -3.5 -2.4 -1.4 -1.1

4. LT Capital Inflow (line 0) 7.7 1.3 2.1 2.3 -0.9 4.0 2.6 3.2 3.4 2.5 1.7

S. Not Credit from the IMF 1.0 2.4 1.6 -0.2 0.9 -1.5 -1.4 0.4 -0.4 -0.7 -0.3

Memorandum Item:

GDP in Current US$ 7095 6244 5740 5854 5855 6921 7693 8515 9437 9914 13549

Foreign Exchange Reserves:

1. Int'l. Reserves (IFS lid) 492 212 376 390 391 425 220 265 337 395 875.3

2. Cross Reserves incl. Gold 539 248 406 414 417 -- -- -- -- -- --

3. Cross Res. in Months Import 2.1 1.5 3.0 2.7 2.9 2.7 1.3 1.5 1.8 2.1 3.2

Exchange Rates (LC/USS):

1. Now. Off. X-Rate (IFS rh) 7.42 10.92 13.31 14.41 16.43 16.23 16.87 -- -- -- --

2. Real Eff. X-Rate (1980=100) 100.0 100.6 95.3 102.1 101.0 -- -- -- -- -- --

3. X-Rate for GNP Conversion 7.42 10.92 13.31 14.41 16.43 16.23 16.87 -- -- -- --

a/ Source: IFS.
b/ Residual between total MLT capital in the official Kenya BOP and the above components.
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KENYA: EXTERNAL FINANCING REQUIREMENTS 1987-1995

(US$ millions)

1989-91 1992-95
(annual (annual

1987 1988 average) average)

Financing Requirements 845 976 899 925

Current Account Deficit

(excluding official transfers) 608 525 418 442

Public Debt Amortization 334 318 330 387

IMF Repurchases 107 87 87 38

Change in Reserves (minus =

decrease) -205 46 63 59

Identified Financing 845 976 815 786

Official Transfers 205 224 243 287

Public MLT Loan Disbursements 535 589 500 465

IMF Purchase 0 118 38 0

Other (net) 104 45 34 34

Financing Gap 0 0 -84 -139

Memorandum Items

Current Account Deficit, excluding
official transfers as I of GDP 7.9 6.2 4.2 3.6

Net Bank/IDA Transfers 12 70 39 23

Disbursements 130 195 177 156

Amortization 49 57 71 80

Interest 68 68 66 53
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KEWA - Ex*4AL CAPITAL AND DEBT
(USS millions at Current Prices)

A C T U A L Prelim Prosctions
190 192 ~ a 94 195~~f ~1208 1989 Im 1991 199

A. Disbursements

1. Public A Publicly Ouar. LT 538 398 307 509 288 582 485 539 488 443 420 433

Official Creditors 266 320 281 486 249 284 416 431 387 350 334 338
Multilateral 174 205 150 182 141 137 196 270 250 236 230 224

of which IlM 45 88 100 130 77 51 43 48 39 31 27 6
of which IDA 72 85 20 36 40 33 87 147 144 144 145 154

Bilateral 92 114 131 304 108 146 221 160 137 114 104 114

Private Creditor* 272 78 26 23 39 299 69 108 102 93 86 96
Suppliers 25 0 2 12 29 44 31 24 21 18 16 19
Financial Markets 247 78 24 10 11 255 37 84 80 75 70 77

2. Private Non-Cuar. LT 87 92 173 44 169 50 50 50 127 122 153 196
3. Total LT Disbursements 625 490 480 553 457 632 535 589 615 565 573 629

4. IF Purchases 66 167 140 49 0 0 0 118 86 28 0 0
5. Net Short-Term Capital 126 29 -14 41 25 -83 0 0 0 0 0 0
6. Total incl. IMFANet ST 818 687 606 642 482 549 535 707 701 593 573 629

B. Repayments

1. Public & Publicly Ouar. LT 118 183 184 220 252 256 282 281 276 274 289 274

Official Creditors 39 50 64 96 123 145 158 174 188 202 202 164
Multilateral 12 22 28 42 56 67 81 94 97 106 108 97

of wh i ch IBRD 11 16 17 26 36 42 47 54 60 69 73 69
of which IDA 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 4 5 9

Bilateral 27 - 29 36 54 67 78 76 80 91 96 94 67

Private Creditors 79 132 119 124 129 111 124 -107 88 73 87 110
Suppliers 24 23 20 20 15 16 15 19 14 15 17 25
Financial Markets 55 109 99 104 114 95 109 88 75 58 70 85

2. Private Non-Guar. LT 88 73 77 96 86 102 53 37 34 47 54 103
3. Total LT Repayments 205 256 261 316 338 258 334 318 310 321 343 377

4. IMF Purchases 9 -19 46 59 71 105 107 87 127 99 36 38

C. Interest
1. Public & Publicly Guar. LT 133 153 131 135 144 174 188 182 180 177 171 142

Official Creditors 62 68 77 92 107 133 132 133 131 127 122 102
Multilateral 37 39 45 58 63 85 s0 81 81 79 77 58

of which IBRD 31 29 35 48 54 73 64 63 62 60 56 35
of which IDA 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 5 6 7 8 11

Bilateral 25 30 33 34 44 48 52 52 50 48 46 44

Private Creditors 71 85 53 43 37. 41 55 49 49 49 49 40
Suppliers 14 9 6 6 5 8 11 11 12 12 12 10
Financial Markets 57 75 47 37 32 33 44 37 37 38 37 30

2. Private Non-Cuar. LT 39 32 35 37 38 31 14 15 18 25 30 56
3. Total LT Interest 173 185 168 172 182 205 202 197 198 202 201 198

4. IMF Service Charges 7 23 28 34 38 42 36 44 30 15 11 2
5. Interest on ST Debt n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6. Total incl. IMF A Net ST 180 208 193 206 220 248 237 241 229 217 211 199
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AN*EX V
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KD4YA - ExTERNAL CAPITAL AN D
(US$ mill ions at Current Prices)

D. External Debt (DOD) 12

1. Public & Publicly uar. LT 2214 2438 2435 2619 2877 3438 3636 3894 4106 4275 4406 4967

Officia Creditore 1381 1726 1861 2189 2482 2798 3056 3313 3512 3861 3792 4391

Multilateral 707 947 1047 1226 1346 1451 1565 1741 1894 2025 2147 2599

of which I M 308 424 506 669 711 720 715 709 687 649 603 345

of which IDA 220 319 334 363 414 459 544 689 830 970 1110 1673

Bilateral 654 779 815 963 1137 1347 1491 1571 1617 1636 1646 1791

Private Creditors 854 712 574 430 395 640 580 581 594 615 614 576

Suppliers 171 93 88 52 79 113 125 130 138 140 139 123

Financial Markets 683 620 508 378 316 527 455 451 457 475 474 454

2. Private Non-Wuar. LT 437 585 481 426 511 263 260 273 366 441 5s0 963
3. Total Long-Term D00 2851 2823 2916 3047 3389 3701 3896 4167 4472 4716 4946 5930

4. IMF Credit 198 342 426 397 449 413 306 337 296 225 189 38

S. Short-Term Debt n.m n.a n.M n.m n.m 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
6. Total ic. IMF Mt ST 2849 3166 3342 3444 3838 4114 4203 4505 4768 4942 5135 5967

Percent of TotalI LT DOD:
1. On Concessional Terms 27.5 32.4 31.8 33.5 36.6 41.2 46.8 50.4 53.2 56.2 58.6 66.5

2. With Variable Int. Rates 25.8 22.0 17.4 12.4 9.3 14.2 11.7 10.8 10.2 10.1 9.6 7.6

E. Bank and IDA Ratios

$hare of Total LT DOD
1. IBM a N of Total 11 15.0 17.4 22.0 21.0 19.5 16.4 17.0 15.4 13.8 12.2 5.8

2. IDA os of Total .8 11.3 11.5 11.9 12.2 12.4 14.0 16.5 8. 20.6 22.4 28.2

8. ISRD.IDA as S of TotalI 19.9 26.3 28.8 33.9 33.2 31.9 32.3 33.5 33.9 34.3 34.6 34.0

Share of LT Debt Serv
1. IMF as of Total 2.9 3.7 4.2 5.6 7.1 20.8 20 22. 24.1 247 23.7 1.

2. IDA so 5 of Total 6 .6 7.2 9.0 10.5 10.7 0.0 2 1.5 1. 2.0 2.2 3.5

a. 190+MA as S of Totel 11.5 10.9 13.1 16.1 17.8 21.3 21.9 24.8 25.9 26.7 26.0 21.7

F. DO-to -xports Rations a)

1. Long-Term Debt/Exports 130.1 171.8 190.1 182.5 212.2 196.0 225.4 229.3 224.5 222.8 217.9 200.4

2. IMF Credit/Exports 9.7 20.8 27.7 23.8 28.1 21.9 17.7 18.6 14.9 10.7 8.3 1.3
8. Short-Term Debt/Exports n.m n.a n.m n.m n.a 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

4. LTbIWPbST DOD/Exports 139.8 192.6 217.6 206.3 240.4 217.9 243.1 247.9 239.4 233.5 226.2 201.7

Q. D0D-to-QDP Ratios

1 Long-Term Debt/CP 57.4 45.2 50.8 52.1 57.9 53.5 22.6 48.9 47.4 47.6 46.9 43.8

2. IMF Cred+t/w . 2.6 5.5 7.4 6.8 7.7 6.0 4.0 4.0 3.1 2.3 1.8 0.3

3. Short-Term Dobt/QDP n.m n.s n.a n.a n.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

4. LT+IMP.T DOD/P 40.2 50.7 58.2 58.8 65.5 59.4 34.6 52.9 50.5 49.8 4.7 44.0

H. Debt Service/Exports a)

. Public A Publicly ar. LT 12.3 20.4 20.5 21.3 24.8 22.8 27.2 25.5 22.9 21.3 20.2 14.1

2. Private Non-udr. LT 6.2 6.4 7.3 8.0 7.8 7.1 3.9 2.9 2.6 3.4 3.7 5.4

3. Total LT Debt Service 16.6 26.8 27.8 29.2 32.6 29.8 31.0 28.3 25.5 24.7 23.9 19.4

4. ZMF Repurchases*Serv.Chgo. 0.8 2.5 4.8 5.6 6.8 7.8 8.3 7.2 7.9 5.4 2.1 1.3

5. Interest only on ST Debt nm n:,a nm n:,m n:* 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

6Tol(LIM.Tnt) 19. 29. 32. 34. 39. 87.7 39.3 35.6 33.4 30.1 26.0 20.7

I. Interest Burden Ratios

1. Total Interest/013P 2.5 3.3 8.4 3.5 3.8 3.6 3.1 2.8 2.4 2.2 2.0 1.5

2. Total Interest/Exports a/ 6.8 12.9 12.5 12.4 13.9 13.1 13.7 13.3 11.5 10.3 9.3 6.7

a/ Exports include merchandise, all services and workers remittances.
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Actual Prelim.

FY83 FY84 FY8 FY86 FY87

I. Public Finance (Z shares of GDP)

Budget (Central Government)

Current Revenue 23.1 23.0 22.7 23.3 23.7

Current Expenditure 22.1 21.5 26.1 23.4 23.8
Current Budget Balance 1.0 1.5 -0.3 -0.1 -0.1

Development Expenditure 6.2 6.1 7.5 7.2 9.7

Total Expenditures 28.2 27.6 30.6 30.6 33.4
Overall Cash Deficit. excl. Grants, -5.2 -4.6 -7.0 -6.6 -10.5

incl. cash. adjustment
External Grante 1.6 0.7 1.7 1.1 2.4
Overall Cash Deficit. incl. Grants A Adjustment -3.6 -3.9 -5.3 -5.6 -6.1

External Borrowing, net 1.4 0.2 1.2 -0.9 0.7
Domestic Financing, net 2.2 3.8 4.0 6.5 7.4

Growth Rate (1 p.m.)

June June

II. Money and Credit 1962 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1968 1984 198 1986 1987

In millions of LCUs at end yer:
Money Supply 10783 11945 13628 14474 18151 18499 11.1 14.1 6.2 25.4 1.9

Money + Quasi-Money 21431 2286 28775 28405 36231 38246 6.6 12.9 10.2 27.6 5.6

Total Net Domestic Credit 25344 25375 26094 31600 40775 43916 0.1 10.7 12.5 29.0 7.7
To Government (neot) 9966 8141 9037 9954 15301 17109 -16.5 11.0 10.1 53.7 11.6

To Official Entities 999 1654 2113 2397 2790 2905 85.6 14.0 13.4 16.4 4.1

To Private Sector 14357 15360 16944 19249 22684 23902 7.1 10.2 13.6 17.8 5.4

Net Foreign Asset. -1577 -534 86 -1759 -255 -759

Net Other Asset. s Liabilities -2324 -2003 -2405 -1438 -4289 -4911
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Schedule D

THE STATUS OF BANK GROUP OPERATIONS IN KENYA

A. Statement of Bank Loans and IDA Credits as of March 30, 1988

-------USS Million-------
Amount (Less Cancellations)

Loan or Undis-
Credit No Year Borrower Purpose Bank / IDA bursed

Forty three (43) Loans, of which six were cancelled, thirty-two
(32) Credits and two (2) Third Window Loans Fully Disbursed* 690.21 377.22

1817 1980 IDB Fourth Industrial Dev. Bank 30.00 5.27
1107 1981 Kenya Fifth Education 40.00 20.00
1995 1981 Kenya Fourth Agriculture 25.00 1.83
2098 1982 Kenya Forestry III 21.50 18.93
1237 1982 Kenya Cotton Proc. A Marketing 22.00 10.95

1238 1982 Kenya Integrated Rural Health A
Family Planning 23.00 9.66

1387 1983 Kenya National Extension 15.00 6.32
2319 1983 Kenya Secondary Towns 7.00 6.98
1390 1983 Kenya Secondary Towns 22.00 11.42

2359 1984 Kenya Kiambere Hydroelectric 96.00 29.22
2409 1984 Kenya Second Highway Sector 50.00 49.21

F017 1984 Kenya Second Highway Sector 40.00 39.44
1486 1984 Kenya Geothermal Exploration 24.50 11.58
1568 1985 Kenya Water Engineering 6.00 2.93
2574 1985 Kenya Third Telecommunications 32.60 30.85
1673 1988 Kenya Sixth Education 37.50 38.88
1675 1986 Kenya Petroleum Explor. Tech. Assist. 6.00 5.57
1717 1988 Kenya Agric. Sector Adjustment 20.00 9.13
1718 1988 Kenya Agric. Sector Management 11.50 9.77
1738 1987 Kenya KIE 2nd Small Scale Industry 6.00 5.71
1758 1987 Kenya Animal Health Services 15.00 15.00
1820 1987 Kenya Second Railway 27.95 27.95

1849 1988 Kenya Agriculture 19.60 19.60

Total 951.31 713.27 384.20
of which has been repaid 529.75 11.40

421.56 701.87

Total now outstanding 11.74
Amount sold

of which has been repaid 11.74 .00

TOTAL now held by Bank and IDA 421.56 701.87

TOTAL undisbursed 142.29 241.91 384.20

* In addition, Kenya was one of the beneficiaries of 10 loans totalling US3244.8 million
which were extended for the development of common services (railways, ports,
telecommunications, and finance for industry), operated regionally for the three
partner states of the former East African Community (EAC).
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B. Statement of IFC Investment in Kenya as of
March 30, 1988

Fiscal Year Obligor Type of Business Amount in USS Million
Loan! Equity Total

1967,1988, Kenya Hotel Properties Hotels 5.2 0.7 5.9
and 1973

1970,1974, Pan African Paper Mills Pulp and Paper 22.2 6.3 28.5
1977,1979
and 1981

1972 Tourism Promotion Services Hotels 2.4 -1/ 2.4

1976 Rift Valley Textiles Ltd. Textiles 6.3 2.8 9.1

1977 Kenya Commercial Bank Ltd. Capital Market 2.0 - 2.0

1980 Development Finance Development Finance 5.1 1.3 6.4
Company of Kenya Ltd.

1981 Kenya Commercial Finance Money A Capital Mkt 5.0 - 5.0

1982 Bamburi Portland Cement A Construct. 4.4 - 4.4
Cement Co., Ltd. Material

1982 Diamond Trust of Kenya Money A Capital Mkt - 0.8 0.8
Limited

1982 Industrial Promotion Money & Capital Mkt - 2.0 2.0
Services (Kenya) Ltd.

1983 Tetra Pak Converters Pulp A Paper Prod. 2.2 0.3 2.5
Limited

1984 Leather Industries of Tanning 2.1 0.6 2.7
Kenya Limited

1984 Madhu Paper International Pulp A Paper Prod. 37.1 2.0 39.1
Limited

1985 Equatorial Beach Tourism 3.7 - 3.7
Properties

1985 Oil Crop Development Ltd. 9.7 1.4 11.1

Total Gross Commitments 107.4 18.2 125.6
less cancellations, terminations,
repayments and sales 78.9 5.0 83.9

Total Commitments now held by IFC 28.5 13.2 41.7

Total Undisbursed .2 1.5 1.5

1/ 351,395.
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KENYA

INDUSTRIAL SECTOR ADJUSTMENT CREDIT

SUPPLEMENTAL CREDIT DATA SHEET

I. Timetable of Key Events

(a) Time taken to prepare the project: 10 months

(b) Project prepared by: Ministry of Finance

(c) First presentation to the Bank: September, 1987

(d) Departure of appraisal mission: January, 1988

(e) Date of completion of negotiations: April 15, 1988

(f) Planned date of effectiveness: July, 1988

II. Special Bank Implementation Action

None

III. Special Conditions

Conditions of Release of Second Tranche

Implementation of the Industrial Sector Adjustment Program

satisfactory to the Association, including:

(i) liberalization of imports in category B of Schedule

III, agreement on a timetable for liberalizing category

C of Schedule III and reduction in the number of tariff

rates from 25 to 12;

(ii) agreement on and commencement of implementation of an

action program for export promotion and implementation

of the Import Duty Compensation Scheme;

(iii) decontrol of prices for at least 10 products from the

General Price Order and agreement on a timetable for

removal of remaining price controls not covered by the

Restrictive Trade Practices, Monopolies and Price

Control Bill;

(iv) agreement with the Association on, and commencement of,

implementation of an action program for restructuring

the development finance institutions and divestiture of

industrial public enterprises;

(v) implementation of improved processes, to be agreed with

the Association, for monitoring the remaining

industrial public enterprises; and
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(vi) establishment of the Capital Markets Development

Authority and discontinuation of the Capital Issues

Committee's review of share issue prices for locally

owned firms.
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CONFIDENTIAL
Mr. B. Conable,
President,
International Bank of Reconstruction- and
Development,
181H Street, N.W.,

Washington D.C. 20433,
U.S.A. DECLAS1 bFIED

Dear Sir, NOV 1 q 4901

WBG ARCHIVES
LETTR OF INDUSTRIAL POLICY

1. INTRODUCTION

1. Kenya's economic performance in the coming years will depend on
financial stabilization and developments in the productive sectors,
agiculture and industry. The potential for industrial development

ill depend on investment and export incentives as well as a more
favourable business climate, Kenya has built a relatively large
inward-looking industrial base which is on the whole efficient but
still cannot compete in the world market. The principal objective
for the future is to eliminate the anti-export bias and adjust the
industrial sector so as to return it to a path of dynamic and
sustained growth.

II. BACKGROUND

2. Kenya's economic performance was remarkable during the first decade
after independence. GDP grew annually by 6.6% in real terms due to
favourable weather, agricultural land expansion and establishment of
import substituting industries. Rapid growth of the manufacturing
sector (11% p.A.) was stimulated by protection, a liberal foreign
investment policy, active Government participation in industrial
ventures and continued access to East Africa Community markets.
Between the two oil booms (1974-80), economic growth decelerated to
about 4.5% per annum and Kenyans thus enjoyed little growth on a per
Capita basis. This slowdown in growth arose because of several
reasons, notably the deterioration in the terms of trade and
structural problems in agriculture and industry. In industry, the
incentives favoured production for the domestic market more than for
exports, resulting in declining opportunities for import substitution
and in a strong anti-export bias.

3. In the early eighties, severe internal and external imbalances
developed and stabilization became necessary. In 1981, the budget
deficit reached 9.5% of GDP, the current account deficit over 11%of GDP, and the inflation rate picked up to over 20%. The Government

CON FIDENTAT
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made considerable progress in redressing these imbalances and by
1904-.both budget and current account deficits and the inflation
rate were under control. Economic growth, on the other hand, did not
recover sufficiently to match the population growth. During the same
period, the Government also began implementing a structural adjustment
programe which was short lived primarily because of severe drought
and unfacourable terms of trade. In more recent years, the balance
of payments Ed the budgetary -situations have again been under severe
pressure because of sharp deterioration in Kenya's terms of trade,
increasingly high debt service payments and the burden on thA h-lti_

consecutive good harvest years. -

4. The Government of Kenya has embarkod on a iscal auid monetary policy
programe in order to restore fiscal stability in the short-tem and
has launched structural adjustment reforms in its productive sectors
in order to increase and sustain economic growth over the medium-term.
Further to the ongoing adjustment efforts in the agricultural sector,
the Government of Kenya has began implementing a programme of reform in
the industrial sector for which it seeks support from IDA. While
Kenva's ma,,iii1-Mi,4 G *-', &.6ti 9 -r aj d 41 uz toiai
m;Y; &Qe, i..i pc&:rri owir una is currently
relatively efficfcnt and operatisg at nearly full capacity, it faces
two major difficulties: low level of new investment (and hence low
4,I creatlrn) xnd poor export i af vmwnce. The low level ot investment
ias occurred because the prospects for efficient import substitution
are nearly exhausted and the export incentives in place are not adequate.

IIL. 'OBJECTIVE AND STRATEGY

S. The Government's objectives in the industrial sector are (i) to
accelerate growth in order to provide productive employment opportunities
for a labour force which is expected to nearly double between now and the
turn of the century& and (ii) to improve export performance so as to
increase efficiency and foreign exchange earnings. The diversification
of sources of foreign vAhange earnings is an imprtant Government policy
objective since it will buffer terms of trade volatility.

6.. The CovOrnment strategy in this area is well spelt out in Sessional
Paper No. 1 of 1986 on '!conomfCiCnagement for Renewed Growth and in
the Policy Framework Paper f-or the period 1988-90.-- basica11y, the two
documents as-sign the private sector the dominant role in revitalizing
the economy, emphasize high priority for agricuture and crural non-farm
activity, and highlight the need for restructuring industry to improve
its export competitiveness. These policy documents also assert that
market-based incentives will be relied on rather than direct Government
controls'.

IV. PROG1WE OF POLICY REFORM.

7. The ob;ectives and strategy for the industrial sector described above
will be pursued through the following major policy actions which are
detailed in the attachment to this letter ;,

- greater incentives for promotion efficient investment by
streamlining administrative procedures, reviewing corporate
taxation with the view to reducing marginal effective tax
rates and elimination of domestic price controls with the
exception of few essential Items;
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- export promotion to expand and diversify Xenya's manufactured
exports so as to reduce relfance on agricultural exports,namely, coffee and tear

increase the outward orientation and efficiency of the
industrial sector by making protection transparent, even
across the sector and lower;

- broaden the range of financial instruments available for DECLASSIFIEnv
private sector investment and improve the capital market;

- maintain external balance and competitiveness by prudent
management of the exchange rate - and

- limit public sector participation in the economy through a
programme of restructuring DFrs and their portfolios,

Trade Regime

8, Policy changes in this area will concentrate on improving the
efficiency of the sector as well as encouraging exports.

9. IprtLicensing. The Government is currently reviewing the licensingsystem witha 'View to liberalizing imports. The Government has alreadyreorganized the present four import schedules into three which will belemented soon. Schedule I consists of raw materials, intermediatea.d capital goods (similar to the present schedule IA but with a feweritems); Schedule II consists of commodities requiring ministerial approval(similar to IA); and Schedule III contain all remainin items. ScheduleIII is divided into three categories , IIIA containing high priority itemsinsufficientiy available in domestic market; I11B consisting of itemscompeting with domestic production; and IIIC consisting of luxury goods,iteas restricted for public health and security reasons and other itemscompeting with domestic production.

10. The Government will, from June 1988, issue licenses for items inSchedules I. and 11 and categoryA of schedule III expeditiously and withoutrestrictions. These items account for about 601 of all items and 88% oftotal import value (1986).. The Government is committed to undertake astudy tt examine the impact on domestic industries of unrestrictivelicensing for categories IIIB and TIIC. The study will lead to theformalation of an action programme which will provide domestic industriesequivalent protection by tariffs only. Anti-dumping legislation will alsobe reviewed for adequacy. Unrestrictive licensing for items in categoryri1I, which will account for at least 11i of all items and 6t of importvalue will be implemented in June 1989. Again unrestrictive licensing foritems in category IIC (with the excoption of a few items for reasons ofpublic security and health) will be introduced gradually in June 1990 andJune 1991, In the event that any company is faced with restructuring orliquidation, appropriate rescue prograomes will be prepared and estimateso the adjustment assistance that will be required for training andre-employment of the labour force will be made and submitted to the WorldBank~ for assistance.

11. 'Tariffs. As stated in the Sessional Paper, the Government is committedto 1~owering and evening out effective protection which at present encouragesinefficient activities and allows high profitability at the expense ofconsmners. While lowering protection is the ultimate objective, themajor reforms will be implemented during the second and third phase ofthe adjustment programme. However, the Government will in June 1988

,- -V Ti- 1r NTl A I.
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and June 1989 (1) reduce the number of tariff rates froPs 4tol; (ii)
rationalize tariffs such that similar goods bear similar tariffs; and
(iii) reduce the weighted average tariff of category IIA from its
present level of 53% to around 4AS. Tariff adjustment of catcgories
II1B and IIIC will vccur during the second snd third phases of the
progranime w!Lh the objective of lowering and evening out protection.

12. xports. The Government recognizes that the current Export
aii~eniation Scheme (ECS) has had only a limited impact on increasing

exports and is- adinfnistratively inefficient. A reform of the BCS is,therefore, necessary to ensure that exporters at least have access toduty and tax free inputs. The Government will therefore simplify andstreamline the ECS to make export compensation more readily availableto manufacturers. By June 1989, the Government will announce and
implement a simple Import Duty Compensation Scheme to replace ECSwith a wider coverage than is currently the case and with three ratesreflecting duties actually paid. The new scheme will be speedilyadministered so as to guarantee reimbursement within one month ofexporting. The Government will issue by June 1988 guidelines andprocedures for manufacturing in-bond (MIB) that assure access toforeign exchange within one week of application. The ?erformanceof MIB will be reviewed, and improved incentives will e Implementedby June 1989. The Government will also design, and start implementingbu June 1989, a comprehensive medium-term export promotion programnethat includes financing, insurance and information sup rt from ajoint public/private export promotion agency to potential exporters.Furthermore, the Government is committed to establishing an exportprocessing tone (EP2O with financial assistance from donors. If suchassistance is forthcoming, actual construction of the EPZ will beginno later than June 1989.

13. Price Control. The need to dismantle the price control system haslong been recognized by the Government and some progress has alreadybeen made. The pace of price decontrol will be enhanced under theindustrial sector programma. As a first step, the Government willdecontrol prices of 10 prodbcts from the present list of 40 underthe General Price Order byJuna 1988 and a further 10 b December 1988.Moreover, the Government will endeavour to econtrol prices on
additional products, particularly those which under the programme wouldface increased competition. Furthermore, the Government will move anamendinent to the Restrictive Trade Practices, monopolies and PriceControl Bill which is now before Parliament, and will be enacted byDecember 1988, to (i) redefine monopoly us representing a market shareof 50%. and (ii) limit powers of the Price Controller to only itemsodUced under monopoly or traded under restrictive conditions asefined in the Bill. All controlled items which will consequently notfall under the new Act will be gradually decontrolled during thesecond phase of the industrial adjustment operation. Finally,
applications for price revisions of items that will continue to berice controlled and conform with the Determination of Costs Order wille processed within 90 days.

Exchange Rate

14. To support the import liberalization programme (removal of quantitativerestrictions and moderation of tariff levels) and further enhancemanufacturing exports, the Government will continue its prudentmanagement of the exchange rate, i.e. appropriate adjustment of thVECLASSIFIEDreal exchange rate.

NOV 19 2021

('(A i r n' Ce * ~. -WBG ARCHIVES
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15. In.an endeavour to ameliorate the investment climate, the GovernMnt
intends to eliminate the &cdfnistrative bottlenecks that investors
face Ln establishing businesses in 1enya, reduce the relatively high
effective rates of corporate taxation, and amend the Foreign Investment
Protection Act (FIPA) and other restrictions on activities of non-
resident companies. More specifically, the Government will streamline
the investment approval procedures by establishing by Jime 1988 a nno-
stop office in the rnvestment Promotfon Center (1?C) which will be
adequately staffed to iniinze delays in processing investment
applications. IPC will, by June 1988, also prepare and issue investment
guidelines detailing policies and procedures affecting investors.

16. The Government will study effective rates of corporate taxation by
April 1988 with a view to reducing the rates by June 1988. The
Government will also allow companies to treat realized exchange losses
on foreign currency loans used to purchase fixed assets as a deductible
expense for tax purposes- by June 1988. PIPA will also be amended by
JUne 1988 sp as to ease repatriation of capital gains by foreign firms
operating in Kenya. The criteria for issuance and renewal of work
permits will be made more transparent by Jime 1988. rt should be
highlighted that the Government has already completed much of the
work in this area and is ready to move soon.

Industrial Public Enterpriies

17. The Government's intentions in this area are, as stated in the Sessional
Paper, to improve the efficiency of these enterprises by way of
restructuring, d.veititure and improvement in monitoring and supervision.
The Government Ia already requested a Protect Preparation Facility from
the Bank to finance a study of the development finance institutions
CDIs) and their portfolios, especially the textile, steel Rnd motor
vdhicles subsviutors. The Government wil. use the study to prepare, by
December 1988, an action programme for restructuring the DFIs and
restructuring as- well as divestiture of their portfolios, This action
programe will be discussed and agreed with the Bank so that nmn ta.
t-.n can coi&ixiwti by June lvu, For the enterprises to be retained in
t1e public sector, the Government will prepare and inplement by DPceinber
1988 monitoring and supervisory system that wfll inprove the performance
of these enterprises.

'iIancial Sector and Capital Matrkt

18. As set out in its Policy Framework Paper, the Government intends to
provide more flexible frnancial sector policies nd styvngthen rho
"Muy and capital markets:. Thus, under the industrial adjustment

programme the Government will (1) operationalize the existing discount
facility at the Central Bank to permit open market operations and asecondary market by Jtue 1988; (ii) discontinue the review by the
Capital Imu4 Comittee Oi share issue prices for locally-owned firms
bl' JUne 1-989; anid (iii) cstablish a Capi al Markets Development Authority
w'ith appropriate responsibilities by June 1989. A flexible and strong
money and capital market will support the divestiture of indu9trial

DECLASSI~ic 
enterprises.

NOV 19 2021.
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V. ?'VITORING OF IMPLENTATIOn age 6 of 6

Fo ta PrCPoseJ imdustrial adjustment programme to succeed, amonitoring mechanism has to be put in place. The Government thereforeintends to establish an inter-ministerial comittee composed ofrepresentatives from concerned ministries as- well as the Central Bankto closely monitor the Implementation of this programme. The Govem-int will submt a progress report to the World Bonk every six months.The Government is fuly wommitted to imlAmrnwit-g Pl1 the a.tiOn:
discussed above and in the time specified and will deal with unforeseenevents using appropriate market-oriented policy instruments rather thandirect Government control.

Yours sincerely,

HON. PROF. RGE SA
MINISTER FOR INAN

DECLASSIFIED

NOV 19 2021

WBG ARCfqvS

CONFIDENTIAL



KENYA - INDUSTRIAL SECTOR ADJUSTMENT CREDIT (ISAC)
SUMMARY OF GOVERWBET REFORM PRORAM

OBJECTIVES STATUS AND RECENT ACTION ACTION PROGRAM TIMING CONDITION FOR

I. TRADE REFORM

(i) Licensing

(a) I t Progress in reform program under - Reorganize Schedules into I, II,
Liralization SAL I A II was arrested due to and III and announce:

Increase the outward orienta- macroeconomic imbalance. Program Unrestricted licensing in I, II 6/88 Board Presentation

tion and efficiency of the implementation was resumed through and III (category A). ISAC I

industrial sector by making tariff reduction in the 1984, 1986

protection transparent, even and 1987 budgets. The number of - First phase of study to examine 6/88 Board Presentation

across the sector and lower. items in Schedule IA (automatic the impact on domestic industries ISAC I

license) were increased. During of unrestrictive licensing for
1983-1986 quotas were binding only schedule III categories B and C

for Schedule 2B (most restric- and formulate an action program
tive). In 1987 quotas became which will (a) provide domestic
binding in all schedule* due to a industries equivalent protection
foreign exchange shortage. by tariffs only; and (b) draft

appropriate anti-dumping
legislation. The second phase of
the study will prepare action
programs for restructuring
companies severely affected by
liberalization.

- Implement unrestricted licensing 6/89 Snd. Tr. ISAC I
for items in schedule III,
category B.

- Implement unrestricted licensing 6/90) ISAC II
for schedule III, category C 6/91)
during the ISAC II period.

(ii) Tariffs and Taxes
Rationalize and simplify tariff

structure:

- Rationalize tariffs such that )
similar goods bear similar )
tariffs. ) 6/88 Board Presentation

- Reduce number of tariff rates ) and ISAC I
from 25 to 12. ) 6/89 Snd. Tr. ISAC I

)x
- Review specific duties with the )

objective of converting them into)
ad valorem duties. )

)



OBJECTIVES STATUS AND RECENT ACTION ACTION PROGRAM TIMING CONDITION FOR

(b) Export Promotion Export compensation scheme is - Design a simple import duty compensation 9/88 Snd. Tr. ISAC I

Expand and diversify Kenya&2 ineffective and administratively scheme to replace the export com-

manufactured exports to re- burdensome. Implementation of pensation scheme with wider coverage and
duce reliance on coffee and manufacturing-in-bond has been three rates reflecting duty actually

tea. started and will be expanded. paid.
Green channel procedures to expe-
dite administative processing of - Implement the import duty compensation 6/89 Snd. Tr. ISAC I

export production has not been scheme with improved administration

implemented. Kenya External Trade guaranteeing reimbursement within one

Authority remains weak. month.

- Issue guidelines and procedures for 6/88 Board Presentation
manufacturing-in-bond that assures ISAC I
access to foreign exchange within one
week of application.

- Review and implement incentives for 6/89 Snd. Tr. ISAC I
manufacturing-in-bond with a view to
making them more competitive.

- Design and commence implementation of a 6/9 Snd. Tr. ISAC I
comprehensive export promotion program
that includes financing, insurance and
improved information support from a
joint public/private sector export
promotion agency.

- Prepare feasibility study and implement 6/89 Snd. Tr. ISAC I
an export processing zone subject to
donor support.

0



OBJECTIVES STATUS AND RECENT ACTION ACTION PROGRAM TIMING CONDITION FOR

(c) Price Controls Price controls in Kenya include - Remove price controls on 16 products in 6/88 Board Presentation
Make the Kenyan economy more (a) direct controls on about 11 the General Order of the Price Control ISAC I
responsive to market forces essential consumer items; and (b) Act.
to increase investment and controls on ex-factory prices of
efficiency. 40 manufactured products. The - Remove price controls on at least 12/88 Snd. Tr. ISAC I

Government, in recognition of the another 16 products.
disincentive effects of price
controls, has prepared legislation - Gradually decontrol prices of all 6/90) ISAC II
to create a Department of Price remaining items not falling under the and )
and Monopoly Control to monitor new Restrictive, Trade Practices, 6/91)
actions in restraint of trade. Monopolies and Price Control Bill.
The new bill, however, retains
broad powers for the Price Con- - Move amendment of Restrictive, Trade 6/88 Board Presentation
troller and needs to be limited to Practices, Monopolies, and Price Control ISAC I
items produced under monopoly Bill to (i) redefine monopoly such that
conditions and for a few basic it reflects market power and (ii) limit
commodities. Prices of some powers of Price Controller to items
items, including meat, have been produced under monopoly conditions or
decontrolled. Government has also traded under restrictive conditions, as
proposed a revision of the formula defined in the bill.
for price determination from being
cost-based to one based on import - Applications for price revision of items 6/88 Board Presentation
parity. The Price Control Depart- that will continue to be controlled ISAC I
ment's manpower has been increased under the new bill, and that conform
to speed the processing of appli- with the cost determination order, as
cations. should be processed within 90 days.

0



OBJECTIVES STATUS AND RECENT ACTION ACTION PROGRAM TIMING CONDITION FOR

II. FOREIGN EXCHANGE REGIME

Maintain external balance and A major devaluation in December Maintain present policy. Discrete adjust- Coordinated with

competitiveness by prudent manage- 1982 restored the real effective ments may be necessary to compensate for changes in Section

ment of the exchange rate. exchange rate back to its 1976 removal of quantitative import restric- I(&).
level. Since then, Government has tions and adoption of a more moderate
periodically adjusted the exchange tariff structure.
rate to avoid any sustained appre-
ciation of the real exchange rate.

0



OBJECTIVES 
STATUS AND RECENT ACTION ACTION PROGRAM TIMING CONDITION FOR

III. INVESTMENT INCENTIVES Board preentation

SEffective corporate tax rates rove incentives for investment by 6/88 IAC

(Eao ee hTgariin Kenya thn in reducing marginal effective company tax

porate Kaesn ec tive cit m rally higher in K utys rtes and allowing exchange losses as

poae Kes opetietive wit- ** te ~~oigcutis (,ddcin n foreign currency loa"s

porthe cotes pto encourage because of limited tax deductions tax deductions ofi n cuenl
other countries 

used to urcas fiedasst.

investment. and allowances,/uedoudc

(b) Investment Investment is hampered by compli- - Streamline investment approval proce s/9s Board Presentatio

rtI investment. cated approval procedurc and dures by establishing one-stop invest- ISAC I

foreign investment suffers from ment center at the IPC which will be

restricted access to domestic adequately staffed to ensure 
expeditious

credit and delayed transfer of processing of applications.

capital gain on sale. Recent

changes in the Exchange Control Issue investment guidelines. s/ss Board Presentation

Act have eased somewhat the res- 
ISAC I

trictions on domestic borrowing

nd the on-top investor center -Amend Foreign Investment Protection~ Act 
8/99 Board Presentation

has e n o gazettedto ease transfers of capital gains on ISAC I
has been gazetted. sale of equity.

Establish clear criteria for rejection 6/88 Board Presentation

to make work permit policy transparent. ISAC I

00



OBJECTIVES STATUS AND RECENT ACTION ACTION PROGRAM TIMING CONDITION FOR

IV. PUBLIC ENTERPRISES

Promote private sector as the The Government is directly and - Based on a study of the development 12/88 Snd. Tr. ISAC I
engine of industrial growth by indirectly through development finance institutions (DFIs) and their
confining public enterprises to banks, involved in 86 industrial portfolios, especially the textile,
essential Government services and enterprises, many of which are motor vehicles and steel subsectors,
strategic investments. experiencing financial difficul- prepare an action program for

ties. Although the Government's restructuring the DFIs and
recent investments have been mini- divestiture/restructuring of their
mal, it has made halting progress portfolios.
in divestiture (despite a high
profile report) and improved effi- - Agree with IDA on an action program for 6/89 Snd. Tr. ISAC I
ciency. Government recently an- the DFIs and divestiture/restructuring
nounced its intent to sell shares of industrial public enterprises and
n the two Government-owned banks, comence imp ementation.
and has completed the divestiture
of KENATCO and Uplands Bacon. - Improve performance monitoring system 12/88 Snd. Tr. ISAC I

for enterprises to be retained in the
public sector.

4-1
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OBJECTIVES STATUS AND RECENT ACTION ACTION PROGRAM TIMING CONDITION FOR

V. FINANCIAL SECTOR AND CAPITAL MARKETS

Develop alternative instruments Government has stepped up its use - Establish Capital Markets Development 6/89 Snd. Tranche ISAC I
for managing domestic money supply of tendering T-Bills and intro- Authority with appropriate incentives
and foreign reserves. Broaden the duced longer maturities. An and investor protection regulations.
range of financial instruments Interministerial Committee has
available for private sector developed terms of reference for - Discontinue Capital Issues Committee 6/89 Snd. Tranche ISAC I
investment. the Capital Markets Development review of pricing of share issues of

Authority, domestically owned companies.

- Establish and operate discount facility 6/88 Board Presentation
in the Central Bank. ISAC I

0
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ANNEX XI

STUDIES TO BE WOERTAKEN UNDER ISAC I

TIMING
DESCRIPTION AREA RESPONSIBILITY BEGINNING COMPLETION

1. First phase of study to Trade Ministries of Fin- 6/88 3/90
examine the impact on domes- ance and Planning
tic industries of unrestrict-
ive licensing for schedules
IIIB and IIIC and formulate
an action program which will
(a) provide domestic indus-
tries equivalent protection
by tariffs only; and (b)
draft appropriate anti-dump-
ing legislation. The second
phase of the study will
prepare action programs for
restructuring or liquidating
companies severely affected
by liberalization.

2. Study to design an Import Trade Ministry of Finance 4/88 9/88
Duty Compensation Scheme and
improve its implementation.

3. Study to assess the impact of Prices Ministry of Finance 6/88 12/88
decontrolling prices remain-
ing controlled after January
1989.

4. Study to design a comprehens- Trade Ministry of Finance 6/88 12/88
ive medium term export promo-
tion program that includes
financing, insurance, an EPZ
and improved information
support from a joint
private/public sector export
promotion agency.

6. Study to (i) examine the Taxation Ministry of Finance 2/88 4/88
marginal effective tax rate
and design a reduction; (ii)
design a tax treatment for
exchange losses on foreign
currency loans; and (iii)
estimate the revenue effects
of both. Additionally, the
study will also present a
cross country analysis of tax
incentives for capital market
development.

6. Study of DFI a and their Industrial Ministry of Finance 4/88 12/88
portfolios, especially the Public
motorvehicle, textile and Enterprises
steel subsectors, to prepare
an action plan for their
restructuring, rehabilitation
or divestiture.

7. Study to design an implemen- Capital Ministry of Finance 6/88 12/89
tation program, including Markets
legislation, for the Capital
Markets Development Autho-
rity.

The total cost of these
studies is expected to be
about USS1 million.

massll/kenOSl/isac/presreport/annexl1
10-MAY-88
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PRIVATIZATION OF PUBLIC ENTERPRISES:

THE CASE OF KENYA

1. The International Context

The present economic world crisis brings about both high balance-

of-payments deficits and high budget deficits for the developing coun-

tries. In order to help them, the World Bank and the International

Monetary Fund have developed a so-called "Structural Adjustment Pro-

gramme". It consists of a package of measures combined with loans

which are supposed to foster an export-oriented policy. Because the

achievement of the intended stabilization by export-orientation alone

is not a long lasting solution,basic reforms of the interior structure

are also necessary to prevent new destadlizations. That is why the

World Bank and the IMF demand to increase the public enterprises" per-

formance and to emphasize the private sector and thus the price mecha-

nism by, for example, privatizing public enterprises.

2. The Kenyan Context

The above mentioned world-wide general objectives and the instru-

ments to achieve them do also apply to Kenya.

The ideas of the Structural Adjustment Programme are reflected
2

in the "Sessional-Paper on DevelopmentPros2ect's and Policies". Con-

cerning privatization, it points out that "structural adjustment must

embrace a more constructive and profitable role for essential parasta-

tals and the return of others to private sector operation (Paragraph

42) and "the possibility that Government will sell shares in selected

parastatals enterprises or holding company to Kenyans would increase

Kenyanization of the economy without entailing the transfer of scarce

domestic saving to foreigners." (Paragraph 44).

3. On September 21, 1982, the President stated: "In view of the sub-

stantial government deficits and serious balance-of-payments problems,

the government has decided to reduce its subsidies to parastatals and

may even withdraw its participation from businesses which have failed

to perform well."
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4. The "Working Party on Government Expenditures 3  also recommends

that the government should divest of a part of its commercial activi-

ties and reduce new commercial activities to a minimum. The working

party even suggests already an institution which should work out corres-

ponding strategies "The Parastatal Advisory Committee should be given

the responsibility of preparing strategies and mechanisms for divesti-

ture."

5. The "KANU manifesto 1983" States:

"Government participation in commercial enterprises has been

carried well beyond the original conception of effective Kenyanisa-

tion and effective public regulation and control in the key sectors

of the economy. The Government will now therefore carry out a careful

review of all parastatals and.Government investments to determine:

(i) those whose retention as Government agencies or enterprises

is essential to accelerated and equitable national develop-

ment and the regulation of the private sector;

(ii) those whose objectives have been achieved and which should

be discontinued.

(iii) those whose functions could be absorbed by parent minis-

tries; and

(iv) those whose functions would be more efficiently performed

by the private sector without passing the Government assets

to foreign ownership or control."

6. As all these statements suggest a privatization of Kenyan public

enterprises the author examines some fundamental problems on the privatiza-

tion issue - most of them are not only valid for Kenya - by putting some

questions and by attempting to give some at least preliminary answers.

These questions are in the following order:

- What were the objectives for the establishment of public

enterprises in Kenya?
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- What are the events or circumstances necessitating the privati-

zation of public enterprises in Kenya?

- What does efficiency of public enterprises mean?

- Are there any policy alternatives before deciding on privati-

zation?

- Which public enterprises should be privatized?

What are the results of a privatization?

7. What were the Objectives for the Establiahment of Public Enter-
Prises in Kenya?

Before being able to answer the question why there are efforts at
present to privatize Kenyan public enterprises, the question concerning
their objectives has to be dealt with.

Before going into detail, we can already state that public enter-
prises in Kenya have not been established for ideological reasons, (as
it was the case for example for Tanzania) i.e. ideological reasons are
no barriers for a return to private sector operation. The share of public
enterprises of the Kenyan economy is the result of political,historical

not ideological decisions. In general, there is no theoretically fixable
borderline between the public and the private sector of any economy.

Public enterprises in Kenya served and still serve as instruments
to achieve different objectives. These main objective are:

(i) An essential reason for the existence of public enterprises

in Kenya was the lack of sufficient indigenous private capital
and private entrepreneurship after independence. (This seems
to be true for most of the other developing countries as well).

In order not to leave the enterprises in the hands of white

settlers and foreigners, there was only one chance: nationali-

zation, that is to say, the government had to fill the exist-
ing capital gap and entrepreneurship gap. This objective is
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wellknown under the heading of Kenyanization viz. Africanization

of the economy. Besiees political independence,Kenya wanted to

achieve its economic independence as well.

(ii) A second objective was to promote development. National develop-

ment was considered as too important as to leave it under the

control of private enterprises with their own particular interests.

\ So public enterprises served as an indispensable instrument for

economic development.

Both of the objectives mentioned so far are of course closely

linked together, the Kenyan Government wanted to create a na-

tional base for development and public enterprises served as

the appropriate meeting point.of both decolonialization and

economic development.

(iii) Another very interesting objective for Kenya is: Kenyan pub-

lic enterprises serve as a means to promote the establishment

of private African enterprises. That is the case for ICDC,

KIE and NCC which provide financial as well as technical

assistance to indigenous private entrepreneurs. This is a

proof that Kenya did not establish public enterprises for

ideological reasons. ICDC also serves to achieve another

objective viz. the acquisition of shares in foreign firms

producing in Kenya. Both are measures of Africanisation.

(iv) Another objective is the preference or even insistence on

the part of the external investor for some government share-

holding in order to reduce the risk of the external investor.
5

(v) Moreover, the Kenyan Government wanted to achieve some other

objectives which are not only applicable to Kenya. These are

objectives which are pursued by such enterprises in other coun-

tries as well. For example, the government has to use public

enterprises as an instrument when because of lack of profit out-
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looks private capital is reluatant to invest. In this

case, the government has to fill another gap, viz. the

profit-outlook-gap. We shall deal with the importance

of these objectives in our chapter: What does efficiency

of public enterprises mrar?

8. By scrutenizing these objectives,it seems that public enterprises

in Kenya in most cases can be considered as only transitory instruments

used as long as certain c. 2:ivas cre achieved. This statement seems

to be true for public enterprises in countries which have not established

public enterprises for ideological rsasons. If public enterprises are

considered as only transitory instruments, the re'.scns for their existence

can be compared with the reasons for the "Infant-industry-protection"

in the theory of international trade. Which states - and even liberal

economists agree with it - that the indigenous infant industry of a

country should be protected against foreign competitors only transitorily,

viz. until the indigenous industries are competitive to their foreign

competitors. A very similar argument is used concerning the public

enterprises in Kenya: they should stay transitorily in public owner-

ship until they have reached at least one of their stated objectives.

So the tMo measures: liberalization of imports and privatization are

linked together.

In a wider context nowadays, a world-wide trend can be observed

showing a diminishing of statal presence in the economy of many coun-

tries. (Interesting to note that many Kenyan public enterprises were

established during the world depression from 1929 to 1932 in order to

increase the states influence, for example the marketing boards for

several crops. Whereas the remady for the present economic crisis

seems to be the contrary, viz. the diminishing of statal presence in

the economy).

9. After having discussed the most important objectives of Kenyan

public enterprises, we now deal with the question what are the events

or circumstances necessitating the privatization of public enterprises
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in Kenya? Are the above mentioned reasons for their existence no longer

valid? Or, can we assume that their objectives have been achieved and

that public enterprises therefore have become redundant as instruments?

In these cases, the above mentioned role of public enterprises as trans-

itory instruments would be fulfilled successfully. Or have policies

changed or has even ideology changed?

What are the events or circumstances necessitating the privatiza-

tion of public enterprises in Kenya?

First of all, the Kenyan Government regards a privatization of its

public enterptises as an instrument to improve the efficiency of the

econony as a whole, ise. as an instrument to better allocate the scarce

resources of Kenya. The hypothesis (a hypothesis is not a proof) that

the private sector is more efficient than the public one is therefore

the essential underlying assumption.

10. There is a number of examples to support this hypothesis:

- The (private owned) informal sector in Kenya seems to be very

viable and efficient, most likely because of the high competi-

tion in these fields.

- According to a Nairobi newspaper, a private company is willing

to take over the garbage disposal in Nairobi which has been

carried out by the suspended Nairobi City Council rather un-

satisfactorily. This particular company offered to do it at

the same price, the City Council charges.

- Even socialist and communist countries try to privatize in some

sectors of the economy step by step, that is to say, they rely

more and more on the free market pricing mechanism. For example,

Romania offers shares to workers of the company they work for.

In Hungaria government owned restaurants and shops are leased

to private businessmen.

11. The fact that there is a link between privatization and a transfer

of ownership is considered only as a side effect not as its main objective



in Kenya. In England, however, the situation is completely different.

The present privatization campaign there,has a more ideological back-

ground, and for that reason, it can be compared with the privatization

campaign in Chile after Allende's death and with the present privatiza-

tion in Turkey. According to liberal ideas, the Government has to get

rid of commercial undertakings unless they serve the safeguarding of

important public interests.

Another main objective was pursued by the privatization of some

public enterprises in Germany, for example the Volkswagen company.

Its privatization was mainly understood as a means to narrow the gap

in the existing wealth and income distribution. Only people whose in-

come was below a certain limit could acquire shares. That is to say,

they were granted a so-called social discount. Therefore, in the

Volkswagen case, a very wide-spread distribution of shares took place,

about 1,600,000 people bought them. Of course, this "social" privatiza-

tion has an ideological background, too.

Simply said, people who own shares are normally not interested in

changing the existing societal and economic system by revolutions. Thus,

such a wide-spread ownership serves as a political tranquilizer. This

tranquilizer effect is reinforced when workers get - maybe even preferen-

tial - shares of that particular company they work for.

12. According to its main objective,one can at least theoretically dis-

tinguish between three different types of privatization, although there

are in most cases combinations of them:

- Privatization for improving efficiency reasons

- Privatization for ideological reasons

- Privatization for social reasons

13. Except of the improvement of the efficiency of the economy, there

- are still some other reasons for the ongoing discussion on privatization

of Kenyan public enterprises. These reasons are similarly linked to each

other as the above mentioned objectives of their establishment.
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- To cut down Government spendings and thus to narrow the

huge budget deficit. (This is the reason the President

mentioned in his statement. on the economy, see our para-

graph 3). One obvious measure in this respect is the

cutting down of the permanently rising and uncontrolled

subsidies to public enterprises.

- Recently there were some scandals concerning Kenyan public

enterprises, for example the "Kenren" case and the Kisumu

"Molasses" case. Both of these undertakings failed after

huge government investments. They are "white elephants"

now and the "wananchi" seems to be disgusted with them.

- Public enterprises are often sources of corruption every-

where in the world and also in Kenya.

- Back to the main reason for the establishment of Kenyan

public enterprises, the Kenyanization issue. This sur-

prisingly leads to one of the reasons for their now in-

tended privatization: the post-colonial-or era with its

above mentioned scarce-production-fact or-situtioin seems

to be over twenty years after independence and one seems

to believe that neither indigenous capital nor indigneous

entrepreneurship are any longer scarce production factors

in Kenya. This seems to be the opinion of the authors of

the already cited Sessional Paper and of the KANU manifesto,

too, where they state that not any longer public enterprises

but their privatization is considered as the appropriate in-

strument to achieve Kenyanization.

14. At the beginning of this chapter, we asked the question whether

or not the objectives of Kenyan public enterprises are already

achieved and whether or not they are planned to be transformed

into private enterprises just for this particular reason. This

seems obviously not the case because still the same objective,

viz. Kenyanization is now tried to be achieved by just the
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contrary, the abolition of public enterprises. Consequently,

one can assume that public enterprises must have failed as an

instrument to achieve Kenyanization.

It was stated that the essential reason for the intended

privatization is the improvement of the economy's effici-

ency. Consequently, the following question arises:

15. What-does efficiency of_ ublicentersrises mean?

The efficiency of public enterprises can not only be measured

by its profit or loss at the end of the enterprises' budget

year. Because public enterprises normally still pursue other -

in a hierarchy of objectives even superior - objectives than

profit-making. In other words: losses in the balance-sheet

do not automatically mean an overall bad efficiency. Losses

could even be a stated objective, for example, when commodity

prices are artificially kept down for social reasons. This

can be the case for basic needs commodities. Therefore, pro-

fits and losses as they occur in a normal balance-sheet can

never be the appropriate yardstick for the overall efficiency

of public enterprises. The reasoning is as follows: in a

balance-sheet only such services of an enterprise are in-

cluded which were sold on markets, that means those which

have a market price. Other services which are produced be-

cause other objectives besides profit are pursued and for

which market prices do not exist because they are not sold

on markets (because there do not exist markets for such ser-

vices) are never included in a normal balance-sheet. Thus,

social benefits as well as social losses of an enterprise are

not taken into account. Except if there exists a so-called

social balance-sheet as an additional part of the normal

balance-sheet, which some enterprises in developed countries

are beginning to introduce.
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16. Such superior macro-economic objectives can be for example:

(here we mention only those objectives which have not yet been

mentioned in our paragraphs 7-11)

- promoting development, in such a way that public enterprises

act as innovators and therefore as proto-types for private

enterprises. Later on, when this function is fulfilled and

they begin to earn profits they are being privatized. (This

sequence is, by the way, often just the other way around in

developed countries. Private enterprises there are usually

transformed into public enterprises then when they do not

gain profits any longer).

- social objectives, for example to keep down the prices for

basic needs commodities,

- regional objectives, to foster development in remote areas,

- employment objectives, public enterprises in India, for example,

are supposed to overstaff at least for about 25%.

In all these cases again public enterprises serve as instruments

to achieve certain macro-economic objectives.6

17. These macro-economic objectives on the oieside and the micro-

economic objective of profit maximization on the other side are

in most cases contradictory to each other, that is, both cannot

be fully achieved in the same moment. In case the profits are

to be increased then only at the expense of the other objective(s).

That is why the politicians have to balance which one of the

objectives they prefer, and often public enterprises have to

subordinate economic rationality to political rationality.

This problem does not arise, however, when the macro-economic

objective is best or even only achieved by public enterprises.

The most crucial problem is that potential welfare losses due

to micro-economic in efficiency on the one hand and welfare

gains due to the achievement of macro-economic objectives on
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the other hand cannot be set off against each other because

these two counter-rotating welfare effects can hardly be

quantified. Due to this missing quantificability there

always exists the danger that uneconomic behaviour is being

disguised in referring to the fulfilluent of public func-

tions.

A cost-benefit analysis could be a helpful instrument by

balancing the contradictory objectives. But also here the

decision-maker has to quantify what the achievement of the

stated macro-economic objective is worth to him. Did he make

up his mind for a certain amount, which means a subsidy to the

public enterprise, then, however, this amount has to be dis-

posed of only at the beginning of the enterprises' budget year.

Then the manager has to economize with this given subsidy. In

case he did not perform well he won't be able to get more sub-

sidies at the end of the-budgeting period. Proceeding in this

described manner means that no new accounting system for public

enterprises is necessary. Again, the most crucial point is the

problem of how to quantify the value of achieving certain hardly

quantifiable objectives. In solving this problem economists

can only give help to the politicians. Economists can never alone

solve this problem. It is always up to the politicians to decide.

Public enterprises are some kind of a compromise between market

and politics.

Without being able to give a solution to the quantification problem

we summarize here: Efficiency of a public enterprise can only be

measured by taking into account the achievement of their micro-

and of their macro-objectives together. We will then call it

their "overall efficiency".
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After having given some introductory comments on the problem

of efficiency of public enterprises we will now turn to the

question.

18. Are there any pl icy_,alternatives before decidingon2rlivatiza-

tion?

We will see, there are at least two such methods. These methods,

however, do not involve a shift in ownership. And a shift in

ownership is not, as we learnt, an objective of privatization

in Kenya. The reason for privatization there is not an ideolo-

gical one.

We distinguish two such methods. According to their approach,

we call them the Management and the Labour Force Method (or

their combination).

19. The Managemeut Method:

The overall efficiency of public enterprises can be improved

without any shift in ownership if they are managed according

to market commercial rules. This has to include the end of
their tight control by government. Thus, what has to be changed
is the managers' and the politicians' behaviour. It can be
changed as follows, by:

- changing, viz. improving of Management Training by, for

example, teaching commercial Management Techniques,

- improving of managers' motivation by granting income in-

centives according to performance and by also granting

them independence from their respective parent ministries

which includes more responsibility for the managers.

20. The Labour Force Method:

Here again there are the same two approaches: the improve-
ment of training and the improvement of motivation. Motiva-
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tion can be improved by, for example, payment according to per-

formance and/or by labour forces' participation, their co-deter-

mination in the company, i.e. by giving more responsibility to the

labour force which in most cases includes more training as a pre-

condition.

21. Here again one can distinguish between different kinds of privat-

ization, now depending on the extent one privatizes:

1. kind: a shift only in behaviour and not in ownership, i.e.

enterprises are to work according to market commercial

rules without any tight control by the administration.

We call it a "Proforjy Privatization".

2. kind: a shift in ownership which usually includes the above

mentioned shift in behaviour, i.e. the proforma privatization

is part of this second kind, the "real privatization"

22. Our distinction has a consequence which ought to be emphasized

because it is not familar to everybody.

Because,

- a proforma privatization is a question of the managers'

behaviour, and

- a real privatization is a question of ownership (either

private ownership - "capitalism" - or public ownership -

"socialism"-)

We can argue: the decision of any country to manage its public

enterprises according to market commercial rules does not at all in-

clude a decision for capitalism. Our distinction furthermore in-

cludes: a lack of private capital and/or a lack of private entre-

preneurship is by no means an. obstacle for a behaviour according

to market commercial rules. Because capital can belong to the

public and entrepreneurs do not have to be private ones. Again:
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a market commercial behaviour is not identical with capitalism.

The managements behaviour and the ownership pattern do not have

to be linked together. Often they are, but this is not a must.

23. We conclude with repeating some important statements:

the essential objective of privatization is the improvement

of the economy's efficiency, the means to achieve this objec-

tive can be:

- the transfer of private business behaviour only

- the transfer of ownership to private entrepreneurs (which

includes the transfer of private business behaviour)

The underlying hypothesis is: the private sector is more effec-

tive than the public sector.

24. Thus, an initial and maybe even sufficient policy alternative

towards improving efficiency of Kenyan public enterprises could

be a mere proforma privatization.8 This has to include that-

the environment of the enterprise has to be changed towards

more competition, for example by the abolition of import re-

strictions, government control and monopolies.

Our distinction between a proforma privatization and a real

privatization is used again in the following chapter. Here

we ask:

25. Whichpuhlic enterprises should be_privatized?

To be able to answer this question we have to deal with two other

questions first. These are:

1. Do public enterprises pursue macro-economic objectives?

2. Do public enterprises earn profits or make losses in

terms of market commercial rules?

26. For that reason we will divide public enterprises into three

different groups.
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Group A: If the public enterprises are pursuing such superior

macro-economic objectives which the Government does not want to

give up because they cannot be sufficiently achieved by other

instruments then there should.by no means be a real privatiza-

tion. This can be stated without asking the second question.

In these cases there is no reason in handing them over into

private ownership. (The so-called "public utilities" certainily

belong to this gkoup). There should only be a proforma privat-

ization including all the above described consequences. Now

to these groups of public enterprises which do not pursue such

objectives. Here we should use the efficiency standards of

private business and ask our second question.

Group B: If public enterprises do earn profits, there should

be no real privatization and thus no transfer into private

ownership because such enterprises increase the government's

revenue. In this case they serve as a certain instrument,

too. To serve as an instrument to increase the government's V0

revenue was the original objective of public enterprises in

Europe.

If there was a privatization campaign in Kenya for idelogical

reasons then such profit-making-public enterprises had to be

privatized as well, irrespective of their profit-making. Of

course, private entrepreneurs wish that such enterprises which

earn profits are privatized and that only those stay in public

ownership which make losses. That is to say, they would like

to privatize profits but to socialize losses.

Group C: If public enterprises do not earn profits (and do not

pursue macro-economic objectives) then there should be a real

privatization. The Kenyan President apparently had this group

in mind when he stated that the Government may "withdraw its
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participation from businesses which have failed to perform well"

(see our paragraph 3).

The question then arises whether or not the sale of these enter-

prises would be possible. The angwer is obvious, these public

enterprises are able to be soid. Their sale is only a question

of their market price. In case it is sufficiently low, there

will be enough potential buyers. Then, however, the tax-payer

"pays" for the losses of.these public enterprises in the past.

Their buyers usually will dismiss people and/or increase the

prices of their produced.commodities to be able to earn profits

in the future because these enterprises will be bought by private

businessmen to earn profits. And private businessmen normally

will ensure that prices are at levels that bear proper relation-

ship with the real costs of production.

27. An important note has to be made here. In dealing with the pro-

forma privatization we already spoke about the necessary improve-

ment of competition by the abolition of monopolies. This is

valid in the context of a real privatization, too. It makes

no sense at all to only transfer public owned monopolies into

private ones because, according to economic theory, both behave

in the same way concerning their pricing. In this case a transfer

of ownership has to be accompanied by a fostering of competition

as well.

28. After having distinguished these three groups and their respec-

tive differences the following idea arises: Why not using money

earned by group-B- enterprises and by the sale of group-C- enter-

prises as the necessary subsidies for group-A-enterprises?

29. As a conclusion to this chapter our decision scheme is being

formalized:
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Do public enterprises pursue

(superior) macro-economic objectives?

YES NO

2 roforma privatization Do these enterprises make

profits or losses?

(Group A)

no privatization real privatiz.

(Group C)
or only 2rof0orma

(Group B)

According to our reasoning following this decision scheme a

real privatization should only take place for a part of the

public enterprises, viz. our Group-C-public enterprises.

The statement above that private businessmen will dismiss people

and/or increase prices after having acquired a former public enterprise

leads to our next question:

30. Whatare the results of aprivatization?

1. It is likely that in many cases prices - also for basic

needs commodities - will be increased. The standard of

living will go down. This can lead to social and political

problems. If the prices for export-goods will go up, this

will tend to decreasing exports. (But maybe then the taxes

out of which the losses of the former public enterprise

were paid as subsidies can be decreased. A consequence

which seems to be very unlikely in reality.)
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2.- In many cases the employment rate will fall because

workers will be declared redundant, i.e. the employment

rate of a country will tend to fall.

3. A privatization will most likely worsen the existing

problems of the income and wealth distribution in Kenya,

i.e. it will widen the gap in their distribution. There

are at least two reasons for this:

- very often the former public enterprise produced basic

needs commodities which are bought proportionately

more by the poorer people. When as a consequence of

privatization the prices of basic needs commodities

go up the poorer suffer more from it than the rich.

- Only rich people can afford to buy shares of the

privatized companies unless there is a social dis-

count as we saw in the Volkswagen case. But this

seems to be a method which is not possible in develop-

ing countries.

31. If a country privatizes public enterprises the achievement of

four fundamental macro-economic objectives, as:

- price-stability

- equilibrium in the balance on current account

- high employment

- reduction of the gap in the country's income

and wealth distribution

tend to be sacrificed for the sake of the achievement of only

one of such an objective, viz. efficiency and thus economic

growth. (We cannot discuss here all the interdependencies

between these macro-economic objectives). Such a sacrifice

cannot only have economic onsequences but may also lead to

social and political disturbances in the country. One could

argue that economic growth will automatically lead to higher
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employment. But economic growth will usually worsen two other

objectives, viz. price stability and the income and wealth dis-

tribution of a country. And increasing prices in general will

worsen the country's ability to compete on international markets

and thus worsen the influx of foreign currency and can lead to

even more serious balance-of-payments problems.

The costs in form of subsidies for the public enterprises which

are intended to be cut down with a privatization are very often

imposed on the citizen again at another place, for example as

higher commodity prices or as higher taxes to be able to pay

unemployment benefits to more people. Privatization leads

in general to a crucial conflict between efficiency on one

side and the reduction of the gap in the distribution on the

other side. By neglecting the distribution issue and thus

emphazising only the efficiency issue there can be unforeseen

social and political consequences.

After all, it seems to be easier to establish public enterprises

than to get rid of them. Consequently the Government should at

least restrain frome ishing new ones. (A recommendation

of the already mentioned working party, too.) Even if one

does not agree with all the uttered arguments and implications,

however, one finding seems to be certain! privatization is by

no means a panacea to solve all economic problems of a country.
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FOOTNOTES

1. The paramount importance of a better performance of their

public sector including their public enterprises 
for the

developing countries is shown by the very broad treatment

of this particular issue in the World Development Report

1982.

2. Sessional Paper No. 4 of 1982 on Development Prospects and

Policies, Nairobi 1982.

3. Working Party on Government Expenditures: Report and 
Re-

commendations, Nairobi 1982.

4. ICDC = Industrial and Commercial Development Company.

KIE = Kenya Industrial Estates

NCC = National Contruction Company

5. This objective is mentioned in: Ndegwa, Philip, Accelerated

Development in Sub-Saharan Africa, p. 18, Paper presented to

a Symposium of the Society for International Development

"Options for Africa in the 1980's and beyond", Nairobi,

March, 1983.

6. We could add here training objectives. Many managers of private

multinational companies in Kenya have been employed before 
as

managers in public enterprises. This finding can mean that

public enterprises fulfill involuntarily a kind 
of practical

training for the private sector in Kenya. In this case the

private sector would act as a "free-rider". Maybe one reason

for this is the better payment by the Multinationals.

7. In Germany it is discussed that the Government only leases

certain public enterprises to private businessmen. We learnt

that this method is being used in Hungaria for state owned

restaurants and shops. This procedure implies that the

financial consequences for the Government are exactly to

be calculated in advance. Using our two kinds of privatiza-

tion we can see that the leasing includes a shift not in

ownership, therefore it is a proforma privatization.

8. Jamaica, for example uses this method by "importing" managers

and their skills for its public enterprises. This particular

method, however, would be in the case of Kenya contradictory

to the idea of Kenyanization.
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Privatization of Public Sector Enterprises: 
The Case

of Canada

During the past few years the privatization of public 
enter-

prise, that is the transfer of functions undertaken 
by the public

sector to the private sector, has become a matter - and a policy -

of increasing importance in Canada. Moreover, its significance is

certain to increase. The government elected in 1984 was given a

broad mandate for change and it interprets part of that mandate

as a call for the re-examination of the role of Crown corporations

in the Canadian economy, and where appropriate, the privatization

of their activities. This development is of great interest - and

importance - because it runs contrary to much of Canadian history

and tradition.

Historically, ideology has played very little part in

economic policy making in Canada. Unlike their neighbours in the

United States, Canadians have never been particularly 
concerned

about direct intervention by the government in economic activities,

Indeed, one of the conditions for the Maritime provinces joining

confederation was that the government would build a railroad

connecting them with central Canada. Ever since governments -

federal, provincial and municipal - regardless of their political

persuasion have established and operated a wide variety 
of

institutions whenever they deemed it to be in the national interest

to do so - and Canadians have usually supported such initiatives.1

1 See James Gillies, Where Business Fails (Montreal: Institute 
for

Research on Public rolicyT98), pp~-11
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Indeed., the standard interpretatins of Canadian economic history

have always assigned to the state a major role in guiding and

2
stimulating growth and there are those who argue that Canada

"is essentially a public enterprise country - that it always has

been and always will be".3 Whether or not this is true it is a

fact that the federal government is the largest single investor

in business activities in Canada today.

In 1981 the federal government had an interest in 463

corporations. Seventy-five of these were wholly owned, 25 jointly

so, and in 26 it had a continuing role through equity and manage-

ment participation. These firms had an interest in 2~13

subsidiaries and 134 affiliated companies. Great as these figures

may be it is equally interesting to note that 80 per cent of the

corporations in which the government shares ownership have been

established since 1960.

In addition to the extensive federal presence in the economy

the ten provinces in 1980 operated 233 corporations and had equity

in an additional twelve. Seventy-six per cent of the wholly owned

provincial corporations have been created since 1960.4

2 See H G. J. Aitken, "Defensive Expansion: The State and Economic
Growth in Canada" in Aproaches to Canadian Economic History,
edited by W. T. Easterbrook a-n-. H. lla-tii '-(Toionto:
McCelland and Stewart, 1967), p. 184.

3Herschel Hardin, A Nation Unaware: The Canadian Economic Culture
(Vancouver : J. J'. Oug s P Tr , -494)

4B. E. C. Boothman, In Business for Canada: The StrategicBehaviour of Canadi overnmen i Draft
res, kor Uni vers ity,Toronto, 1984. Unpaged. Quoted by permission of the author.



In 1982 there were 38 Canadian government controlled enter-

prises on the Financial Post5 list of the top 500 non-financial

corporations in Canada and in 1981 wholly owned government control-

led enterprises had expenditures of $30.4 billion and employed

263,000 people, in comparison with all government departments

which spent $75 billion and employed only 221,000 people.6

Government corporations were active in all areas of the

economy, as indicated by Table I and their variety can be

grasped by an examination of the random illustrative list provided

in Table 2.

The reasons for the movement of governments - both provincial

and federal - into the ownership of various sectors of the economy

are so complex and varied that it is difficult to generalize about

them. Originally, the government created Crown corporations to

assist in the process of building an infra-structure for the

nation. Later direct government intervention was exercised for all

the usual reasons - to regulate natural monopoly (Ontario Hydro)

to serve as a yardstick competitor (Petro-Canada) to ensure proper

use of natural resources (Uranium Canada Ltd.), to assist in the

rationalization and revitalization of sick industries (St. Anthony's

Fisheries Ltd.), to control the external benefits and costs of

activities (National Capital Commission), to achieve economies and

social equity (Agriculture Stabilization Board), to produce

military equipment (Canadian Arsnols Ltd.), to provide more

control over specific sectors of the economy (Petro-Canada) and

so on. Each - from the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation to the

5The Financial Post is a leading Canadian business newspaper.
6Boothman, Pp. cit.
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Table 2 - An Illustrative Listing of Canadian Crown Corporation

Air Canada

Atomic Energy of Canada

Bank of Canada

Canada Deposit Insurance Corporation

Canadair

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

Canadian Commercial Corporation

Canadian National Railways

Cape Breton Development Corporation

Central Mortage and Hosuing Corporation

Eldorado Nuclear Limited

Export Development Corporation

Farm Credit Corporation

Federal Business Development Bank

National Harbours Board

Loto Canada

National Arts Centre Corporation

National Capital Commission

National Film Board

National Research Council

National Transportation Company Limited

Petro-Canada

Royal Canadian Mint

Teleglobe Canada

VIA Rail Canada Incorporated

Atomic Energy Control Board

National Research Council

The National Battlefields Commission

Atlantic Pilotage Authority

Canada Post Corporation

Canadian Livestock Feed Board

Canadian Saltfish Corporation

Canagrex

The St. Lawrence Seaway Authority

Canadian Development Investment Corporation

9 Selected largely from Schedule I, Bill C-24,House of Commons of

Canada, June 28, 1984
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The rapid increase in the direct intervention by govern-
ments in the Canadian economy in the past two decades cannot,
however be totally explained in terms of the development of
specific institutions to meet particular needs. It was also
the result of an increasing belief on the part of many policy
makers that such intervention would improve the total perform-
ance of the economy.

During most of the post-World War II period Canadian
economic policy was based largely on Keynesian economic theory.
Indeed, Canada has been characterized as one of the most
Keynesian countries in the world - and the policies worked well.
Until the 1970's through the judicious application of macro-
economic measures successive governments were able to maintain
a pattern of relatively low unemployment, rapid growth and
stable prices. However, by the 1970's it was becoming apparent
that Keynesian policy alone were no longer capable of assuring
a high level of economic performance. As to be expected policy-
makers (and governments) looked for new approaches - not to
have done so would have been to commit political suicide - and
many of the policies that were chosen more often than not
involved the direct participation of the government in economic
activity, usually through the creation of a crown corporation.

Whether or not this was the proper response to the
problems is open to debate. What is not debatable is that the
rapid increase in the use of public sector enteririses in
Canada was seldom challenged by the Canadian people. And this
is not astonishing for as Peter Drucker, the management philo-
sopher has written "rarely has there been a more torrid love
affair than that between the government and the generation that
reached manhood between 1948 and 1960. Anything anyone felt
needed doing during this period was to be turned over the the

110

government tt.0

10 Peter F. Drucker, The Age of Discontinuity (New York :
Harper and Row, 1969), p. 213
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The reason for this attitude is easy to understand - during most
of the post World War II period governments in the western
industrialized world were effective in solving most economic
problems and the Canadian people expected their governments to
continue to do so. If this resulted in an increasing amount of
direct intervention by the government in the market place, it
was a matter of indifference to most as long as the policies
worked.

This historic and traditional pattern with respect to the
use of public enterprises in Canada is, therefores very clear.
When there are economic and social problems that must be resolved
the government is expected to take action to solve them and if
such action involves the acquisition of private sector firms,
the creation of crown corporaions, or the development of mixed-
enterprises the electorate has normally supported such moves.
Given this history, and the extensive experience of the
Canadian people with Crown corporations and other forms, of
public sector enterprises why is the question of privatization
now of such importance in Canada?

II

The Canadian people are above all pragmatic. When, during
the latter part of the 1970's and the early 1980's unemployment
reached the highest level since the depression, there was little
real growth in the economy, inflation reached new heights,
interest rates soared and productivity ceased to increase, faith
in government policies began to waver* Moreover, the explanation
on the part of the government that the problems were international
in cause and scope, while recognized as possessing some validity
were not entirely satisfactory because the performance of the
Canadian economy, relative to other countries - particularly
the United States - was poor. 11

11 See James Gillies, "Agenda for the Economy"f Policy Options,
May-June, 1984, pp. 17-21
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Since Canada is rich in resources, has a large well-trained

force, social stability, and relatively easy access to one of

the largest, richest markets in the world, it is not astonish-

ing that there began to be reservations about the policies

being followed by government. Since the heart of many of these

policies involved the intervention by the government in the

market place through the creation of Crown corporations and

other initiatives there began to be questioning as to whether

or not so much government intervention was productive.

While the poor performance of the economy was a significant

factor in the increase in concern about public sector corpora-

tions it in itself would have led to the strength of the move-

ment for privatization. Far more important was the increasing

evidence that many Crown Corporations were badly managed and

increasingly non-accountable to the government# let alone to

parliament. Various inquiries12 into the business activities

of some Crown corporations - Air Canada, Polysar Corporation,

and Atomic Energy of Canada have involved "allegations of

conflict of interests kickbacks, secret commissions, and

ineffective oversight". 13 The Final Report of the Royal

Commission on Financial Management and Accountability as well

as a special study1 4 made by the Privy Council Office of

Crown corporations both pointed out massive deficiencies in

the control and accountability of corporations.

In spite of these studies - perhaps more properly called

warnings - both publiched in the 1970ts, relatively little

was done to change the system and

12 See Canada, oyal Commission on Fin cial Mana n and

Account abilit:Final Report Ottawa: inis ry o Supply and
Services, 1979); Air anadan iry Re ort (Ottawa: Inform-
ation Canada# 1975); -n e o - Prce in a- dence,
of the Standin mmi Mc coun , ssue r

SJuy 7 1977 kOtawa: Queen s rinter or Canada, 1977);
Ibid., Issue Number 21, March 17, 1978 (Ottawa: Queen's
Trinter for Canada, 1978).

13 M. J. Trebilcock and J. R. S. Prichard. Op. cit., p. 2

14 Canada, Privy Council Office, Crown Corporations: Direction,

Control, Accountability (Ottawa: Ministry of Supply and
Services, 1977).
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literally dozens of new Crown corporations were created. Many of
the possible consequences of the lack of proper control on Crown
corporations came forcefully to the attentior of the govrnment
and the public in 1984. Canadair, the Crown corporation producting
aircraft,,had a debt of $1.4 billion which had to be absorbed
by the government (in fact, it was simply written off) in order
for it to be able to continue to operate, otherwise it would have
had to declare bankruptcy. In addition, the government had to
supply the company with an additional infusion of capital to assure
its continuation. DeHavilland, another Crown corporation in the
aircraft industry needed an additional captial input of $300
million. Petro-Canada, the national oil company, asked the
government for additional funding of $25 million and went on record
that it would need a further $275 million in 1985, in addition to
more than $5.4 billion over the next decade to finance exploration
in the off-shore oil basins and northern Canada lands. Air Canada,
the national airline, projected that it would need an additional
$10 billion from the government over the next ten years and Viav.
Rail, the passenger train system, had a deficit of were than $750
million in 1983 in spite of a legislated ceiling for its deficit
of $240 million.15

This great drain on the consolidated ro'7o;ue fund of the
government of Canada called into question two things - the management
and accountability of corporations and whether or not they are the
most effective policy instrumett. for fulfilling the public purpose.
All Crown corporations, at the federal level,

15
Problems of public corporations were not limited to Canada. Board-man and Vining report there "is fairly strong evidence that, aftercontrolling for a numbcr of other factors, mixed and state ownedcompanies , on average, perferm significantly worse than privatecompanies, State ownqd enterprises have a return on equity of 13per cent less than private companies, a return on assets and returnon sales which is about 2 per cent less and profits which are 50 to67 per cent less than private companies..." The data on which theirfindings are based are from 500 largest (in terms of sales) manufac -turing or mining industries in the world, excluding the U.S. and east-ern block as reported in the Financial Post International500 in 1983,and based on 1982 annual reports. See Anthony E. Boardman and AidanVining, A Comparison of the Performance of Private, Mixed and StateOwned Enterprises", Unpublished paper. Faculty of Commerce,University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada

9/.....
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are created by a special act of parliament, letters potent (normally)
piisuant to the Canada Corporations Act) or by articles of incorpora-
tion under the Canada Business Corporations Act. Their functions
are designed by their charter and it is the duty of parliament to hold
them accountable, both for the fulfillment of their mandated purpose,
and their financial operations, primarily tbrough scrutiny by the
Public Accounts Committee of the House of Commons. Theoritically,

the Cabinet provides the major policy thrusts and participates in the
major decisions of the corporation. The Treasury Board exercises
financial control and the books are audited either by the Auditor-
General or by an approved chartered accountant firm. But given the
record of the past few years it is clear that the control systcm is not
working. The members of the Public Accounts Committee do not tave
the staff to provide control, and managers and boards of Crouin
Corporations complain that quite often the Cabinet minister responsible
for a company is reluctant to specify what the corporation should do
for fear of being charged with ixterfering in operations.16 The
double mandate of many Crown corporations, that is to operate effect-
vely as a Commercial enterprise and also serve the public purpose,
often lead them into conflict situations which make them almost

impossible to manage.17

In addition to the accountability and management problem there is
concern

16
For an extensive discussion of these issues see Maurice F. Strong,

"Government Private Sector Relations in Canada - The Federal Governmeat
as Investor-i* Business", The James Gillies Alumna Lecture, Faculty of
Administrative Studies, York Univerkity, Toronto, Canada, March 23,
1983, pp. 9-24. I served as a member of the Public Accounts Committee
in 1976, 1977 and 1978 and can attest from first hand experience to the
inability of the Committee, given its present structure, to effectively
assess the operations of Crown corporations.

17Joel Bell, "The Role of the Board in Crown Corporations: Responsibili-
ty, Accountability and Flexibility in Commercial Crown Corporations",
Notes for a Speech, Conference Board of Canada, Toronto, November 30,1983, pp. 7-12.
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about the growth olf their activities - growth far beyond

their original mandates. For example, Canadian National

Railways has 73 subsidiary companies, Air Canada has 24

and Petro-Canada 56. Activities range from running tourist

agencies to interest in the fashion industry.
1 Such

activities seem a far cry from the original mandate of

the corporations, but management often insists that if

they are to be completely integrated corporate ventures

they must move into all related fields. And yet, there

often seems to be little national public purpose served

by such ventures,

As a consequence of these public disclosures and

concerns a recent effort has been made to bring about more

control and accountability. Bill C-24 - An Act to Amend the

Financial Administration Act in relation to Crown Cor-

porations and amend other Acts in consequence thereof

was passed on June 28, 1984. However, simply gaining

more control and accountability is not considered the entire

answer; rather, there is a strong belief on the part of

the new government, and many Canadian citizens, that those

Crown Corporations which basically peform public functions

and which are totally supported by the crown are similar

to government departments and should be run as such - they

do not need Crown corporation status, and Crown Corporations

which are basically commerically oriented - Air Canada,

Petro-Canada and others - should be operated as commercial

ventures in the private sector, i.e. they should be privatized.

18 These numbers, of course are constantly changing,

as is the range of activities in which crown cor-
porations engage.
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In short, the movement for privatization in Canada

at the present time springs primarily from the concern

that many Crown corporations have not been well managed,

have often exceeded their mandate, and that they do not

have a policy function to fulfill that cannot be fulfilled

at less cost to the taxpayer, and with more accountability

to parliament, by some other policy instrument. Moreover,

there is growing belief that the effectiveness of public

sector corporations in dealing with broad general economic

problems of unemployment, inflation and economic growth,

at least in Canada, has yet tobe demonstrated.

The remarkable change in the public perception of

the effectiveness and benefits of Crown corporations was

evident to a modest degree in the election of 1979 when

a minority Progressive Conservative governnment, which had

campaigned on the need for decreasing the role of the govern-

ment in -the economy, was elected. The Liberal government,

which succeeded it in 1980, went boldly forward with a great

deal more public sector development, but its defeat in

1984, when the Progressive Conservative government, was

returned with a massive majority suggests that the judgement

of the electorate is that government policies of direct

intervention were not working and that government was too

large to operate effectively. At least, they were willing

to elect a government who campaigned on such a platform.

As one of the leading members of the Progressive Conser-

vative government stated after the election of 1979 "we

are determined to get the federal government out of

ordinary business and commercial operations and hand them over to

private/12...
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private enterprise where they belong"19 - and this view which was

prevalent in 1979 is dominant in the government in 1984.

III

When a government decides that a Crown corporation or some

other type of public sector enterprise should be privatized it

must have a rational reason for doing so. The reason may be

that the governmentz

(i) perceives the purpose for the creation of the Crown

corporation in the first place no longer exists, that

is the public policy objectives that the Crown cor-

poration was created to fulfill has been met;

(ii) perceives that there are more effective policy in-

struments which may be used for achieving public

objectives;

(iii) perceives that a Crown corporation has reached a state

of development where it in fact fulfills policy goals

without the need for government support or control.

There is no question that the conditions which call for the

creation ofa Crown corporation at one moment in history may

change for a wide variety of reasons, In Canada, during World

War II, 28 Crown corporations were established in the Department

of Munitions and Supply - more than were created in the entire

period between the founding of the country in 1867 and 1939.20

These corporations were used for a vast array of purposes from

building houses to manufacturing rubber to building ships and

airplances. Their overall purpose was clear - to assist in the

prosecution of the war. Obviously, when the war was over they

were no longerreoessary and so-many - although not all - were

closed down. Some were retained because the objectives for which

they were created - for example security of supply of uranium -

were unchanged. Others -- for example, Polymer - the Crown Cor-

poration which produced synthetic rubber - was maintained because

they were judged to have economic viability, i.e. they could

operate effectively in the market place. The point is, however,

that Crown corporations may be candidates for privatization be-

cause the government no longer has a goal of policy the fulfill-

ment of the objective for which tye were created.

Additionally, the government may decide that a Crown cor-

Tgi' lair Stevens, Toronto Star, June, 1979.

20 Sandford R. Borins, "Torld W*ar II Crown Cor-
porations : Their Functions and Their Fate. in
Prichard, Op. cit., p. 447
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poration is sufficiently viable that it can exist outside of the
public sector with the public policy objectives still fulfilled. Air
Canada was created as a Crown corporation in the 1930s when there

was insufficient market demand to create a successful national air-
line. The government decided as a matter of policy - to create a

national airline connecting all parts and reqions of the country.

By 1984, it is contended, by those who favour privatization, that

Air Canada could operate as aviable private corporation; that, it

no longer needs to be owned by the government, Certainly, regard-

less of whether it is publicly or privately owned, it will operate

across the nation and so the major policy objective will be fulfilled
- but it may not have to any longer be fulfilled by a government

entity.

Another reason for privatization is that the government may

decide that there are better policy instruments for achieving the

objectives of government than direct ownership. Regulations, joint

ventures, subsidies, tax policies, etc. may all be used to achieve

certain goals in a more effective and efficient fashion, than through

public ownership. And there are many reasons why this may be true.

It is more plausible to believe that the effectiveness of

different types of instruments to achieve policy goals alter over

time than to thank that they do not. Changing legal, social and

economic conditions lead one to conclude that they would. Con-

sequently, the creation of a Crown corporation at a cetain time

in history, because it was the most effective way to achieve
a policy objective, does not necessarily mean that the existence

of such a corporation will always be the most effective way to
achieve that policy. Consequently, the privatization of the

Crown corporation, need not in any way mean the abandonment of

the objective by the government. 21

It is very important in making a decision

to privatize to calculate the

21 See Trebilcock and Prichard, Op. cti., p. 76
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Cost of using other policy instruments 
- be they regulations, -

subsidies, or tax holidays - in determining the benefits from

privatization. There may be good reason to 
privatize but it must

be remembered that the costs of maintaining 
policy objectives

which were present when the Crown 
corporation was established,

and which are still present, must 
be included in all assessments

of the costs of privatization. This can only be done, of

course, when there is a complete understanding of 
what the

substitute instruments for achieving the 
goals of policy are

and how effective they will be. 
If Air Canada is privatized

it may not wish to fly to non-profitable 
locations. But if it

is government policy that all 
communities which had service 

from

Air Canada before privatization 
are to have similar service after

privatization, the cost of 
the subsidy for assuring that 

this

policy goal is met must be included as part of the cost of the

change.

In Canada, government is more and more accepting the view

that once the policy objectives 
for which a Crown corporation 

was

created have been fulfilled privatization 
is an appropriate

measure. If the sole objective of a corporation 
is profit

maximization, within the guidelines 
of good corporate citizenship

there appears to be little reason 
to retain ownership in the

hands of the government. By privatizing such companies they

benefit from the discipline and 
competition of the market

place and the removal of any 
apparent or real restraints

placed on their operations 
by the government. The government,

for its part, gains form not having 
the costs of monitoring,

and not having to accept responsibility 
for the operation

of a company whose existence is not vital for the fulfillment

of national policy objectives.

Difficulties arise, however, when 
you have Crown corporations

which have both profit maximization 
and public policy objectives

of government. Such situations almost always 
mean there is a Lt,

lack of agreement on the part 
of policy makers on what the

corporation should be emphasizing and
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how it should be managed. When such disagreement exists - and

it can be very great as was the case in Canada when the

Progressive government in 1979 made the decision to privatize

Petro-Canada - it is imperative that before privatization begins

that the government carefully thinks through its position for

"only if it is prepared to articulate the reasons for the

change in objectives warranting the return of corporations to

the private sector and to subject these reasons to debate in

the appropriate polical forums can these privatization decisions

be made politically acceptable." 2 2

This point is fundamental. There are many who contend that

one of the reasons for the defeat of the minority Progressive

Conservative government in 1980 was because it moved ahead with

its plans to privatize the national oil company. While many

citizens believed that there were too many Crown corporations,

they were not willing to see them abandoned without a clear

understanding of the reasons for the change and of how public

objectives were going to be met through other policy instruments.

In the case of the national oil company, the government failed

to make these points clear to the public - and as a consequence

they could not generate sufficient public support to proceed with

their plant.

Once the decision to privatize is made the government must,

therefore, be certain that it knows the true strengths and

weaknesses of the corporation which is being privatized so

that it can properly measure the cost of fulfilling any policy

objectives which may have to be met by other instruments and

it must be able to explain, with great clarity, to the

public precisely how the policy goals will be carried out after

the privatization is complete.
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The Process of Privatization

In Canada, there has been three approaches to privatization

by three different governments - the Progressive Conservative

government of Joe Clark in 19'9, the Liberal government of

Pierre Trudeau in 1980 and the Social Credit government 
of

William Bennett in the province of British Columbia in 
1977.

Each approach was different.

(i) The Clark Government Approach - One of the issues

upon which the Clark government was elected 
was a promise to

reduce the size of government through returning some governemnt

Crown corporations to the private sector.

Amont these were Petro-Canada, the national oil company.

Upon formation of the government Sinclair Stevens, a

strong proponent of privatization was appointed President of the

Treasury Board. Shortly, after his appointment he organized,

with Cabinet approval, a Privatization Unit, with the

responsibility of identifying and preparing 
for sale those

Crown corporations which could be effectively privatized. 
The

criteria to be used was somewhat vague, but basically it was

that functions performed by the corporations could:be equally well

performed as private corporations, that is 
the policy goals of

the government could equally well be achieved by the 
enterprise

operating in the private sector as in the public. Eight

corporations were identified as suitable 
for sale - Canadair

and DeHavilland (both producers of aircraft), Eldorado Nuclear

(mining uranium), and Northern Transportation Company (shipping

on the McKenzie River) and their four subsidiaries were eventually

announced for

13There have, of course, been cases of "privatization" to meet

specific conditions. Many of the Crown corporations created

to fulfill wartime needs were privatized at the end of 
World

War II; Canada Development Corporation which was created 
in

1971 as a vehicle through which Canadians could invest in

various enterprises, while originally 100 per cent owned by

private investors (although the process is slow - in 1984 it

was still 50 per cent owned by the government); and there may

be others.
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sale. Before this could be accomplished,however, the government
was defeated so in fact none were sold.

Handled separately, because it was of such a major matter
and so politically sensitive, was the privatization of Petro-
Canada. A special task force under the leadership of a Canadian
business executive, who had no formal position within the
government was appointed to recommend to the government the
most effective way of proceeding. The Committee eventually
reported that the company should be divided into two parts - one
part retained to carry out activities which were deemed to be in
the national interest; the other, the conventional refining and
retailing of gasoline and oil, to be privatized through the sale
of shares to the public. It was recommended that individual
investors be limited to holding one per cent of the total number
of outstanding shares and that institutional investors be limited
to three per cent. It also suggested that the government
retain twenty-five per cent interest in the privatized company.24
Again nothing was completed because the government fell, as a
consequence of the defeat of its budget in the House of Commons,
before any aciton could be taken.

The attempt to privatize Petro-Canada revealed many difficul-
ties which the government had not contemplated when it first
decided to move the oil company from public to private ownership.
First, there was little or no sympathy within the Department of
Energy, Mines and Resources for the plan. Indeed, many of the
senior officials in the department had been instrumental in the
creation of the Crown corporation and were actively opposed to
seeing it placed in the private sector. They felt strongly
that the goals of public policy -self-sufficiency in energy
supply, less foreign ownership in the oil industry, larger
proportions of the unearned increment from price increases
(as a result of the OPEC) going to government, more revenues

2 4 See Canada, Department of Energy, Mines and Resources,
Report of the Wask Force on Petro-Canada (Ottawa: Department
of Efergy, Mines'and Resources, 1979).
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for the federal government (as opposed to the privincial
governments) - could not be achieved without a national oil
company. Moreover, they did not believe that these goals
could be achieved if the corporation was divided into two parts.
They did not belived that effective policy instruments were at
hand that could achieve the national policy objectives. The
new government, of course, disagreed. It believed that they
could achieve their policy objectives with a split and partially
privatized company. The consequences of this difference in view
was that the new government found it extremely difficult to
proceed rapidly with privatization. The traditional bureau -
cratic strategy of delay was practised with skill. There was
even delay in the preparation by the department of such a
simple document as the terms of reference establishing the
committee to examine privatization. Eventually it was prepared
in the Prime Minister's Office.

Privatization was also hindered by the fact that the Minister
of Finance was something less than enthusiastic about the proposal
on both political and financial grounds. He was not convinced
that privatization was acceptable to the Canadian public, and he
was certain that the final consequences of the move would be to
increase the public debt. This latter result would come about
because Petro-Canada in its early day was funded by an
enormous amount of borrowing - much of it from the government,
but also a great deal from private sector lenders.

This debt would have to be moved to the government -
something that the Minister, whose goal was to reduce the
deficit - did not accept with any degree of pleasure.

Finally, the idea of splitting the company - to retain
certain . .:. functions in a state-owned organization -
while probably correct for policy purposes was difficult for
political reasons. It seemed to destroy the basic reasons for
privatization, i.e. the opponents of privatization were able
to argue that the company should be maintained as an intergrated
whole, as it was first designed, in order for it to operate
effectively.
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The net result of the first attempts at privatization, 
by

the Clark government, in 1979, was that nothing was accomplished.

No Crown corporations were in fact, privatized and 
the attempts

to do so had negative impacts on the perception 
of the government

by the public. The lessons for any government are

(i) there must be support by the public 
administrators for the

process if it is to go forward smoothly and this probably 
means

that officials, other than those who have 
created Crown

corporations, should be responsible for their 
privatization,

(ii) the financial implications should be 
clearly understood

and accepted before any type of policy towards 
privatization is

announced and (iii) the political support for privatization

is essential if it is to go forward smoothly.

(ii) The Trudeau 1980 Apptoach - The 'trUdeau

government, unlike the Clark, had 
no mandate and no particular

interest in privatization of Crown corporations. 
Rather,

it saw the need to have more control over Crown corporations, 
and

of the advantage of perhaps privatizing some, 
which were no

longer serving their original purposes. 
The question the govern-

ment was faced with was how to decide which 
corporations were

ineffective and which should be left to operate without any

change. The departments of government to which 
many Crown

corporations reported, and their ministers, were 
usually too

busy with other matters to take the time to systematically

review the Crown corporations under their jurisdiction 
and

the management and boards of corporations seldom, 
if ever,

recommended radical changes.

In order to assess the role of individual Crown 
corporations

more effectively, as well as to bring them under more stringent

control, the government organized a holding company 
- the

25President of the Treasury Board, Honourable Donald Johnston,

quoted in the Toronto Globe and Mail, May 1, 1980, pp. 9.

However, the Chairman of the Canadian Investment Development

Corporation makes it very clear that part of 
the responsibility

of the CDIC is to examine crown corporations to determine

whether or not they might be candidates for privatization.

See Maurice F. Stong, Op. cit.
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Canadian Development Investment Corporation (CDIC). In the

wordg of its filt chairman, the CDIC was created because the

government needed "an organization that has or can acquire,

the kind of commercial investment and management capabilities

which are so difficult to assemble within the more constrained

structure of government departments ... to assist the government

to respond to the growing needs for more active management of

its business-related investments, to facilitate a great degree

of flexibility in dealing with these investments in ways that

will ensure the maximum economic return to the government as well

as contributing to the realization of larger policy"26. Part,

although not an overwhelming part, of its responsibility was to

determine which, if any, of the Crown corporations should be

privatized.

Again, as in the case of the Clark government, the Trudeau

government of 1980 fell before the CDIC was involved in any

privatization. It does, however, demostrate a different

approach - that is, the organization of a government owned

holding company for a vast array of Crown corporations with one

of the responsibilities of that holding company being to recommend

to the government the divestment of a Crown corporation, when

it appears the public policy function for which it was

.originally incorporated no longer exists.

(iii) The Bennett Approach The provincial New Democratic

Party was elected to power in the province of British Columbia,

on the West oast of Canada, in 1972 and retained power until

1975. During its regime it nationalized a number of

organizations. It took over Canadian Cellulose Corporation

(a major pulp and lumber producer), Kootenay Forest Products

(a medium sized lumber and plywood operator), Plateau Mills

26
Maurice F Strong, Op. cit., p. 33
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(a medium sized lumber producer), and acquired ten per cent of

West Coast Transmission Corporation (a natural gas pipeline

company). It also entered the housing field, coal mining,

purchased a bus company and an alfalfa plant, provided a grant

for a fishing co-operative, planned a poultry corporation and

created a government monopoly in automobile insurance.27 The

government was replaced by the Social Credit party in 1975 under

the leadership of William Bennett, which had as one of its

avowed purposes, the reduction of the role of public owned

corporations in the British Columbia economy.

Immediately upon election the new government began the

search for a way of privatizing the operations which the NDP had

nationalized. In principle the new government wished to allow

citizens to participate in resource ownership directly, not

through the state. Moreover, the government wanted to eliminate

the inherent conflict between ownership of resources and their

regulation. Being both an owner and a regulator created

enormous problems of equity and balance.

As a first step in the privatization process the government

on September 1, 1977 enacted a law establishing the British

Columbia Resources Investment Corporation (henceforth

referred to as BRIC). Under terms of the legislation the

government could appoint five people to form a now company. As

long as the governmetn owned more than ten per cent of the

shares of the company it could appoint one director if the total

number in the Company is four or less; two if the total is

five to eight; and three if the total is more than eight. The

law allowed the company to sell its shares, with preference

being given to the residents of British Columbia, but

shareholdings by individuals were restricted to one per cent of

all outstanding shares, and to three per cent by institutional

investors. People or corporations doing business with BRIC

2 7 T. M. Ohashi, "Selling Public Enterprise to the Taxpayers"
in Managing Public Enterprises edited by W. T. Stanbury and
Fred Thompson (New York: Praeger Publishers, 1982), p.111
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could be deemed, under particular circumstances as being

associates of the company, and when they were so identified they

had to sell any shares which they held within sixty days or

have the shares redeemed at the lesser of issue or market price.

The company was in no respect an agent of the government.
2 8

In 1978 the company was organized with a board of directors,

a president and chief executive officer. It then issued

fifteen million shares to the government of British Columbia in

exchange for $151.5 million in assets consisting of eighty-one

per cent of Canadian Cellulose Corporation, one hundred per cent

of Kootenay Forest Products, one hundred per cent of Plateau

Mills and ten per cent of the shares of the West Coast

Transmission Corporation. In short, the government transferred

all of its interests in the four Crown corporations which had

been created by the proceeding government in exchange for a

promissory note from BRIC of $151.5 million.

This transaction created two dilemmas - one for the government

and one for the company. The company was concerned about its

capacity to raise 9quity capital from the public because, 
while

it had substantial assets, the rate of return on those assets

was not large, and it now had a very substantial level of

debt - the promissory note to the government of British

Columbia. In order to solve this problem for the company the

government accepted fifteen million shares of BRIC from the

company in full settlement of the debt.

The question for the government then was: What should it

do with the shares? Its intent was to place ownership in the

hands of the people - that is to privatize - but how could

it do so without exposing itself to serious political risk? If

the shares were sold to the public at too high a price, as

demostrated by a later fall in their value, the government

would certainly be condemned by everyone who had bought

them. If the shares were issued at too low a price, as

28Ibid., p. 112.
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demonstrated by an increase in their value at a later date, the

government would be condemned for giving BRIC assets at too low

a price. But most telling of all was the criticism that the

government was asking the citizens of British Columbia to pay
twice for the same assets - once when they were acquired by the

government with tax payers money, and now again when the shares

were sold to the public.

The solution was single. The government decided to give five

shares to each resident of British Columbia who applied for

them. If the value of the shares fell there was no political

loss since the people who received them did not pay anything for

them, and if they went up in value thu government would

benefit.

At the same time BRIC offered to sell, at a market price of

$6 per share, up to 5,000 shares to any resident of the

province who wanted to buy them.

The offering of shares was the most successful in Canadian

history and the underwriting turned out to be the third

largest in North American history. Eight-six per cent of those

eligible - 2,072,807 residents - applied for and received five

free shares. In addition another 128,000 bought one hundred

or more shares, 40,000 purchased less than one hundred shares
and almost 5,000 purchased the maximum of 5,000 shares. The

issue raised a total of $487.5 million for the company. The
distribution of the shares was handled through the banks,

investment dealers, credit unions and trust companies. The
total cost was approximately $40 million - the underwriting

costs were about $10.00 a share and the give away costs about
$7.00. The distribution was completed in June of 1979 and

since the original issuance, the shares have traded on the
market from a low of $4.00 to a high of $9.25. There are a total
of 96.5 million shares outstanding - largely in the hands of
citizens of the province of British Columbia.
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The government of British Columbia still holds five per

cent of the shares. All shareholders with more than one hundred

shares are qualified to vote at annual meetings. All directors

are elected by the shareholders - the government has no

privileged position.29

BRIC is a concrete example of successful privatization.

The ownership of four Crown corporations was transferred to the

private sector ... the assests of the corporations "are now

widely held, free from government control and directed at

profit maximization"30 The future for BRIC appears to be

positive. The company has bought into the rich British Columbia

coal industry through the acquisition of Kaiser Resources

Limited - the largest, most modern, efficient coal producer in

Canada. BRIC is now the eleventh largest timber producer in

North America, has two pulp mills and sizable interests in oil

and gas. At the end of 1983 the net asset value of BRIC was

about $10:per share and shares were trading at about &4.50. The

increase in share value will come with increased earning, which

in turn will appear when there is increased demand for

commodities such as coal, timber, pulp and gas.

Privatization of public sector companies through distribution

of shares to the public - even when they are distributed for free

- does create some problems, particularly for the management of

the new firm. Because the shares are held widely management

has to be prepared to operate in the glare of publicity. There

must be an extra-ordinary large degree of disclosure and, if the

BRIC example is relevant, the management must be prepared for a

high degree of interest from the press - interest which is not

always expressed effectively or accurately.

On balance, however, the BRIC experience is an example

from Canada of a completely successful privatization exercise.

The ownership of four Crown corporations, which were

established by the government, was successfully transferred

to the private sector.

29
Ibid., p. 115

30Trebilcock and Prichard, Op. cit., p. 89.
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Lessons To Be Learned From Canadian Experience

There are several lessons to be learned from both the success-

ful and unsuccessful efforts to privatizatization in Canada:

1. There are many reasons *by a deoisiin to privatite may-be wise -

C ottge oiiginal purpose for which a Crown corporation

was created may be fulfilled

(ii) other policy instruments may be more effective in achieving

the goals of policy than a Crown corporation

(iii) the costs of controlling and managing a Crown corporation

may be substantially greater than the benefits achieved

from operating in the private sector.

2. When the objectives of the Crown corporation are clearly and

entirely commercial the benefits of privatization - in terms of

efficiency and effectiveness - are greater than the gains which

may be gained from the continued monitoring of the activity.

3. Privatization, to be successful, needs a broad mandate of support

from all segments of society. Imperative to getting this support

is assurance that the reasons for the creation of the Crown

corporation in the first place have been fulfilled, or will be

fulfilled, in some other fashion.

4. Privatization must always be considered in relation to the

availability of capital to finance any transfer or ownership.

5. When there is a well developed stock exchange and capital market

privatization can be successfully achieved through free distribu-

tion of shares to the public.

6. It is imperative to create a special unit of government, apart

from Crown corporations themselves, to assess whether or not

privatization should take place.
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7. The taaIk of privatization should never be the responsibility

of those who were responsible for the creation of Crown

corporations in the first place.

8. Once a recommendation to privatize has been made, it is

imperative that there be a specific unit of government with the
task of assessing each recommendation in terms of (a) the manner
in which the policy goals for which the specific corporation
was created to meet are to be fulfilled, if they still exist,
and (b) the costs of other policy instruments needed to meet
the goals, if they still exist.

Canadian expeiience demonstrates that by their very nature
Crown corporations are extremely difficult to manage and control.
On the one hand they are expectedto fulfil some national mandate -
that is why they are created. On the other, if they are operating in
commercial markets they are expected to earn an appropriate rate
of return on the investments. When they attempt to meet the first
of their obligations it is often at the expense of the second - and
vice versa. Decause of the confusion of objectives and because they
are once removed from government,,the responsible government minister
is often tempted to leave the management oZ the enterprise to the
officers of the corporation. At the same time members of the board
of directors of crown corporations, who often come from the private
sector do not feel they should second-guess management, whose mandate,
it is assumed, comes clearly and directly from its shareholder -
the government. Consequently, the chief operating officers of Crown
corporations have arecord, at least in Canada, of operating without
much control, and because of their access to government funding,
often without as much attention to the discipline of the market place
as is the case with private sector companies.
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And so while the Canadian tradition has been one of wide

use of public sector enterprises to meet specific Canadian

needs, it is highly probable that during the next decade:

(i) activity will be in the opposite direction. Emphasis

will be placed on privatization of activities which are

primarily of a commercial nature so that scarce government

resources can be freed up for other uses:

(ii) when privatization is not possible, because of the need

for a Crown corporation to meet specific policy goals,

these goals will be more precisely defined, and corporation

will be expected to respect the limits of their mandate;

(iii) whenever possible the test of the market place will be

applied to the activities of Crown corporations; and (iv)

wherever possible alternative instruments of policy, that is

regulatory agencies, tax credits, subsidies, etc. will be

used to achieve national goals which traditionally have

been met by the creation of a Crown corporation.

The period when the solution to many economic and

social problems in Canada was the creation of a Crown

corporation is, at least for the foreseeable future, over.

*The author is Professor of Public Policy and Director of the

Max Bell Business-Government Studies Program in the Faculty
of Administrative Studies, York University, Toronto, Canada.

He served for several years as a member of Parliament and was

senior policy adviser to Prime Minis+-er Clark. In the latter

capacity he was directly involved in various privatization

decisions. The number and variety of Crown corporations

and mixed enterprises in Canada means that for every

generalization there is at least one exception. This

paper focuses on the broad thrutr, rather than the details of

recent privatization efforts.
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RESTRUCTURING OF PUBLIr' 3"ONCt!IC ENTERPRISES AND PRIVATIZATION:

"THE "A 3E O' m"UPKEY

T.Tntroduction

The purDose of this paper is to delineate the structural

chances that are taking place in the t urkish Public Economic

Enterprise system, and to point out a related issue, namely

privati,:ation. The nature of the proiposed study commits it

to be e ro.tive rather than analytical.

In the first part of the paper a general survey on some

aspects of the Turkish economy will be briefly supplied in order

to furnish the reader -.vith the necessary background information

on the relationship between the change in development/economic

strate-y and concomrittant issues of restructuring of the Public

7conomic Enterorise system.

Tllowing this section external negative effects and

internal structural problems of the PFis will be elaborated

upon as they lead to structural changes-new reasures, includinP

privatization, are referred to as reorgani-ation of the PEs.

Present situation of and views on the privatization of the

public owned industry will be delineated with emphasis on the

former privatization efforts in Turkey. A description of the

present day privatization efforts will be briefly accounted.

In the third part of the paper future success of the

privatization measures will be depicted and some conclusions

will be drawn.

From here on Public Economic Enterprises will be referred
to as PEE.
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II. Some Aspects of the Turkish Economy

The Turkish economy at the end of 1978 declared moratorium.

She was one of the first new industrializing countries that

could not meet her ever increasing foreign depts. Three terms

best describes the economic situation in the beginning of 19 8 0s.

i) severe inflation

ii) recession

iii) acute foreirn exchange shortage.

Since the beginning of 1950s Turkish economy had done well

in terms of meeting the desired 7rowth rates and realized the

planned structural changes up to 1978. 3ustained growth rates

of an avara.e of 6. 5 H to p "er annum had been attained since

1950 and a Per capita income of 1300 dollars had been attained

in 197. The share of industry had reached 2i-.25. of the G::P

and the yearly zrowth rate of industry of approximately 1K.

here are a few characteristics of the Turkish economy

that wIl be briefly mentioned here that are pertinent to the

exti)anatIon of the issues at hand. They are as follows:

1-7ince the foundation of the republic in 1923, Turkey

has adoted an irwvard oriented, import substitution development

strate-y. 'rowth accounting studies indicate that 805 of the

sustained growth rates were attributed to the 7rowth of the

domestic market. Pt the beginning of 1980 development strategies

have been drastically changed. Stabilization policy in the



IY7"-World Bank tradition and export-led development strategy

have been adoted.

2-hurkish economy is hi-hly protected against foreign

comeetition. urrthermore, comnetitive pressures lack in

6 domestic msrke t. lon with outward oriented development

colicv, a liberal import re rfme is also being adoptedyin these

(ays Protection o* the industry is Iraiully being abolished.

ur isL privae and puolic indust.rr raul-

nfro- I p TI e im

nt strat-g '1 a 1e Ar m-.;or-ua-coromyrir~ipl

-. n -1--r-r'-

a-vwee nusry _m- _ 'ly% manufctu.:es dUra 1le consumner

iUs

,gA wth "nrei gn~ par'tners or on trl1y -poreeoents, CT

widely-believed that (and there is evidence) lurkish entreu-

pre neur7 have reached to a certain maturi ty level, and thus

the economy may develop with the private sector's initiatives.

The stste should not crowd out the investment market any more

and should concentrate in sectors where private profitability

is low. . /



5-Another aspect of the present economic policy is to

liberate the financial market from repression and to determine

the value of the Turkish currency according to the market value.

In the past interest rates and foreign currency value of the

'urkish money has not reflected the market prices. Interest

rates were fixed below the inflation rate (negative interest

rates) and the Turkish Lira was overvalued. A sudden change

in the interest rates and pegins policy has adversely affected

the financial structures and competitive position of the

private and public manufacturin': enteruriscs.

6-Cne asnect of th? new policy is ty monetary policy

sYun tin< of the price control. Titht monetary policy compels

the -overn.ent to pursue balanced budyet policy and this in

return AmnIshes the possibilit-i of financing PEEs balance

sheet losses. Therefore, PELs resort to contunious price

increoses in orer to cover their operatin" losses. High

import prices, hi.h cost of finacing (651 per annum) lead to

lower capacity utilization due to shortage of operating funds.

Ohis in return causes unit prices to increase. Rising prices

when matches with a stagnant market, compels companies to

liquidate their assets or they turn over their equity to

financial intstitutions. Insolvent private companies are

bought over by state owned banks. At one hand government policy

is to privatize PEEs while on the other hand new economic

measures lead to defacto nationalization of private enterprises.
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III. Turkish Public Economic Enterprise System

The role of the state as regards to function and organiza-

tion of state owned companies varies considerably from one

country to another. Turkey has adopted in early 1930s a

medium way between a real entrepreneurial position with full

and rigid state engagement and a system where the role of the

state is limited to a catalyst function for industrial activities.

The genesis of public economic enterprises has been from a

combination of factors; an simportant motive has been the

ideology of "etatism" where state is assigned the responsibility

of entrepreneurship along with the private sector. It could

be asserted that in 7'urkey the roles of public, private

and foreign industry are more clearly enunciated than several

other countries. The responsibility of the state as an

entrepreneur has undergone significant fluctuations with changes

in government. At some. stage every important facit of the

economy has come to be dominated by the public sector which

the private sector was assigned an ever diminishing role,

except for small and medium industries. After 1978 crisis,

the government propounded a rapid expansion and assigned a

dominant role to the private sector and curtailment of the

public sector was sought. However, mixed public and private

industry environment continues.

The Turkish PEE system is a very complex machinery. It

is very extensive as it comprises virtually every sector of the

economy. There are three distinct types of state ownership:
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i) State Economic Formations (SEF)

ii) Public Economic Establishments

iii) Joint Partnerships or subsidiariet

The above classification 1hows the reorganization of the PEE

system in 1983.

S7Ps are the most important of all the above three. Their

main characteristic is that their capital is fully owned by the

state. They are formed in joint stock companies and their

purpose is to operate on profitability. On the other hand,

Public Economic Establishments are formed for public services

and for the production of public goods. Their function is to

operate towards meeting the economic and social needs of the

public. These establishments aim at production and marketing

of basic goods and services. In general they are monopolies of

the state and their capital is fully owned by the treasury.

Joint partnerships are groups of joint stock companies

in partnership with indig.enuous private companies and multi-

nationals. pore than fifty percent of their equity capital

is owned by SEF or Public Economic Establishments.

The FEE system in Turkey is undergoing a rapid restructuring

or reorganization. Up to now majority of the changes have been

of organizational nature. 'hese changes are mostry concerned

with concentration and merging process of the subsidiaries in

order to obtain strengthening of their productive and administrative

capacities. Another substantial change is that the PEEs are

free to determine their own sale prices which were previously

subject to central government approval.
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At the present State Economic Formations and Public Economic

Establishments have similar organizational structure as in

private sector joint stock companies. The deeds and responsibi-

lities of the board and management are subject to Commercial Laws.

The management bodies consist of the Board of Directors and

the (eneral Directorate. The Board consists of president and

four members, three of which are appointed by the related

ministrate and the fourth is appointed by the iMiinister of Finance.

rThese are all political appointments but subject to the approval

of the President of the Republic. In accordance with a recent

change, in order to avoid political tendencies in appointments,

the tw.'o members of top management are appointed as board members

in subsidiaries. Nevertlheless, political considerations still

pay nart to a ccrtain extent in the appointments of top

ndeactos or estructurinc and Privatization of

Privati-2tion besides its original meaning has come to mean

i) sale of "revenue rights" of infrastructure investments;i.e. ,

sale of toll bridre revenues whilst state retains the ownership,

or sale of revenue rights of electricity generating dams, and

the like,

ii) lifting the barriers of entry to state monopoly sectors, such



as granting tea production permission, cigarette manufacturing

permission to the private sector.

Present privatization efforts are concentrated on the

above mentioned types. The sale of ownership of PEEs is confined

to 3tate 7conomic Tormations and subsidiaries. Yarketing of

shares of Public Economic Establishments which predominantly

produce public goods and services is not planned. The shares

of SE7s and -ibsidiaries, operating in key sectors will not

be marketed.

Tn the nast a policy option to former Turkish governments

prior to privatization was reoranization of the PEEs. Earlier

reorvanizational efforts showec. positive results and at the

present m.aJority of the public economic formations and subsidiaries

operate iDrofitably. The --overnment views privatization as an

interral part of reorcanization of PEE system.

Privatization of PEEs take s place among the companies

which have been profitable domestically and competitive in

international markets. Priority is given to the marketing of

the shares of state owned fertilizer, mining and textile com-

panies. Attempts are made to market these shares in foreign

countries. Lack of an organized Turkish capital market severely

hampers the sale of these shares. Non-convertibility of the
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Turkish currency discourages the foreign buyers from acquiring

shares of PE~s.

There are several underlying causes that lead to 
restructu-

ring and privatization of the PEEs in Turkey. 
These influencing

factors may be broadly classified as,

i) external negative effects

ii) internal structural problems of PEEs.

The external negative effects have been mentioned briefly in

sectibn IT of this paper. They will not be elaborated upon

in order not to be repetitive.

a) International economic environment..

The PT system, especially the industrial sector has been:

mostly affected by the successive oil shocks and world-wide

de-oression, since basic industries belong to the most vulnerable

indIustries. After 1971 up to 1979 huge state subsidies were

necessary to prevent PEEs from partial or total economic collapse.

These SZ-s and subsidiaries were given support by directs

subsidies or by transforming former loans into equity. For

example, in 1977 36"4> of the central fgovernment's budget was

allocated to financing the losses of the PEEs.

Chang:es in the international economic environment 
also

affect the availability of supplier (or buyer) credits. Import

substituting PEEs, operating mainly for the domestic market 
were

deprived of importing raw materials. The worsening of the

credit worthiness of the Turkish economy put additional 
strain
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on PEEs.

The Turkish economy made a quic i recovery to balance her

external payments; though PEEs do not easily have access to

international credit facilities directly. They are heavily

dependent on central government's foreign exchange funds and

their strict regulations.

b) Technological chances:

The negative effects of new technologies, such as electronic,

laser, gene, etc., on PEEs have been very severe in respect to

their domestic and international competitive positions. Private

sector firms with youn,-er vintage capital and embodied technical

change have higher productivity levels than PEEs in manufac-

turing indus try. Tron and steel, textiles, some areas of minin.-

sector are coo,3 examrples of com-petition From the nrivate

sector because of their technological advancement. Within

the last years several ?EEs attempted to adapt their production

procram in view of processing higher value added products and

also by integratinr sin le products into a lar'er system accompanied

by complementary consultin:, operational, mana,erial, marketing

and after sales services. This development requires a thorough

transformation of the companies organization, new investment

outlays and training of labor. This dynamism, however, meets

difficulties in the technical, economic, financial and manaerial
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fronts. Furthermore, the management and labor do not have the

necessary incentives to adopt themselves to new competitive

environment.

Internal structural problems of PEEs: Due to space limitations

a feww of the internal structural problems of PEEs are treated

here. Only three important underlying topics are discussed.

a) PE, and government relations

b) mana.-ement performance

c) burden of financin: PliEs

PIE and ~o-ernment relations: There are different organizational

satterns re:-ardin the -overnment and PELZ relations. In Turkey

there is a tight link between 7overnment and economic state for-

mations and public economic establishments. government also

exerts direct control on subsidiaries or indirect control through

state owned financial intermediaries. This tight link results

in administrative and political influences on PEEE. The-present

organizational pattern aims at an undisturbed work of top

mana ement. Political interference is tried to be kept at

a minimum level by granting juridical and financial autonomy

to the subsidiaries. However, Public Economic Establishments

are still subject to extensive ministarial administration.

Day to day political interference is npt practiced but policy

formulations are subject to heavy government scrunity. It is

well understood in Turkey that minimal administrative and

political interference is necessary for successful PEE operations.
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Mianagement performance ;in PEE system is a crucial issue that

has to be solved in Turkey. Executives of PEEs are part of

the state bureucratic apparatus and subject to the same civil

service pay scale and regulations as any other civil servant.

Subsidiaries are not part of this system, where exist a wide

discrepancy between wage levels in PEE and private sector. PEE

system has difficulty in meeting wage demands of professional

ianaqement. PE7 system continuously loses well trained high

level m.arger? to the private sector. For young professionals

P7E employment is considered as human capital investment.

Unfovtunately this situation is not under chane and the

importance of hi hly qualified manacers is not understood.

,re~n of financinn PEs: The need.for fundin7 of PEEs is

immense. The reasons for this increasing capital demand are

listed below:

i) PEEs are engaged in most capital intensive sectors and

new investments are necessary for the rationalization(expansion,

new technology acquisitions, etc.) require considerable financial

resources.

ii) State Investment Bank, another PEE, is not well equipped

financially to serve the present and future capital needs.

Presently, investable funds are channelled to working capital

needs of the enterprises. Continuous depreciation of the

currency (40O-45) and hisgh inflation rates necessitate

the companies to increase their working capital funds and
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therefore, the possibi;ity of financing physical capital out-

lays are very limited.

iii) PEs have been used as an instrument of :overnment

policv to foster economic development-especially industrialisa-

tion. 7ach 1'? servcr as the -rowth pole in their own

industrial sector.

"'he P77, especially in steel, aluminum, coal, energ:y and

-ertili7E entcrprises had to follow a siec4al pricc policy

pthe 'tc' prices below thc costs, 0r, as in sorIC

ca e, C eti yes r kep O'/ Lflo .in1e}nt: onol export p2' ric,

7h2 p 0tri 1 p cif hav ha ri:merntra effets on r'he compnies

o n nple losses ar -1 SUi

__ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' c. - tut.on n ~ ~ b~s

ro it ani loss acco-nts.

he state of the n-tional icoonomy (o es not c-r2I t the

pubi c economy to vn s2tak' n-rw -tments in the r aa whe re

Ths are slreody conc ntr~ed in *T these sectors privcte

sector olso comretes wit I s, and the productivity in

private sector is his-her

Turkisl experience in privatization is very recent. It

permits to draw only inconclusive results. There are two

principles that have to be considered for the success of

privati-ation process. 7irst, privatization should increase

capital accuulation. Second, privatization process should



not upset the stability of social structure.

If Turkish experience is viewed in the light of these

two principles, the future success of the exercise is limited

due to prevailing conditions of the Turkish economy. It is

estimated that profitable operation of the PEEs in the near

future requires substantial investment. The present five

year development plan rives priority to heavy infrastructural

investments in energy and communication and transportation

sectors. The funds that will be obtained from privatization

Sre (<esigne to abe allocated to the Urojects mrentioned above.

,)t the p-resent the "urkish Fovern~ment is very active in

money and capital markets in order to raise funds for buQgetary

ru:'pDoses. iarketin or T77 shares in the capital markc-t will

further crowd out the small Turkish capital rarket. As noted

", r C +", 4u t 7c

nnr ovErnr ent { Lona yield rot shove LQ yLi en the

interest rate stI uCture , it 11. 1 1,LA

to provide returns competitive with government bonds. It must

be noted that contribution of privatization to capital accumula-

tion dep5nds upon how the sale o-f PEE.shares are financed and

by whom these shares are purchased. When the trfansfer of shares

to private business is considered, three alternative fundings

are possible;

i) Funds may be financed by the existing savings of the
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private business.

ii) It could be financed by credits from the banking

system.

iii) Credits could be supplied by rovernments,i.e., shares

could be sold to private business on installments.

In the first case privatization process is a mere transfer of

ownership from public to private sector, and do not readily

contribute to cepital vccumulztions since it will be shiftin2

already existing investible funds from one project to another.

in the second case, if private business insists on privatiza-

tion to be financel by an equpl amount of bank credits-which

is the octual situ1tion Turkcy-than the inflationary impact

of bank financin should be considcred.

in an inflationary economy, incrcmental increases in

monev supply, however defined, result in price increases.

It is feared in Turkey that privatization, if financed in this

manner, will further contribute to inflationary pressures.

The social cost of forced savings in order to create funds

for privatization is very high, especially to the fixed income

groups.
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THE CASE CF KENYA

1. Introduction

This Paper reviews efforts to divest and privatize
State Owned Enterprises (SOE's) or Parastatals in Kenya. An
analysis of the political and economic constraints which
inhibit the activities of the state owned enterprises from
beinq undertaken by the private sector is reviewed for The
period 1963 to 1986 or from independence to today . An initial.
perception of the rise of parastatals is undertaken before the
arlalvsis of the constraints is discussed. The s'udy will look
at three case studies which represent the LEforts 'f the
Government of Kenya to divest itself from the management and
ownership of parastatals. The discussions which follow on is
partially determined by the reviewed cases. I must however
point cut that the question of divestiture is still on the
whole a novel and to some extent a sensitive subject by and to
the Government of Kenya. For this reason some of the case
studies do not contain enough information on such key areas as
Ci.1nancial returns and details of loans borrowed locally or
insights into the procedures the Government adopted in
im)lementing certain projects or choosing of the management or
the Eoard of Directors.

For purposes of definition this Paper assumes the
World Bank's definition of State Owned Enterprises as indicated
in The World Development Report of 1983. State Owned
Ent-rprises are industrial and commercial firms, mines,
utilities and transport companies as well as financial
intermediaries. State Owned Enterprises are distinguished fron
t '%e rest of the Gov'ernment because their revenues comjt from the
sale of qoodus and services and because they are self accounting
9nd have separate legal identity. The term parastatals is also
considered- is this Paper to be synonymous with State Owned
Zicerprises. (Privatization and Divestiture is defined as the
transfer of a function, activity or organization fro) the
public to the private sector)

Since independence parastatals have played a growing
and to some degree a pervasive role in the Kenya economy. This
position stems in part from Kenya's colonial experience during
the British administration of the economy. At independence in
1.963 the state domination of the economy was accepted more or
less automatically. Many of Kenya's economic planners at that
time a-d to some degree today viewed Government control as the
only way to maintain economic indepencent in the face of the
neo-colonialist threat. A deep seated suspicion of the private
sector, partially derived from the earlier foreign domination
of Kenya's industrial development by British companies and the
general resentment toward the Asian minority who controlled, at
independence The distributive trade, encouraged -Kenya's
Government to implement additional Governm'ent control. As
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Government control gathered momentum in the mid sixties and
early seventies practical reasons arose for reliance and
expansion of parastatals. The Government faced with a large
bureaucracy found it-increasingly difficult to implement
certain statutory obligations that it set out to do,
parastatals became the quickest and reliable way to improve
efficiency at national level rather than Government
department. The Government subsequently went to parliam.ent and
set up a chain of parastatals through legal procedures. In
banking and insurance, agriculture, transport, industry and
service were formed. There were other reasons, soon after
independence the Government was eager to form new international
alliances with various sovereign states. Somo of the bilateral
negotiations were with the Eastern Block countries, the need to
have efficient organizations within Kenya which could handle
the bilateral Government to Government trade with the Eastern
Block countries were primary to the formation of parastatals.
The parastatals in this instance became instruments of
international cooperation which a private company would not
necessprily find to be profitable. The Government's desire to
control the economy also meant that participation in the most
imPortant sectors .of the economy bccamc mandatory, giving rise
te the formation ot cormmnodity parastatals li!.e the Coffee Board
of Kenya and the Tea Board of Xenya to represent the two major
primary crops for Kenya. Participation in finance and banking
followed with the acquisiti-on of shares in such banks as the
NationAl Grindlays Bank and the formation of Kenya Co, ercial
Bank. Participation in the industrial output area led to the
formatioii of the Industrial and Commercial Development
Corooration and the Xenya Industrial EEtates. The Govern,,ent's

cnc-crn and emphasis for african and Kenyan participation in
the distributive trade led to the formatior. of paraS)atals like
t>e Kenya National Trading Corporation with specific duties to
assist africans to enter into the distributive trade. The
reasons for parastatal formation varied from one organization
to the other. Other reasons less easy to define or de'scribe
included personal factors motivated by profit by influential
individuals or departmental managers with the ability to
influence the turning of a department into a parastatal. In
the mid sixties Kenya was also inunduated with investors
looking for joint ventures some spurred with the capitalist
political leaning of the Government while some spurred on by
the ecgerness and to some extent the inexperience of the
economic planners of the new nation.

In 1982 when the Government performed somi.C form of a
head count there were parastatals in transport and
communications, co~mmodities, finance, insurance investment,
food processing, livestock, textile and fibers, rubber and
plastic, beverages, engineering, fishing, chemicals and
pharmaceuticals, retail, tourism, mining, wood and paper,
housing and construction, motor assembly and energy. The total
number of parastatals and statutory bodies reached 323.



Statutory roards 147
Wiolly Owned Companies 47
Majority Shazeholdiing Companies 36
Minority Shareholding COTnpJaneO 93

Totzl Government Involvement 323

coirce: Report of the Wcrking Party on Gov( rnmrent E:p-ndi.tue
1982 Government Printer ::airobi

The growth of parastatals mushrooned even thocgh their
performance was increasingly called into qucstion by the public
at large and by the Governament who set up several working
parties to look into parastatals. In 1979 the Pres:ident of
Maya &ppointed a comrittee to review Statutory Boards from
both the private sector an] the public sectou. The President
aoted in the Ter:ms of Reference that the Statutory Boards and
othe: parastatal organizatJons had vastly grown and it was
necccs ary to ensure efficiency and sup pct for Government
plan'ned Programmes. The review did not halt to a zizuabie
der cc the formation of additional parastatals nor the level of
rcouzco transerred to paractatals till another committe2 was
fornd in 1982.

thu tvhle below snows G :crnment transfs.rs to
parastatals as percent of the Totai D.vrclcrment E:L:diiure
192, to 1985.

?nble 1
Finar~cia Trasfer to -_-!e prs a a s

Ft_-rccrr t 'fO D v -( c

Percent o0
Financial Transfers Total TLc5ILer> to
to the >.rastatals Development Deve'o-ent
.Y (Ken'sr, uon s 2:od t r. 7:-:e~d t r I

196 -085000 -- 52 7254O~ Yu.14
1977 306_1000 36034000 4 .93
1W-78 75137000 115142000 65.26
1979 7L960000 146547000 51.33
1980 63038000 171916000 36.67
19C1 8 1776000 213435000 37.43
1982 73037000 186002000 41.95

37L44000 273021000 13..0
37 '11000 2'i3028000 13.05

1935 21655000 335361000 6.46

Oourc: e Annual Scatistical Astract
Cintra11 Buroa- of Statistics NRB

~ i -
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Aproximately 99 percent of resources tranrcferred to the
parastatals is effected through the Development Expenditure
vote. The table shows the sharp decline in the resources
trnsf-eI. d to the parastatals after 1982 when the s.cond
cavm 1ittee lookin- into Government expenditure mude their
report, hefore that period the financial trensferu were over 36
prcenLt.

The 1979 parastatal review did indicate the flact thait
seveoal of the parastatals had taken on a bewilderkng array of
organizational forms, financing a;d manlagaent includng gross
diversificaton into areas that were not in he original
legislative documents during formation consequently creating
managerial di'ficulties. Management r.-d Pcrfrrrmance have been
cited by experts as i-moortant constraints to Lhe erforts of-- Gov(rn!ent to orivatize. Many parastatals in Kenya suffer
lar:e l-ss partly attributable to management. Some of theanaeciai f-ail-res include p:&ctical realjLien connected ith
te initial investment which may not have i. n a goon idea in
the first place. Decisionz could have been mad, on bases not
lin3d t-e Gono.ic rati nales and the n.7 -avail:ilitD; of

er rlanning 'p:ich needs to take into zccount detailed
evaluation of the market and the constraints lik'lv to face the
crganization. T> choice of Erod ct lines an, the cnoice of
ar.-t~irg strateoies we:e sometixes not co otible wiCh the

caiienje; facinc, ta comssay and with the ()Iinds of its
cusj.cners who often require an efficient an ic: cost prod.ct
o 1erCc>. I i a t t of many

-r tatalz an- t-o some Cegjree this ztil A rit ven today,
-ue to the wstem 6ms demlayed fct the io.Lction af chieE
':c'tive. S-on afteC inrdeoendence, Fenya id not poscess the

: C2-,nt C::C L I Z' I n grj a -,-ts t at iciuld -e Go lv Lto
mranage all the pr ritatdls; and :t w:as inevi':abie that sol
-arastat-als would oe landed with technically unbe naers
for the lar e public co lex:es. The zystem of Cl0Ction~
zo::timcs based on the political connection of th indiviuals
have not rreczsarily helped matters as has been cxemplifhied by
tIc su)Zc quenrt selection of decisions stronoly inrflenced by
oo it ca1 options.

However not all parastatal failures are to bu hla:A
on the management, frezquently the Darent minis'trias int: rfece2
u'.eceosa-ily to an extent that t' eanare:et was unable to
make decisia that are in tao best in-erests of the
Organization. The system of transferring ctvil servants to
head and run parastatals persists not only in Kenya Lut in :.,anvevelcpincj nations. The major resula o c this as not Lee in
k~eeing with the commxercial practices required in a cocc'tvtivcfield. Tho challenges of parastatal :ranageMent also 1i with
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the institutional building capacity it requires from its
managers. Often the manager must start an organization from
scratch or one with only a few years of existcnrce with little
or no management systems that can be developed over time.

The specific talents required are ftin on
institutional developmenL or the ability to formulate
practicable development objective and meek'- t-e while -mak i ng
full use of the available human, financial, and other
resources. The capabilities required include those for policy
development, planning, organizational design, financial
management (including programming -and budgeting) procurement,
personnel management, training, and management coordination.
While many of the Kenya parastatal managers have considerable
achievement to show, institutional and managerial problems
continue to be the most nervasive on programme implementation.

2. History of Divesiture Develooment In Kenya

There is no clear cut reasons as to why there was a
final countdown towards divestiture in Kenya but there are a
series of events from 1979 which indicate protracted efforts of
the COK to slow down the rate of investment in parastatals
included among these are:

1. Continued poor performance of parastatals inspite
of the large Governmenz investment over the years.

2. Decentralization policies of the 01 era
emphasizing district level budge ting rather than
managemeni. by' the Cenit:ral Government.

3. Adverse economic circuinstances facina the economy

The Government's first efforts toward divestiture u
evidenced by the formation of the Ndegjwa commission or. February
3, 1979 of a 1G member committee to review the urgent
financial, administrative and operational problems facing
imoortant parastatals and to set some guidelines for
appointments and control. The Terms cf Reference in part
identified managerial weaknesses as a major weakness of
parastatals.

The Commission made their report after thrce menths
rcommending various ways for improving parastatls in the
economy. Among the major recomendations were that the
Parastatal Board chairman should not have day to day executive
powers and-that Board members should be competent to
participate effectively in the business of The oard. Special.
attention sho ld be paid to business acumen, technical ability,



relevant experience, judgement and personal inLegrity and
direct involvement' of the parent ministry should be kept
small. To correct anomalies i financial management the review
recommended training and the development of uniform schemes For
budgeting procedures and prccurement. To rationalize on
Government investment in parastatals the Review reconmmended the
6cvolopment of an investment division in the Ministr" of
Finance with spccific responsib.Wities for identifying the
status of all existing Covernment investment, follow-ups of
Government investments for recoveries of capital and interest,
to identify priorities for investment, appraise mailagement
contracts and the financial guarantees to the parastatals.

The Review classified parastatals into four areas:.

1. Parastatals in serious financial difficulties like
the Kenya Cooperative Creameries, Kenya Meat
Commission, The Wheat Board, the Maize and Produce
Board and the Kenya Airways.

2. Parastatals showing poor return on investments or
having problems other than financial ones arising from
over expansion, and diversification spurred on by lack
of clear policy guideline like the Industrial and
Commercial Devclopoment Corporation, the Kenya Tourist
Development Corporation, the Horticultural Crops
DeveloPment Authority, the University Halls of
Residence and the Kenya National Trade Corporation.

3. Pa!astata!: which have outLive' the ir use ress
such as Lhe Central gricultural Board, Morbasa
Pipeline Soard, Pig Industry board and Canning Crops
Board.

4. Other parastatals tottering along due to other
problems.

The Review presented t.heir report in May, 1979 and it
received a good rcception by the Govcrnment some of its
recommendations were soon implemented like having parastatal
Board Chairmen as non executive.

The turning point for div2stiture however seems to
have come about as a result of economic factors rather than a
cnange in Government policy in 1932.

In 1932 the Government of Kenya faced a financial
crisis that required both an immediate response and longer term
measures to prevent a recLrence in the future. the crisis hadtwo roots. a'e weaker bht -ell n root was international



economic stagnation in the early eighties which reduced therate of economic growth and consequently the growth ofGovernment revenue. The stronger but less well perceived rootwas the profligation of commercial activities the Governmenthad undertaken which had diverted scacce management talnt awayfrom the central duties of the Government into areas theGovernment should not be involved in. The GovernmcnL requi re-da solution that would enwure that a similar Cinancial cridocs not occur thal nearly prevented the GOK from :eeting its
obligations for essential services.

The magnitude of the Governments financial c:isisi canbe best reflected by the Government's revenue and expenditureat the end of 1981:
Table II

Revenues and Erxpenditures as Per Cant oC GDP at Market Prices

1976/77 1977/78 197d/79 1979/80 1980/81

Total Expenditure 24.7 30.1 32.2 31,6 35.5Current Revenue
(excluding foreign
grants) 19.3 24.1 23.6 25.1 25 6.Deficit 5.4 6.0 8.6 6.5 9.9Foreiqn Grants 0.7 0.5 0.6 0.8 1.3
Required Borrowing 4.7 5.5 8.0 5.7 8.6

Source: Various government reports and statistics.

The table reveals that while the Covern,ent had d1one remarkedlyvell ..n revenue collection the Government eMcaditur- haI ev1C.growln TLe.r. The Govornvent hid as a rezult been zrviving byheavy borouwing ot funids. The heavy fipinial brcraing placedheavy finanicial burden as interest rates grew rapiJiv. Theposition of the debt birden and Government revenue is bestshown by the table oelow which showed the relative increasesincluding the GDP.

TA~LAL III

Composition of Deficits as at 1981

1976/ 1977/ 1978/ 1979/ 1980/ 1976/77-
77 78 79 80 b3 1980/81

.,, r li Percent
--- A---(KL Million)------- Increase

Current Revenue
(including grants) 331.1 481.2 528.9 630.9 738.3 123Consolidated Fund
Services 642. 7.8 73.7 87.9 132.0 210Debt Service '(Interi (21.5) (29.4) (34.2) (36.9) (51.2) 138Debt Service (Exter) (14.8) (31.2) (31.2) (41.9) (67.4) 355Revenues Available
to Ministries 2b8.5 413.4 450.2 543.0 G06.3 110Overall Deficit 18.7 109.2 173.7 137.5 236.7 201Domestic Finance 9 . (66.0) (112.4) (62.7) (88.7) 81

External Finance (29.8) (43.2)- (61.3) (74.3) (148.0) 397C1P ket Price 1656.7 1979.0 2167.4 2435.4 2753.1 G6



While the GDP rose by 66 percent and the current revenue rose

by 123 percent the consolidated fund used to pay interest rates

rose by 210 percent. As domestic savings were not enough more
external borrowing was required with the resultant increase of

397 oercent.

The sharp rise in debt servicing reflects a bcrrowing
history that dates back to 1.971 and is still a M.njor issue with
the Government in 1986. During the 1960s annual deficits
averaged about 4 percent of the GDP at markeL prices. Public
debt was growing as a percantage of GDP but debt service was

growing more slowly due to the prevailing interest rates at
that time and the long grace periods which postponed loans for
several years. But from 1971 the deficit was 5.1 percent and

generally stayed that way for the next 13 years till 1984 when
the COK managed to reduce it to under 5 percent. The exception
was during the coffee boom years of 1076/77. The estimated
debt service in 1985 was as high as 30 percent. Because of the
realization that the economy was approaching its borrowing
limit the only immediate option for the Government was to
reduce Government expenditures.

The high deficits also affected the economy as they
increased imports and capital outflows that contributed to the
negative balance of payment position; and the Government's
heavy borrozing drained the potential credit for the private
sector.

The financial crisis led to the formation of the
j7oring Party on Government E:-:enditurez in January 12, 1932.

The working arty co:.prised of 6 senior Governr:ent of Kenya
officials. The Terms of Reference was to recommend urgent and
practical measures to contain Government expenditures within
the level of limited Government revenue receipts. In doing so
the Working Party was to recommend ways and means of ,improving
efficiency in resources used within the Government, paying
particular attention to the following:

(i) Articulation of Development and Recurrent
expenditures overall and by Ministry.

(ii) Management systems for budgeting, expenditure
control and reporting.

(iii) Mobilization and utilization of external aid and
technical assistance.

(iv) Processes for monitoring implementaion of
policies, projects and programmes and for
introducing remedial measures.
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(v) Perconnel management, including numbers
empLoyed, composition, deployment of staff and
matching oi qualifications with job requirements.

(vi) Organization and managament of transport and
equipment including procurement, composition,
replacement, repair and maintcnance, and
rational use of vehicles -and equip:nent.

(vii) Consolidation or elimination of duplicated.
functions and facilities.

The Working Party was to reoort to Iis Excellency the
President by 30the April, 1932. The Working Party made several
recomm:idations for reducing Government expenditu.res but for
the purposes cf this Paper a de-ailecd review of their findings
in regacd to the Parastatal sector will be given because the
recommendations effectively were the turning point in
Divestiture in Kenya. The next several sections is devoted to
the findings of the Party.

3. The Management of Government Investments and Parastatals

The working Party ricled that since ir.dependence the
Government had deli-erately pursu-d a policy of participation
in directly productive activities in order to decolonialize the
economy, proot.e development and regional balance, increase
citizen particip:!tion in the economy and ensure qreatec public
control of the econo;y. This policy direction had beer stated
in a number of Government dociuments, including the Sc.sional
Paper No. 13 of G9' on African Socialism and Its Applicaticn
to 2la-ninci Iii Konya and the varioun >avelopment Plans. In

i:der :o acieve these oals the GovCaent sct oat to
0trngthea the parastatal sector by roorgani7ing the

par7tatals iniheri:ed at the time of indepe ndnce and by
croatinj new parastatnIs to perform spccific functions in the
ecunony. In a number of instances, the Government squght to
szimulaLe the diversification of economic activity thrcugh

-.-irec.t investments in private cC-p-nies and corporations
entering new fields.

*'he Korking Party confirmed that the Government had by
and larqe, been successful in pursuing these objectives.
!Iowever, with regard to Government investments there was a noed
for revie because the participation had grown beyond the
o-iginal intentions. First, some porastatals hd cctceded
thei: 3riginal marncates and iiade investients in commerc tal and
industrial activities that should h:'ve been left entirely to
the privatQ sector. Second, private inestars had purposefully
sought Governmnent participation and guaranteeo as means of
safeguarding their own sha a and loan capital. As a result of
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these factors, the Government was too widely and deeply
involved in activities which would have been more appropriately
and efficiently conducted without Government participation.

The Working Party noted the extensive involvement in
the fo.m of equity participation, loans, gtarits, subsidies and
guarantees in largely unprofitable enterprises which had
imposed an onerous financial and nacemn burden on the
Government. As a result, the Government's attention and
rrsources had been diverted from moce important matters of
policy innovation, formulation and direction. Equally
i:Tortant, was the fact that Government involvement in
cormmercial ventures had tended to tarnish the image of the
Government because the parastatals and other ventures which are
expected to be viable had not been profitable. Moreover, in
some cases, minority share ownership by Government had served
to strengthen foreign ownership and control thus leading to
some de-Kenyanization of the economy, which was not the
orqginal intent. By 1982 for example, cumulative investments
by Government, including guaranteed debt of parastatals,
exceeded KL900 million. At a rate of return of 10 percent,
Government should have bcen realizing KL90 million per annum in
dividends. Instead in 1973/79 dividends paid to the Exchequer
amounted to only -L2.2 million and were paid by only six
parastatals. As an example, the Working Party cited the
Industrial and Com-ercial Develcopment Corporation which bets:een
1964 and 1977 received dividends totalling KL4.5 million from
it's subsidiaries but as at the end of 1977 had not paid any
surplus to Government. Almost 75 rercon' of the above sum was
said by only six out of total oortfolio of fifty-one
comPnies. In the same period only twenty-six comanieS paid
dividlends while thirty-three (i.e. 5 percenit) did nOt pay any
dividends at all. The defaulting companies were not in theic
formative stage, since fifteen of them had been in operation
for bet*:wecn five and ten years.

It was the view of the Working Party that the
Government of Kenya should no longer continue to respond
without question to requests for new funds from parastatals.
rather the enterprises were to serve the Government and the
people by providing goods and services and paying dividends and
taxes.

To avoid such situations the Covernment would have to
reduce its o.in exposure to risks which the private sector can
and should assume without Government intervention. In
particular new investment should be reduced to a minimum, some
existing investments should be disposed of and those
parastatals and other investments considered essential must be
operated efficiently ard more effectively administered by C:
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Government. The Committee further found the investments byGovernment were largely at the initiative of the privatepromoters with the Government being brought in as anindispensable partner or to undertake rescue measures. "Bv itsnature (the Committee observed) this process had led to largeinjoctions of Government funds coupled with suh;idies andcOnci~sris of one kind or another, often in enterprises whichwould otherwise not meet normal viability or profitabilitycriceCia...it was quite obvious (therefore) , that Governmentinvestments had not measured up to acceptable standards."

Examples of unsound and poorly controlled investments-'ere readily found in such areas of activity as fertilizer,cugar, textiles, and power alcohol. The amounts involved wereof such a magnitude that if they had been directed toward thedevolopment of essential rural infrastructure, severaldistricts could have been radically transformed in the terms ofboth production and employment. In many of these casesGovernment participation on the open ended scale provided wasnot essential to the establishment of the enterprise but rathera profitable convenience for the promoters and in many cases,despite its financial participation, often of majorityownership, the Government was not involved in the actualmanagement of the projects.

The Working Party noted that most of the investmentswere not strategic in any sense of the word and in most casesownership arid/or management control was with foreigners andKenyans he ld very few shares and very few manacloment posts.Tho form of Covern-hnt involvemont was neither effectivexvrzyanizati en nor a means of effectiv.e reu lation. It was for
the mo;t art a mrans of underwri-ing with Government moneyrisks which should be borne by private investors. In addition,
tew of the Tnve;tments were paying dividends and many soughtaddit'ional finance from Government whenever they encguntereddifficulties in the market place.

The Working Party noted that it was convinced thatGovernment participation in commercial enterprise had beencarried we beyond the original conceptions and had reachedthe point where such participation was inhibiting rather thanpromoting development by Kenvans the:,selves. The Working Partystated that it was a matter of high priority for the Governmeni.to revers t h trend by working out a viabl e fordh.vestirv; itselE of some of its Inve;tments to Kenyan investorswho are prepared to take the risks of enterprise in pursuit ofthe profits that can be earned.
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The Government implemented several of the WorkingParty recommendations on controlling Government expenditureThe recommendation for Divestiture for example, led to theformation of A Task Force in March 193 to review Governmentinves'.mo-t in parastaals with the tollowing Terms ofReference: To determine:

(i) those parastatals whose retention as Government
agencies or enterprises is essuntial to
accelerated and equitable national 3 evelopment
and the regulation of the private sector;

(ii) those whose objectives have been achieved andwhich should be discontinued;

(iii) those whose functions could be absorbed byparent ministries; and,

(iv) those whose functions would be more efficiently
performee by the private sector.

With respect to divestiture the Task Force is todesign an effective strategy and appropriate mechanisms for thedive-titure of shares or assets taking into account those:-

(i) currently profitable and whose shares can easilybe disposed of;

(ii) currently unp:2fitblc buL which can be madeprofitable before the dispositior, of ahares; and

(iii) currently unprofitable arni wiLh-out promise, andshould bl wound up through the sale of assetsand dissolution.

The Task Force is yet to make its final submissions asat the time the author was putting final touches of this paperit) June 1986.

Since the formation of the Task Force in 1933 severalparastatals have gone up for sale; it is not vry clear whether
thcy haa direct linkages to the Task Force activities but itreflects the change in economic-political thin!ing after 1983.three parastatals are the Mccnya NaL~onal 'iranzport Company
(KENATCO), the Kenya Fishing Industries and thc Uplands Bacon
Factory.

The next three sections is devoted to the analysis oEthe case histK :ies of the cumoanies in order to gain someonsite analysis.
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In mid 1985 the GOK implemented a decision to sell
ya Na tional Transpo-t Company (KENATCO), a state owned

-nsport eaterprise. This was a significant decision as itthe first time in Kenya's history that a wholly owned stateorprise was to be sold. The sale was also seen some
no:ists as marking the beginning of the implemontatiori ofof the recommendat ons made by the Committee on
2:titure of Parastatals formed by the GOK in June 1983.

The GOK has had problems of trying to ossure stated enterprise efficiency. The major reasons mentioned inr sections broadly lie in conflicting objectives,
2ffizien au'onomy, inadequate m0asures for judging:ormance, lack of incentives linked to performance, and-cratic rather than commercial management styles. Some ofe reasons were responsible for the failure of Kenatco andother parastatal, which have "disguised" failure in so farntral Government sunport is necessary 'or their survivalequally -there were external issues. The attempts of theto ,.rsrill internal imorovements in KENATCO like betterncjia manago;ent, more careful inventory contzcl and a
nced scheduling of transport vehicles did not succeeded;:nally the collapse of the major market in Uganda, TanzaniaLambia following the collapse of the East africa Community)]7 spelled its death in just a matter of time.

Brief History of Kinatco

Kenya NAtional Tranporters Company (KENATCO) was3 in 1909 with the purpose of establishing a nationalport company to promote Kenyan particiration in the-rt sector anr to promote intra*-trade within the:nboring countries. The company operatez under the CompanyKenya Laws Cap 486, its shares are owned by the Government.-nya '(96.5%) and a taxi cooperative in Nairobi (3.5%). Inthe company added a limousine taxi service that has- ited from The various international conferences held iniubi including the IMF Governors meeting held in Nairobi inand the O.A.U. summit meeting and the 1985 Women's Decadeerence.

The size of the company can be indicated by the assetsc ntrolled, by 1976 the company owned 70 long distrnce7e trucks and leased a further 60 that were servicing,ess from the strategic port of Mombasa to Rwanda, Eurundi.,Ta,'anzania and Zambia. Kenya exporters were also regularof Kenacco transport to the neighboring countries-ially ZamTia and rigand-, the major markets for
--- a cturod A'y, n v s. -The taxi limousines were close to
Other assets included garage networks, buildings and1. ng lots.
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The problems of KENATCO started to surface actively in1978 following the closure of the Tanzania border and the
subsequent breakdown of the East African Community. The longdistance markets for the company's trucks in Zambia and
Tanzania were sealed off, and the neighboring Uganda then
troubled with flaring violence during Idi Amin's rule declined
in importance as a market. With the closure of the border
Kenatco's management decided on the long route through Uganda,
Rwanda and Burundi to reach the lucrative markets in Zambia.However forced to increase their rates due to summounting coststhe company became uncompetitive, in addition drivers were
reluctant to pass through Uganda. Zambia also decided to
channel most of their imports through Dar-es-Salaam and Beira.Gradually but firmly the company started losing money with
reported losses in 1978, 1979, 1980,1981, 1982 and 1983.
Management also lost financial control as revenues diminished
with loss of morale and accountability. For example,
malpractices became rampant among drivers with frequent
failures to meet deadlines due to several "go slows", bydrivers. Occassionally mis-use of vehicles occurred throughhaulage of unauthorized loads, and through embezzlement ofpetrol and key spare parts. The company even failed to
implement key requirements like planned maintenance on thevehicles a necessity due to the poor condition of Kenyan roadsin the 1970s. By 1981 trucks were coming off the road
permanently for minor defects, sometimes leading to complete
failure to deliver goods. The GOK intevened in 1980 and
changed the Chief Executive to try and put the company back onits feet, but it was too late. In 1981, the comnanv failed tomeet its debts and a court proceeding was reques-tcd bycrecitors. The COK bailed the company and replaced the ChiefExecutive again. In 1982 there were further problems whenstaff failed to receive their salc:y and went on strike -grounding the company, the GOK once again moved in ind bailedthe company out and changed the Chief Executive again. In 1983the Mombasa based staff went on strike due to lack of
salaries. In June 1983 creditors filed a court proceeding andthe company was put in receivership, it remained inreceivership till the Government decided to sell in August 1985.

As recent as May 1985 the GOK maintained that thecompany would not be wound up as a bailing out programme wasbeing worked out with all parties. On August 30th, 1985 theInspectorate of Parastatals, the. Government body in charge ofstate owned enterprises, confirmed that the sale of KENATCO'Sassets was given the go ahead by the Cabinet. The Receiverssubsequently advertised the assets of the company in the localpapers.



The Transport Sector in Kenya and East Africa is
generlly luc-rative in view of the key position the port of
Mombcsa commands and the improved relations between Kenya and
Tanzania which may expand the market soon. There are local
entc'!'preneurs with cash to buy the Enterpri se, but none Lo
come forward as of June 19,8G insite of the Government's
efforts to sell individual trucks and taxis.

The other more recent Government -intention towards
d-vestiture is a proposed sale of Up andu acon Factory which
processes pig meat for the local market.

H. Fslory of Uplands Bacon _actoyf

The company was set up by vhite settler farmers in
1.906 with the objective of processin bacon and pok products
for the Kenya market. The farmers sl ughtered the pigs and
sold the carcases to the factory for processin4. The factory
generally functioned along these lines till 1946 when a
slaughter unit was installed and a sausage making unit was
i-auc7ura ted. On the achievement of independence, in 1963 the
company was taken over by the C3K (it is not clea: from the
records whether c omresation was eid to the white farrs many
of whom left soon ftcer independance, an analysis of post
independence Dritish grants to Kenya reveals tha, 1rgu amount
of funds were devoted to comoensaring farmers in the white
settler areas and prezss'im.bly t.e n: 2arrers who supplied
pigs to Upland Bacon Factory must have fallen in this group.)
As african pig farmers were aaIit noae e;istent in the early
years of independence the GOK held the comyany in trust till
cohesiv;2 farmir groups could 11'.e like cooperatives. The
trust was managed by "he SDand(d Bank, a Br itish Bank with
branches in Kenya.

In the 1970s the company gradually expande l adding
additional product lines including building a capacity for 2000
pigs. During this period the GOK exercised formal control of
the company and generally became the de facto mranagers through
various appointments of the Chairman and other management staff
who were usually seconded from the Dcmartment of Livestock
Development. From 1975 serious managerial problems were
becoming evident as the company repeatedly failed to pay the
farmers on time, usually two days aCtLer the slaughter. The
delay gradually increased from the two days to nearly six
months by 1978. This subsequently led to a severe reduction, of
pigs delivered by the farmers and the spiralling effect of the
idle capacity exacerbated the managerial problems of the



company. The factory had a capacity for 2000 pigs but it was
receiving only 200 pigs per week, much less than the breakeven
capacity of 450 pigs per week.

GOK's Involvement with the Uplands Bacon Factory

When the company reachod a financial crises in 1978
the Government stepped in and reshufled the management and a
working capital of approximatcly Ish,1,000,000 was added. In
1980 the GOK appointed another General Manager and pumped in an
additional Ksh.12 million to pay off farmers arrears this money
was in effect capitalized by the company. At about the same
time a private company was licenced (Tarmers Choice Company) to
be a competitor as Uplands failed to pay off farmers and meet
the market requirements as evidenced by continued importation
of pork products from Europe for the tourist industry. The

competition in a way spelled the doomsday for Uplands Bacon
Factory as farmers flocked to the competitor leaving UEF with

additional idle capacity and a dwindling market share. The

financial crises of the company did not diminish and by 1984
mar.y farmers were faced with arrears of nearly one year. The

GOK once again stepped in and pumped an additional KSh.15
million but it was generally too late as the company moved from
bad to worse and creditors nounced with auctioneers and the
Government keeping them away by political muscle.

a. Board of Directors

The members of the Board are supposed to be 6, with a
Chairman, Managing Director, 3 farmers and 1 appointed by the
Standard 3ark. The Chairman died in 1934 and has not been

reappcinted and two other Board members also died and are as
vet to be formally replaced. The seconded officer from the COK
is acting as the de facto Board. With the exception of the
Standard Bank appointees all Board member are appointed by the
GOK.

b. Management of the Organization

The Managing Director has 6 departmental managers
reporting directly to him:

Sales Manager (vacant)
Production Manager
Teeds Manager
Contracting Manager
Chief Accountant, and
Pork Products Manager

c. Operating Policies
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The Company contracts for pig supply from farmers onan annual basis for a certain quantity of weekly delivery. Thepigs once delivered are put into a holding house for fatteningbefore slaughter for approximately thirty days. They are thenslaugh:erod and processed into various product line- likebacon, sausages, hot dogs and meat cutlets. The products arethen transported to various depots located in Nairobi, .lomL-asa,and Nakuru for distribution to hotels, institutions and retailoutle~ts~.

d. Profitability

The company has not made any profits since 1976 mainlydue to the idle capacity which has sharply increased theoverheads of the company. The company has for example not metthe breakeven point of 450 pigs per week since 1975.

e. Financial Situation

The Company has debts due to high operating e-.pensestotalling to over 90 millicn Kenya shillings,

GOK ------- KSh.40 million
Bank -------- KSh.10 million
Farmers ----- KSh.30 million
Others------KSh.10 million

f. Future Prospects

The Kenya pork products mnarket is not fully met, there& e four major oroducers namely: Upland Bacon, Farmiers Choice,National Airoort Services, and piivate traders. Total marketreq3uiremcnt is approxi.iately 5000 pigs per week. Total supplyis a maximum of 2,500 pigs per week. The company has aninefficient factory and a total overhaul of machinery isrequ i red in order to cut down the overheads. The company isfaced with a cripling debt and credit worthiness from farmers-.iew and from suppliers of equipment and overdraft, it has toregain the confidence of these before it can generally have anImproved future inspite of the lucrative market.

5. Divestiture

The GOK is committed to divestinj t, coimoany asconfirmed by the minis-try of Agricultuce anrd LivestockDevelopment and by the Acting Chief Executive of the companyand analysis of some of the steps the GOK have undertaken sofar. The COK for example advertised the companv in Europe asone of the investment opportunities available in Kenva and theChief Executive went to Belgium in Mlay and met with 13potential investors from the EEC.
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Serious buyers have surfaced one each from W. Germany,Ireland and England. Locally Mitchell Cotts of Kenya (better
known for their shipping interests) have shown a keen interest
and scom to have tha backing of the GOK. Mitchell Cotts areproposing to finance the buy out with funds from the
Commonwealth Development Corporation (CDC) , serious
negotiations are expected to commence in June/July 1986.

Originally it was proposed by the GOK that the
enterprisa be sold back to the farmers with shares being
based on the value of delivered pigs between the years 1963 to1984, but the debts proved too cripling for the farmers. TheGOK is now looking into ways of squaring off the debts before
sale.

6. Review of Kenva Fishinq Industries

Not all of the divestiture progammes are as slow asthe above two, the Government have mr.aaged to sell a small
company, the Kenya Fishing Industries, successfully. Theassets of the Kzenya Fishing Industries were officially valuedat KSh 45 million and the accosted highest bid was KSh 38million, reoresenting a nominal net loss of KSh 7 million. Aprofile of the company is shown below:

NAME: Kenya Fishing Industries

DATE OF FORMATION: 1972 -

LOCATION: Mombasa

PRODUCTS: Processed sea fish; local market 20 percent

EQUITY: From 1978 onward, GOK (thru ICDC) - 100%
From the period 1972-1978 equity was divided among three
artners: Toyo Fisheries (Japan) - 341; Maritime Company
Baritish) - 32%; and GOK - 34%

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES: 100

AVERAGE TURNOVER: KSh 25 million per year

NATURE OF OPERATIONS: The project was designed to beoperational in two phases. The first phase was to develop thecapacity of.Kenyans to do inshore and deep-sea fishing. Fourtrawlers ware bought for the inshore fishing of lobsters,shrimps, and prawns, and twu ships were sought for deep seaf ishing withn. t 'i- 202 _ i lj.ii oL r the coast of Kenya. Thecompany entered the second stage in 1976 with the processingand canning of sea fish I prawns.
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MAJOR PROBLEMS OF THE COMPANY: Financial mismanagement leading
to failure to meet obligations to employees and creditors;
inadequate marketing and pricing policies leading to loss of
market; and indecision on the part of the GOK on key issues
likely to improve profitability.

7. Lessons Form Kenya's Experience For A Divestiture Program

(1) The Government of Kenya has made a political
commitment to divestiture. In the case of
KENATCO nearly 1,000 people lost jobs following
the foreclosure before sale. As evidenced the
GDK tried to delay for a time taking the
decision and only took a decision after repeated
attempts and options had been exhausted. The
delay cost the Government several million pounds.

(2) The sale of parastatals by the Government is
concentrating on the loss making firms. The
Government is in the initial stages willing and
ready to sell the less profitable companies,
less so the successful organizations.

(3) The Government, with the exception of one
company, is generally finding it difficult to
sell the assets of the comPanies because of
declining value of the assets and over pricing
by the valuers.

(4) Individual investors have shown interest in
parts of Parastatals rather than the whole
organization. In the case of KFNATO the
limosine service is very profitable and has had
many bidders including the employees (dtivers of
the vehicles).

(5) The Government left the procedures for the sale
to Receiver rather than involve a department of
the Government.

(6) In the case of the sale of the Kenya Fishing
industries the GOK have correctly kept a
hand-off policy after the sale.

(7) Some Investors have expressed a feeling that for
the large parastatals, there is no guarantee
that the Government will continue its hands-off
nolicy, hence the reluctance to purchase.
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(8) Little public promotion or investment promotion
were undertaken by the Government or the
Receiver before sale.

(9) The Government managed to have the cooperation
of the Trade Unions with respect to the loss of
jobs after it committed funds ko paying off the
terminal benefits of the one thousand or so
workers.

..-- (10) The Government of Kenya in the period 1983-1986
has been altering the policy environment for
investments and the private sector. These are
seen as further commitment to Parastatal
divestiture.

-- (11) The proposed Parastatals for sale have on the
whole not been targeted for the external
investor.
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FOR GROUP DISCUSSIONS

Practical considerations may include:

1. What institutions should be included in the
planning stage?

2. Should potential buyers be controlled?

3. Is it necessary to reorganize?

4. What are the legal, political and other road blocks?

5. The role of Management and Trade Unions

6. The timing of the sale.

7. The investment, public and organizational
promotions that should be undertaken.

8. The role of Government after the sale.


